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255.39 Excerpt from Tales Of An Old Lama\fn{by Boryn Zhambal (1882-after 1958)} “Khankhar at Baruun-büren, to
the west of Altanbulag,” Selenge Province, Mongolia. (M) 22
1\fn{Entitled: Jambal the Chaplain}
My name is Boryn Jambal and I am now, in 1958, seventy-seven years old, belonging to the Year of the Horse.
That means I was born in 1882. I live alone in my tent. I have no livestock or property in the countryside. I have a
compound and a tent in the town.\fn{His title “chaplain” (donir) refers to “a priest who is in charge of a Buddhist chapel or temple
and performs the daily services to the deities contained in it.” }
I have no brothers or sisters. My mother came from the Great Shabi.\fn{ The estate of the Jebtsundamba Khutuktu}
My father came from the Namsrai yang\fn{A rank in the Manchu nobility} banner of Tüsheet Khan aimag.\fn{One of the
four aimags or khanates into which Outer Mongolia was divided. The others were Zasagt Khan, Setsen Khan and Sain Noyon Khan }
I was born in a place called Khankhar at Baruun-büren to the west of Altanbulag. When I was nine I came to
relations of my mother’s in the Holy One’s\fn{ Jambal always uses this title for the Eighth Jebtsundamba Khutuktu or Living
Buddha of Urga, which he served, who was also the King (Bogd Khan) of Mongolia, 1911-24. He was not the last of these (eight)
personages, which stretched back in an unbroken line to 1635, when the first of them was born. The 14 th Dali (the present) Lama
recognized a ninth Jebtsundamba Khutuktu (1932-2012)} Khüree.\fn{Mongolian name for Urga} At that time I lived with my

mother’s younger brother, a lama, and in summer I went to the countryside.
When I was thirteen my father Bor came to Khüree where he died. Ours had always been a poor household.
When I was fifteen my mother and my elder brother came to Khüree. My elder brother soon died. My mother died
some time after the rise of the People’s Government. So I was just some leftover rubbish in Khüree.
Then I became a lama in the Holy One’s Khüree and lived in the Khüükhen Noyon aimag. After living in
Khüree for ten years and more, I finished learning my rituals and got tested in them. Thanks to my teacher I got
into the Badma Yogo college, one of the ten colleges of Khüree. As the Rid was very strict as to discipline, people
did not like joining that college.
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*
Badma Yogo was an exorcism college. It was a very rich college owning more than ten thousand sheep, about
six thousand horses and more than two thousand head of cattle. The lamas officially registered to take part in
services numbered fifty, and this being so the food used at the services was good and fat meat was issued to them.
They never bothered about using neck of mutton.
They took a suitable tax from the families which herded their livestock. For example, for fifteen sheep they
took a fathom of felt. Instead of a fathom of felt they would take three dollars. In spring the people would give a
lot of khoormog\fn{A type of fermented milk drink} and tarag\fn{Another type of fermented mare’s milk } to “whiten the
lamas’ guts”. In summer they gave kumis.\fn{A third type of fermented mare’s milk, and probably, from its linguistic form, the
type most familiar to Western readers:H} In summer they would bring in from the countryside one or two mares from
every fifteen of those with the herders, together with one or two horses, and when all the mares were assembled
they would get the milkers to milk them and give the kumis to the lamas. From ten mares they would get one tun
of kumis every day.
There were a lot of exorcisms performed in the college for the patrons. The lamas took turns in holding these
services. They lived on the alms from them.
The mares were changed in the summer. They used to go on drinking the kumis till autumn and winter. They
used to have many\fn{The text has: much} cows brought in from the herders to get milk for their tea.
At that time tea was used instead of money. A “thick tea” was the equivalent of two bricks of tea. A thick tea
was the same as sixty “yellow teas”. A “half tea” was the same as thirty yellow teas. A half tea and a brick of tea
were the same thing. One sambai scarf\fn{A poor type of ceremonial scarf } was worth one yellow tea. A silver cent
equalled twenty-two yellow teas. An ounce was two hundred and twenty yellow teas. Bids for things sold at
auction used to start with a single yellow tea.
I took part in the services at Badnia Yogo for three years or more, and became a verger of the college. A verger
was a sort of messenger. He did things like informing the lamas or carrying messages. The college had four
vergers. I got the title of Bilegt\fn{ Auspicious} on account of being a senior one who had served for several years. I
got this title at the Shabi Danshig Games\fn{ The name of a service performed for the Living Buddha of Urga, a term which also
covered the presentation of gifts to him} in about 1922.
*
The Holy One always addressed older persons in a formal manner, and on the occasion of the offering of the
Danshig he used to confer titles and ranks and the right to a cushion and rewards on those who had served for a
long time. The titles were Zorigt, Bilegt, Shadar, Bint, Duraal and so on.
There were jokes told about these titles. For example, Duraal was short-sighted, Zorigt was stupid, Shadar was
hypocritical, Bint was very well-off, very affluent. At the time of the festival meeting before the Seven Banners
Games\fn{Apparently first held in 1696} the door clerks would announce the titles at the meeting in confirmation.
The rituals which all the lamas had to memorize were the Ten Khangal or Dogshid,\fn{ A service with offerings
made to the terrible deities (dogshid)} twenty or so eulogies, the creed, the Lamyn chodba and several kharanga\fn{Small
recitations} and so on. Also they included six benedictions. These six benedictions were Sanjodmonlom, Sanjaigünlaa, Daggiijanchub, Chogjuujalba, Püljin or the blessing of Divaajang,\fn{ Paradise} and Givaandeyei. I memorized
all these rituals and could recite them well, but I did not know the philosophy texts and never learned Mongol
writing properly.
A bad whetstone makes a lot of swarf,\fn{The debris resulting from various metal-working operations } a bad lama has a
lot of teachers, so they say. I had nearly thirty teachers.
A lama called Luvsandondog Tsorj of Biziyaa aimag was a teacher of mine. He was a man without hypocrisy,
straightforward, and afraid of no one. While he had the post of Tsorj he quarreled with Gungaa, the Proctor of the
Great Assembly Hall.
“I suppose you’ll tell on me to that Holy One of yours,” he said. “Well, I don’t care if I am a tsorj or not.” He
lost his title of tsorj for one year.
2\fn{Entitled: The Precious Buddha Images of Khüree }
There were five precious Buddha images in Khüree: Ikhiin Zuu, Ochirdar, Ayuush of Ganjuur, Namsrai of the
lkh San, and the Manias of Noyon Shüteen. While the Ondör Gegeen\fn{ The first Jebtsundamba Khutuktu (1635-1723)}
was blowing the bellows to construct these, some nobles came and complained because they had heard he had
taken up with a girl. This girl, the Khüükhen Noyon,\fn{ Girl Noble} had left the tent and gone off. Ondör Gegeen
said: “Here, come and deal with what is in the tent” and the Khüükhen Noyon (Ondör Gegeen’s wife) came in and
kneaded some molten copper and bronze just like dough and modeled a Buddha image, so it is said. Then the
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nobles were nonplussed and left the tent. When the Khüükhen Noyon’s body was burned up at a place called
Derst Bulan on the banks of the Orkhon river and what was called a cremation ceremony was performed, the
right hand is said to have been left over. With its ashes they block-printed a Khajid, and the Red Khajid which is
in the Khajid Temple in the Amarbayasgaiant Lamasery is said to have been “enlivened” by the wrist from her
arm. From her name came the Khüükhen Noyon aimag in Khüree.
In Gandan there was a kanjur with holes for strapping it. In the Holy One’s palace there was said to be a
valuable and precious jadamba\fn{Lamist scripture} known as the Magnolia Jadamba. There had never been
precious objects of worship in the Khüükhen Noyon aimag. But there was a manla there called the Khüükhen
Noyon’s precious object of worship. This manla had been crafted by the Ondör Gegeen like the Zuu of the lkh
San, and its measurements were similar to those of the Ochirdar. The Namsrai of the lkh San is said to have been
of smaller measurements. The Ayush of Ganjuur is said now to be in the Oracle Temple.
The people of Noyon Shüteen sold everything they had to pay their taxes and to make gifts to the lamas. Thus,
of the precious things they sold there were a mintüg holding a thunderbolt, a Buddha image about a cubit in size,
in a leather box. Baidantseren, the treasurer of the Noyon Shüteen, said that this Buddha image, together with
eight stüpas, was sold for eight hundred tugrigs. The mintug Buddha image had sparkling stones set in its head.
The eight stüpas of the Lord Buddha were crafted amazingly beautifully. There were many such sets of eight
stüpas. I heard that one set of eight stüpas was given to the lama Jamyantiv and moved to Dornod aimag.
The Buddha images said to be by the Ondör Gegeen were indeed made by Ondör Gegeen himself. He is said to
have been a great craftsman. Ondör Gegeen’s birthplace was a place called Usan Bilchir. This is near Erdene Zuu
and the spa of Khujirt.
It used to be the custom for the Tüsheet Khan to present the Holy One in the winter of every year with one [set
of] new felt stockings, a paunch of “white butter”, a paunch of “yellow butter” and the breast and the pericardium
of one sheep, as the “Gift to the Son”.\fn{ Ondör Gegeen was the son of the Tüsheet Khan Gombodorj} I encountered these things
twice when they were being brought from the Tüsheet Khan.
Cedar nuts from Bürenkhan and a sack of roasted millet came every year from the Amarbayasgaiant Lamasery.
Bürenkhan cedar nuts were amazingly big. The men who brought these things used to be rewarded with silk for a
gown.
3\fn{Entitled: The Steel Buddha Image}
There was a Yamandaga Buddha image made of steel in the White Temple by the Tuul River. This was very
exquisite. It was said to have been made in the Dalai Choinkhor Vang banner in the time of the Eighth Holy
One.\fn{1869-1924} In height it was about a full cubit. The implements it held were all of silver, skilfully made
and sparkling. It never rusted.
There was also a similar Buddha image of Damjan Dorlig riding a goat.
There was also a similar jamsran. Its head was gilded (painted with gold), and the rest was of iron.
The Dalai Choinkhor Vang presented many things to the Holy One. These included: tents, pavilions and
braziers for the Games, and on all the labels on the games requisites it said “Presented by the Choinkhor
Vang”. They were skilfully made, and all the iron items sparkled.
There were sections of quilting made of coloured silk threads. If the minor lamas and novices were no
good at the scriptures the Choinkhor Vang used to put them in the sewing department and have them do
sewing. If they were no good at sewing he had them carve wood. If they could not carve wood he had them
make things of iron. Thus he had everyone taught according to what they could do. Even the men in the Dalai
Choinkhor Vang’s banner were very skilled at sewing clothes.
The last Dalai Choinkhor Vang\fn{ The Dalai Choinkhor’s territories lay in an area where the present-day Zavkhan, Khovsgöl
and Arkhangai aimags meet} used to give the Holy One ten thousand pounds of yellow butter a year. This must
have come three or four years running. At the anniversary service for the Strengthening of the Feet of the Holy
One twelve lamas read the scriptures continuously. There were three Buddha images there, Damjan Dorlig,
Naichün Choijon and the white-faced Buddha wearing a helmet said to have been brought from the place of
Ürjin Khan.
Their rituals were recited from nine in the morning till twelve at night. The anniversary service lasted three
days. This anniversary service was a birthday service. The Eighth Holy One was born on the eighth day of the
first month of autumn. The anniversary service lamas had a pavilion with an ornamental red roof-cover to the
north-west of the Ochirdar Temple and to the south of the chapel of Dechingalba, and they held the service
there.
Outside the Residence was a bronze stüpa. The philosophy lamas said that if one circumambulated this stüpa at
night from sunset until sunrise it would help one to attain wisdom.
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There was a precious Khajad Buddha image at the White Temple. This Buddha image used to be venerated by
the Fifth Holy One\fn{1815-1841} when he was performing the meditation of Khajad. It was a gilded brass Buddha
image, completely covered over, with only one hand visible.
The hat and clothes of the Ondör Gegeen were there also. There were a hat in the form of a skull-cap with four
leaf-shaped peaks, and big red Mongol boots. One gown was a summer gown like a Buryat gown, made of stuff
like yellow silk pleated at the waist and with a lining of gauze, with small cuffs and a rough fur collar like black
otter fur. There was a statuette made of paper in the likeness of the Ondör Gegeen. These clothes were wrapped up
in a bundle near it.
The White Temple was the Holy One’s summer residence. The winter one was the Yellow Palace. This was the
case before the River Temple and Khaistai were there. A portrait of Jebtsun Daranata\fn{ A Tibetan historian} was in
the River White Temple. This picture is in the Oracle Temple.
4\fn{Entitled: The Oracle Temple}
The Oracle Lama Luvsankhaidav was the third younger brother of the Eighth Holy One. Seven of them
including the Holy One came from Tibet. His father did not come, probably having died. His mother was called
Oidovdulam. His elder brother was Baldantseren güng.\fn{A rank in the Manchu nobility } Another elder brother was
the Joloo Khamba. He had two true younger brothers, Luvsanvandan and Luvsankhaidav. There was also a
younger brother called Norov Khamba.
Joloo Khamba lived from the Treasury and died as a layman. Luvsanvandan was a very staid lama, who died
after maintaining chastity all his life. Baldantseren was supplied from the Treasury, married a Mongol wife and
died. His wife was a Mongol girl called Jambal Khatan. He had no children. Norov Khamba was known as the
Güjir Khamba and died at seventeen or eighteen. His mother was an old woman who died after visiting Urga a lot.
The Holy One was good at Mongol but rather poor at Tibetan. Luvsankhaidav was a young lama who liked
playing at shooting anklebones. He knew his rituals all right. There was a lama called Peljee of the Vangai aimag.
Luvsankhaidav was Peljee’s catamite.
In the Kuang-hsu period\fn{1875-1908} Tserendorj of Maimaa Khot,\fn{ The trading quarter of Urga } being in
control, made Luvsankhaidav the Oracle. He gave him the title of Oracle Lama. The lama Peljee was the Oracle
Lama’s “Speaker Lama”. The Speaker Lama understood and transmitted the Oracle Lama’s pronouncements. The
Oracle never spoke with his mouth, but when one listened there hummed out at his armpit something which
sounded like words . It was the Speaker Lama who listened to this and wrote it down and made it known to
people.
There were three guardian spirits which dwelt within the Oracle Lama. The first of these guardian spirits was
Naichün, the second was Zemer and the third was Shüg. Naichün was not very fierce and Zemer was not very
fierce either, but Shüg was a very fierce guardian spirit. When the guardian spirit Shüg was within him the Oracle
Lama took on a very fierce aspect, hopping and leaping about, bobbing up and down and foaming at the mouth.
The Speaker Lama managed the most important affairs of the Oracle Lama. The Oracle Lama took Sürenkhorloo, daughter of the Zaisan Damdin of Maimaa Khot, as his wife. The Oracle Lama was the River Oracle and this
meant that he was called the Official Oracle. The Speaker Lama Peljee was always saying that he would build a
temple and establish services. Then in two or three years he built a big wooden temple in East Khüree.\fn{ The
central part of Urga, between Gandan and Maimaa Khot }
The Great Shabi supplied all the money for this. Having finished one temple he would go on to build the next.
The Speaker Lama Peljee got the title of Daichin Khamba.
Thirty lamas were drawn from the thirty aimags of Khüree to clear the temple rubbish in oxcarts. The oxcarts
were taken as transport service from the woodcutters and carters who came to Khüree.
In the last years of the Kuang-hsu period fire suddenly broke out one winter’s night and those wooden temples
were all burned down. Nothing was left of them. People said:
“The Oracle Lama and Sürenkhorloo just managed to get out of the residence with their gowns thrown over
them. They could not take anything else with them.” Next day I myself had a look and saw black ash flying about.
The Chakhar Shagdar Güng had a poor compound where the ball-playing garden now is at the western end of
the Lenin Club. A lot of tents were procured from the Gegeen’s Treasury and the rich colleges of Khüree, and
were set up for the Oracle Lama. Procuring all these tents did a lot of harm to the Shabi and the colleges.
*
In the spring of the following year the building of the Zankhan Temple, which exists today,\fn{ 1958} was
begun. The finest craftsmen were summoned from all the banners in Mongolia and put to work making the
Buddha images and other cult objects for this Temple. Shoiv’ Ayuush of Vangai aimag was in charge of making
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these Buddha images and cult objects, and a lama called Wanchig of Noyon aimag also took part. That Ayuush
probably made the elegant naidans\fn{The sixteen sthavira or chief apostles of Buddhism} in the Temple. He
worked for very many years in the Oracle Temple. Ayuush was a man of the banner of the Zorigt Vang or O. Vang
(Odsorbazar), of Tüsheet Khan aimag.
A lot of Chinese and Mongols worked mixed up together in building the Temple and making the Buddha
images. It was Chinese for the most part who built the Temple, while Mongols for the most part made the Buddha
images and objects within it. Shoiv’ Ayuush made the very tall jigjid which has now gone.
The temple dance used to be put on in the Oracle Temple in the Period of Autonomy.\fn{ 1911-1920} They had
the Mam, Zan and Five Kings dance. This was very different from the Khüree dance. In the Five Kings the
Daichin Khamba himself appeared. This dance was put on for about three years but stopped under the People’s
Government.\fn{This government began in 1925. Mongolia was the second country after Russia to have a Communist (or People’s)
government; it has been a parliamentary-democracy since 1990, and under a new constitution since 1992:H }
The Oracle Lama died during the Period of Autonomy. When they took Sürenkhorloo home, some twenty or
thirty loaded carts went with her. While the Oracle Lama was alive Sürenkhorloo led a dissipated life with the
Chinese. She was an ill-looking, flabby, pale girl.
After the death of the Oracle Lama the Daichin Khamba took a wife and died during the period of the People’s
Government. A special temple which he caused to be built was over by the Lenin Club.
The herds of the Oracle Lama were very rich. He used to count his herds and hold a games meeting at the
place called Bökhög to the west of the Holy Mountain.
This games meeting has a history. Formerly they used to hold the Seven Banners Games. When these ceased
they held what was called Badamdorj’s Games for three years in succession at a place called Ulaankhujir on the
Tuul River. These became the Great Games. When these ceased they began to hold what was called the Oracle
Lama’s Games at Bokhog. At the same time as these ceased they began to hold the Army Games in Ulaanbaatar
city.
5\fn{Entitled: A Recent Visit to the Oracle Temple }
The following things are there: there is an image of the Düvchin Nagbojodba which used to be in the White
Temple. The skull hand-drum has been lost. Now it holds a drum of black wood. There is an image of the Lobon
Badamjunai from this same Lower Temple. Two of the three Dansorrigsum from the Lower Temple are in the lefthand tent. There is a sculpture of the Preceptor Baldanchoimbol Khamba which used to be in the same Lower
Temple—he became Proctor in the Zankhan Temple. There is the Ondör Gegeen from the Lower Temple. A
brocade mantle covers it. This image is a paper sculpture. A man called Lofty Tsend the Image-maker of Nomch
aimag made it in the twenty-sixth year of Kuang-hsu.\fn{ 1900} In the left-hand tent there is the Ondör Gegeen
from Vangai aimag and a Dorjsembe from I know not where. Both are the work of Ondör Gegeen. The Sixteen
Naidan from the same temple are in the central row.
6\fn{Entitled: The Jakhar Platter }
This was one of the most precious things. It was a big iron platter. It was made by hammering in one nail per
hundred thousand recitations of the Yamaaranz. There must have been several hundred nails in it. It was square in
shape and measured about a metre each way, and it looked merely like a big ugly platter. I never touched it, but I
had seen it well.
This platter was nailed up by means of the sabre with which the Baatar Beile had set up nine onkh. What onkh
means is that when a thousand men have been killed the thousandth is stuck head down in the ground and dies
with his two feet sticking up. So when this is seen it means “I have killed a thousand men”. So this was the platter
nailed up by means of the sabre with which Baatar Beile had set up nine onkh. This most precious thing was kept
by the lay foreman of the Sangai.\fn{ One of the first seven aimags established in Urga in 1651} The Sangai foreman kept all
sorts of odd things, and he looked after the firewood.
The Jakhar took place on the twenty-ninth day of the middle month of winter. Two Jakhar were held each year.
One of them was in the summer. The Jakhar was a terrible sor of Choijoo. In both of them a temple dance was
held when the sor was carried, and this was called Jakhar.
The platter was used for the Jakhar in the summer of the 27th year of Kuang-hsü,\fn{ 1901} but when they
wanted to use it for the winter Jakhar it was missing. Well then, the Sangai foreman was questioned and arrested.
They beat him with shoe-soles and sticks. Some ten men who were employed under the Sangai foreman were
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arrested. The four Sangai foremen were all arrested and got beaten. The Shanzav’s Office provided and set up a
special tent where the questioning and beating took place. The Holy One issued an order, saying:
“Even if the whole of it cannot be found, it is extremely important if only a single nail can be found. It must be
found.”
A lot of men were interrogated for more than ten days, and three or four men could not withstand the
interrogation and died. Some of them confessed without regard for truth or falsehood, while others said that it had
been sold to the Buryats or given to the Zochi Agvaan.
The Zochi Agvaan was a good zochi.\fn{A kind of lama-exorcist, who practices at night using a drum and a trumpet made
from a human femur and a human skull as a pot } I saw that zochi get beaten to death. Hearing that the Zochi Agvaan had
died, my teacher said:
“Our people are doing something very wrong.”
There was a servant lama called Mojigodoi who used to gather hay and firewood. He used to push the sorplatter in. He got beaten to death. Bud, the Sangai foreman, also died. These all made false confessions. But it
could not be found and they made another platter out of iron to carry the sor. They failed to find it and lost it
without trace. The old lamas of Khüree said:
“An omen of the decline of the Faith has appeared.”
“Perhaps the Buryats took it. The Buryats are terrible people, and perhaps they turned it into cash”, so they
said.
7\fn{Entitled: Marzan Shar}
Sharav the painter, known as Marzan Shar, came originally from Zasagt Khan aimag. He had no brothers or
sisters, but when he was working as an artist in the Printing Office someone came claiming to be his elder brother.
Then Marzan Shar went to a restaurant with that man and bought him a good meal, and then dismissed him
saying:
“There is no point in meeting me.” They say that Marzan Shar did not take that man home because his tent was
a poor one.
What he had done earlier I do not know. In his twenties and thirties he lived all the time at the Tsorj of
Biziyaa’s (Luvsandondog). The Biziyaa Lama set up a special tent for him and had him paint Buddha images.
Sometimes Marzan Shar did not wash his face and hands. The Biziyaa Lama said:
“There is no need to consecrate the (pure) Buddha images painted by Marzan Shar without washing his hands
and face for a few days.”
Every now and again he would disappear for a bit. He used to wear flashy Tibetan clothes. He used to take a
rough Tibetan snuff called “Warrior Lama”. He used to frequent the Tibetan lamas’ tents and play Tibetan
dominoes (dice thrown with a shout), and when he had lost everything on his wagers he would come back
destitute to the Biziyaa Lama’s.
He must have known colloquial Tibetan. He used to go around with the Tibetans and just play for money. Then
he would come back and paint Buddha images. When painting he probably mixed up his paints with his own
spittle.
Marzan Shar would paint anything for people he liked. He would not paint anything for people he did not like.
I never heard that anyone had taught Marzan Shar how to paint. Marzan Shar used to paint Buddha images and
portraits of the Holy Ones and so on for the Holy One. When the Holy One sent for Marzan Shar to come and
paint pictures he abandoned his paintings without finishing them and went.
After the death of the Biziyaa Lama he got his tent set up at the Khachin Baldan’s and lived there. Marzan
Shar’s paintings of the Tsorj of Biziyaa and the Khachin Baldan are now kept in the State Central Museum. He
would sit by someone and then paint them more alike than a photograph. Marzan Shar’s real name was
Luvsansharav or Sharav. The pictures Marzan Shar painted of the Holy One and the Ekh Dagina are now in the
State Museum. Marzan Shar painted a picture of the Holy One and later it was copied as a photograph.
Marzan Shar’s paintings: (1) The Holy One in religious dress. (2) The Holy One in the temple-dance dress
called Shanag, painted in the year of the Chinese revolutionaries.\fn{ The whereabouts of this painting were long unknown,
but according to an article in the newspaper Ardyn Erkh (#74, 11 May 1993) it had turned up a little earlier in an Ulaanbaatar auction sale }
(3) The Ekh Dagina with plumes and button. (4) The Ekh Dagina wearing a five-sided tiara, dressed as a Buddha,
with bell and thunderbolt (5) The Holy One and the Ekh Dagina in four-sided diadems, with the Holy One in his
ceremonial dress after his enthronement as King. (6) Picture of the Tsorj Lama of Biziyaa. (7) Picture of the
Khachin Baldan. (8) Picture of the Tsorj Lama of Noyon (Luvsantsercn) (9) Picture of the Tibetan lama, the old
Yonzon Baldanchoimbol (10) Picture of Lenin.
Many artists must have painted panoramas of Khüree. I do not know if Marzan Shar was one of them.
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8\fn{Entitled: Worshipping the Holy Mountain}
The Holy Mountain used to be worshipped twice a year. The Manchu amban\fn{Minister, or Resident} went to
the spring worship and the Mongol Amban to the autumn one. When the Mongol Amban performed the worship
he stayed at Chuluut Valley\fn{One of the 34 valleys of this mountain} for almost two months.
The herds of the Holy Mountain were made up of nearly two thousand geldings of white, bay, gray and chestnut coat-colours. The Mongol Amban used to count them. Once on the day before the Manchu Amban was to go
and worship the Holy Mountain there was a heavy snow storm and there was a lot of trouble, and the Amban said:
“I am worshipping you because it is my duty, not because I want to. What do you think you are up to?”
And he had the Holy Mountain given twenty lashes and condemned it to wear fetters, and wooden fetters were
placed on its obo.\fn{Its ritual cairn, erected at a prominent feature of the landscape, to serve as a dwelling-place for local deities }
That autumn it was also fined many horses, and the Manchu Amban confiscated these and drove them all down
into China without exception. The Manchu and Mongol Ambans joined forces to misappropriate all these horses.
The fining of the Holy Mountain and the confiscation of the geldings took place in the twenties of the Kuanghsu period. At that time I was about twelve years old.
The lady of the Mongol Amban, the Darkhan Vang, went to Amarbayasgalant to worship in the year after the
Holy Mountain’s herd had been misappropriated and lost some gold and pearls there and had all the lamas beaten
and interrogated. At that time the lady was pregnant. The next year she bore a blind child. There was a wise gavj
called Navaan rabjamba\fn{A lamist doctor of philosophy} in Setsen toin aimag. The noble and his lady asked Navaan
rabjamba about the child, and he cast his dice and divined and said:
“If you do a mean thing a blind child will be born.” I saw this.
A temple called Dünjin Garbo\fn{ The name of the protective spirit or spirit lord of this mountain } had been built in
Khüree by the O. Vang.\fn{At this point the first edition has the following text which is missing in the second edition: “There were a
number of bronze Buddha images inside it. This was O. Vang’s shrine. O. Vang had set up the Vangai aimag. It was said that the spirit lord
of the Holy Mountain inhabited this temple.” } As the Holy Mountain had the rank of a Tüshee Gung money used to be

brought from Peking for its salary. In later times the Manchu Amban used to put just a couple of ingots on the
Holy Mountain’s obo and keep the rest for himself. There was a hole in a building by the Holy Mountain’s obo.
The money used to be thrown into it. The bow and arrows of Baatar Beile were in the building near the obo.
*
Baatar Beile was the greatest hero of Khalkha. Shijir Baatar was among his followers. Baatar Beile and Shijir
Baatar were of the same generation and are said to have lived in the time of the Fifth Holy One.\fn{ 1815-1842}
The Western Residence\fn{This is presumably the Baruun Örgöö which was the residence of Abtai Khan of Khalkha who was
responsible for bringing Buddhism to Northern Mongolia in the late 16 th century. It was originally erected at Erdene Zuu, but was
incorporated into Urga at the time of the First Khutuktu and moved to the site of Urga by the Selbe River in 1778. It is said to have been
known as the Western Residence or Western Pavilion because it was pitched to the west of the Khutuktu’s palace } in Khüree was a

residence for holding services and performing exorcisms when the temple dance was put on. This was called
Baatar Beile’s residence.
Shijir Baatar’s winter quarters were at the back of Shijir’s Pass to the north west of Ulaanbaatar. Shijir Baatar
and Baatar Beile went to the wars with the Olet and went over to the Manchus, and Baatar Beile was rewarded
with great honours. But they did not reward Shijir Baatar. So Shijir Baatar was annoyed and fumbled with the
arrows on his back in order to shoot the Emperor, but he could not get hold of an arrow. Then the Emperor said:
“I am not giving you a reward. Take what you want from those Chinese of mine who have gone up north.”
And so Shijir Baatar made a living by plundering the Chinese merchants, and then died. According to what
people said there were some Chinese merchants going along. One of them said: “Shijir may be coming,” and the
other said boastingly, “So what?” Then Shijir came on the scene and the boastful Chinese said in a panic:
“Shijir sir, shall I take my trousers off?”
Shijir Baatar’s descendants were a poor banner known as Ilden Güng’s or Ilden Vang’s, and they lived at Khüi
at the back of Shijir’s Pass. They were a poor banner of sixteen households who furnished a single soldier when a
thousand soldiers were mobilized from Tüsheet Khan aimag. People said that they did not flourish because of his
once fumbling with his arrows at the Emperor.
A descendant of Baatar Beile’s was the last Kharaagiin Baatar yang. As Ilden Güng was poor, and his line was
coming to an end, he took over a taiji\fn{A title of nobility held by descendants of Genghis Khan and his brother Khasar } called
Baldangombo taiji with his many children from the banner of Baatar Vang about a year before the Chinese
revolutionaries came. In the sixteen households there was not one taiji of his own line. In the time of the Chinese
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revolutionaries an old man said to be the Ilden Güng came fleeing on foot to Khüree carrying a seal, with his wife
accompanying him. Then the Holy One gave him a good tent.
Yünden Vang set out the words Om Aa Khun in white stones on the north side of the Holy Mountain so as to
make the Holy One’s drinking water pure. Also there is a monument erected by him on Baruun Shiree peak of the
Holy Mountain. Yünden Vang was of the line of the Amban Darkhan Vang. Yünden Vang had performed the
meditation of Khajid together with the Fifth Holy One.
The Khajid Temple which had been in front of the White Temple and south of the river is said to have been
flooded out. It was altered and rebuilt at Zaisan valley. Responsibility for the equipment for the Khajid Temple
was assumed for six months by the Holy One’s treasury and for six months by that of the Darkhan Vang.
9\fn{Entited: The Games}
Formerly the nobles of Khalkha used to hold the games when worshipping the Khentii mountains. Later on the
two aimags of Tüsheet Khan and Setsen Khan together with the Shabi, the Three Divisions, held games known as
the Ten Banner Princes’ Games in front of the Holy One’s residence. Three or four hundred wrestlers from the
Three Aimags used to wrestle, and instead of horseracing they shot at leather targets and leather balls. The official
archery lasted three days.
The Ten Banner Princes’ Games were held each year. The Seven Banner Games in which the Four Aimags and
the Shabi, the Five Divisions, took part together, were held once every three years.
As for the Seven Banner Games, when the Seven Banners of Khalkha got together in former times and raised
Ondör Gegeen to the throne at the place called Shireet Tsagaan Nuur they offered him a Danshig and so they
called this the Seven Banner Danshig. From then they began to offer the Danshig to the succeeding Holy Ones.
The Four Aimags and the Shabi, the Five Divisions, used to offer a Danshig worth ten thousand ounces of
silver. They also offered food worth a thousand ounces. This was offered at the Great Assembly Hall. After that, a
thousand wrestlers and more would wrestle for seven days at the door of the Residence.
The prizes for the wrestlers were as follows: for the champion and the runner-up, silk for a gown each; one
hundred ounces of silver each; a basket of “thick tea” each; a piece of Russian leather each, or, instead of the
leather, five ounces of silver each; [a fox-skin each] or, instead of the fox-skin, one ounce and five cents; a camel
each, or, instead of the camel fifty ounces of silver; a horse each, or, instead of the horse, eight ounces of silver; a
sheep each, or, instead of the sheep, one ounce and five cents of silver; together with a huge amount of food and
fruit. Thus nine gifts were given.
Various prizes were given to the other wrestlers. I do not know exactly what was given.
After the wrestlers had been dismissed, the Bogd Khan Uul League assembly would be held.\fn{ League
assemblies, each corresponding to one of the four aimags, were established in 1728, and were given names with a geographical
connotation} For this the Shabi erected a big pavilion-tent of eight wall sections and four pillars in the compound of

the Shanzav’s office. The Khans, Vangs, Güngs and Banner Princes of the Four Aimags assembled at the League
assembly. Food and tea were set out for them ceremonially. Also kumis, arkhi,\fn{Distilled sirits} arz and khorz\fn
{These last two were the highest grades of distilled spirits } were supplied in great amounts. The Four Aimags appointed
four fiddlers and four singers, and they performed four songs: Tümnii ekh, Khuuryn magnai, Töriin tovch and
Övgön shuvuu. The Shanzav of the Shabi, the two Daa Lamas, the Zaisans of all the yamens and the Holy One’s
chaplain all presented goblets at the presentation of the food and tea and the kumis and arkhi. When the assembly
opened, what they said was:
“Shall we kick the anklebone or not kick it? Shall we split the radius bone or not split it?”
People said that for the Shanzav of the Shabi and the Holy One’s chaplain to present goblets meant celebrating
the state. The horses for the Games were kept tied up at Khüi for a month or more. Yearling geldings known as the
Gegeen’s Swift Geldings were kept with various households. A reincarnated lama known as the Lama in Charge
of the Horses was designated and appointed to venerate the Holy One. Four lamas for worshipping the Horse
God, and the Foremen of the Geldings went to Khüi and tied up the horses a month in advance. Gate-keepers
from the Residence went out and from the various otogs\fn{The Shabi were divided into units known as otogs} they
recruited as a service small children of a suitable age to ride the horses. They brought them in in oxcarts and had
them ride all these horses.
As for the children’s food and additions to their tea, goat-meat, millet and roasted millet were supplied from
the Shabi and given to them together with plain tea for a month.
At the beginning of the first month of autumn The Holy One proceeded to the Games Field at Khüi, and all the
officials from Khüree and the Residence went there as a service, all taking their own tents with them. The Shabi
otogs supplied the ox-carts for carrying them as transport service. The Shanzav of the Shabi, the Daa Lamas and
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the Ambans and many others went in the Holy One’s suite. The Four Aimags and the Shabi, the Five Divisions
provided pavilion-tents for the nobles and the Ambans. The same areas provided the carts for carrying these as
transport service.
The Khambas, Tsorjis, Choijins and Precentors went at their own expense. They took the travelling Yellow
Temple, several meditation tents for the Holy One, and all sorts of cloth tent with coloured designs. These had
been provided of old by the Holy One. The various otogs appointed as a service the lamas who conveyed them.
The Shabi effected the transport as transport service. The Khans, Vangs and nobles of the aimags tied up their
horses by their individual tents and camped with their cloth tents in the vicinity of Khüi.
Two gatekeepers from the Residence conveyed the fuel for the Games and green wood for the horse-tethering
posts a month in advance, using carts belonging to the otogs near the Noyon Uul as transport service. The officials
of the Manchu and Mongol Ambans had seventy tents respectively. Each man had two tents.
Before\fn{\fn{The first edition has “on the morning when” } the full-grown horses were started, they spread white\fn
{The first edition has “white and red” } felt at the pavilion of the Manchu Amban, set up a high throne, lighted red
candles and burned a paper with the Emperor’s title on it, and burned incense, and all the nobles faced south and
bowed three times three times, and guns were fired three times to worship the Emperor’s tutelary genius. The
sheep for their food were driven in from the Four Aimags and the Shabi, the Five Divisions. It was said that
roughly speaking eight or nine hundred sheep came from each aimag.
I do not exactly know how much was allotted to each individual, except that a man known as the galdaa
Nerenpun was allotted three and a half sheep per day, of which he took one as a sheep and the rest in the form of
money. I saw how he got for provisions two “thick teas”, four candles, half a pound of salt and a pound of yellow
butter together with milk. What other people got I do not know.
Formerly there were races for three age-classes of horse, full-grown, medium and young. Later on the two
categories of stallion and ambler were added, making races for five age-classes.
I heard that there were around six to seven hundred race-horses in each age-class. I do not know what the
correct number was. If horses belonging to the banner nobles or the khans came in first, they presented those
horses and the children to the Holy One. The Five Aimags divided up the race-course between them, removing the
stones, filling up holes and driving in posts on either side. The number of horses to be caught was decided on and
the Five Divisions provided the horse-catchers. A door-clerk of the Shanzav’s would catch the winning horse.
When the horses were to race, ten men from each of the Five Divisions, fifty in all, were appointed to bring the
horses out to the correct place and start them off.
When the Games had lasted for six or seven days, the Holy One arranged a General Worship for the country
people. Then the Games broke up. The Seven Banner Games were halted just before the Holy One ascended the
royal throne, and after that Badamdorj put on games in his own name for some years. In continuation of that the
Holy One’s younger brother, the Oracle Khaidav, put on games for some years at Bokhog, and later, in
continuation of that, the Army Games began to be held.
10\fn{Entitled: Shooting Walnuts}
Formerly the lamas used to play at the sport of shooting walnuts in Khüree every year from the twenties of the
last month of winter till the end of the first month of spring, and the minor lamas on periodic duty in the Great
Assembly Hall and the young lamas assembled in the colleges were especially keen to take part.
The Eighth Holy One prohibited the walnut shooting and stopped it, and if anyone was found walnut shooting
the Proctors of the Assembly Hall punished the players by beating and caning them and making them perform
numerous prostrations at the services. Later on, when the great brawls between the lamas and the Chinese
occurred, the Minister at Khüree, Sandovaa, began the quarrel, saying:
“The lamas of your Holy One’s Khüree are doing secret military training, such serious training that the fact
that they do not miss a single walnut means that they would not miss a single human head.”
11\fn{Entitled: Target Shooting}
Formerly, when I, Jambal, was young, as the old lamas used to tell, the soivons and donirs or lama Zaisans of
East Khüree,\fn{The area to the east of the Gandan complex} and also the high lamas of the Düinkhor, Rid, Emch and
other colleges used to go target shooting. Later, when I was ten years old or more, it happened to be spring. The
cooks of the Residence, and the staff of the Outer and Inner Treasuries covertly went target shooting at the west
and east valleys at the Dambadarjaa Lamasery, and the Eighth Holy One got to hear about this and went there in
person and confiscated the target set-ups and the name-boards and score-boards of the lamas who were shooting
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and brought those lamas back to the Shanzav’s yamen under arrest, and had them put in the Shabi prison for three
days and interrogated, and then fined the main participants or dismissed them from office.
To recall some of their names, about three hundred men must have taken part, headed by the Daa Lamas
Rinchin and Gochoo, the Proctor of the Main Assembly Hall Galsan, the soivon Onondoo, the donirs Damdin and
Davaa, the attendants Luvsantseren and Dugarjav, Mishig who belonged to the Düinkhor college, the office clerks
Gombotseren and Luvsanchültem, the Zaisans Ayuur and Demberel, the aide-lama Tsend, the bursars Tsend and
Sandui, the stokers Dugarjav and Luvsantseren and the lamas without appointment Gürjav, Buidan, Samdan,
Shijir, Mijid and Tanbaa the Hermit.
After this the lamas of Khüree were strictly forbidden by the Holy One to go target shooting.\fn{ Lamas had been
forbidden to engage in archery long before this. Records exist recording fines for lamas practicing archery as far back as 1829:H } All
their bows and arrows, targets and apparatus were confiscated and the bows and arrows were kept as ornaments of
the guardian deities in the aimags, as I know well.
12\fn{Entitled: Obo Worship}
It is said that long ago the aimags of Khüree had the custom of obo worship. Later, when I, Jambal, was in my
twenties, the Zoogoi aimag was the first to erect a stone obo in front of the chapel, and the lamas, proctors and
precentors of the aimag used to worship it, with wrestling by children, foot races and so on, on one day from
midday onwards, and after that all the thirty aimags of Khüree erected obos and made a general régime out of
worshipping them and so on. The old lamas of Khüree seemed very disgruntled about this and many a time I
heard them criticize it, saying:
“This never used to happen in our Khüree at all. It might be a portent that later on people will take these as
marking the remains of the aimags.”
13\fn{Entitled: The Seven Khutuktus }
The Bandidaa aimag used to stand on the north side of the Sun aimag in the Capital Khüree. This aimag was
established by the Stone-fingered Acãrya. Stone-finger’s object of worship was a bundle of Buddha images. It was
in a certain household in those years and I have heard it is still there. The Nomon Khan of Baraivun Lamasery in
Khentii is said to be in the line of Stone-finger.
Stone-finger is said to have been a man who came from India to Mongolia in search of Shambala. Stone-finger
was one of the Seven Great Khutuktus of Khüree.\fn{Khutuku is a title conferred on reincarted high lamas. The legend of Stone
Finger is told in some detail in the lives of the Jebtsundamba Khutuktus. Two acãryas or holy men coming from India in search of the realm of
Shambala called on the First Khutuktu and asked him if they would attain their goal. He told them that on the way they would come across a great
lake. If they dipped a finger in it and it remained unharmed, this would be a sign that they would be able to get across. Further, a blue bull would
come out of the lake, and if they could catch it and ride it they would get to Shambala. When they reached the lake the younger Indian laid down
his carpet to cross it, as he had done before, saying, “After all, when we crossed all the lakes on our way here from India, how did we do it? We laid
down our carpets and used to cross over them like bridges, and what does His Serenity, sitting in his land of Mongolia, know about it?” As he did
so, he was overwhelmed by the water and died. The elder Indian stuck his finger in the water, whereupon it turned to stone and broke off. The bull
emerged, but could not be caught, and the Indian returned to Urga, where he recounted the tales of King Vikramaditya, which were then written
down}

The Seven Khutuktus are: (1) The Manzshir or Donkhor Manzshir. He built a lamasery on the south side of the
Holy Mountain. (2) Saraidorj Nomon Khan or Ninji Dolbii Nomon Khan, a man of Erdene Vang’s banner. (3)
Erdene Khamba. Dwelt around Avzag banner, a man of Shüteen aimag. (4) Mergen Khamba. Lived permanently
in the Capital Khüree. There was a Mergen Khamba aimag. (5) Baraivun Nomon Khan. Dwelt in Khentii. There
was a Nomon Khan aimag at Khüree too. (6) Roloi Khutuktu. Dwelt in Khentii and also Dugar aimag. (7)
Bamba-erdene Khuvilgaan (the Khuvilgaan aimag in Khüree originated with him).
14\fn{Entitled: The Holy One’s Marriage}
In his youth the Holy One took up with Norov, the wife of Tserendorj Güng, the father of Shirnen Vang. The
remains of the Güng’s compound and houses still stand at the foot of Gachuurt. The Holy One consorted with
Norov in complete secrecy.
A daughter was born. She was a good-looking girl. She was married off to a noble in the eastern aimags. I saw
that girl. She was a dark young lady, looking quite like the Holy One. She suffered from swollen intestines and
died young. This happened before the Holy One ascended the throne.
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About the twenty-fifth or twenty-sixth year of Kuang-hsu\fn{1899-1900} the Holy One proceeded to Ondör
Gegeen’s lamasery, Amarbayasgalant, accompanied by the grandfather of the Jonon Vang Tsogbadrakh and his
wife. Dondogdulam went as the lady’s maid. The Holy One took up with her. Then the Holy One discarded the
Lady Norov and consorted with Dondogdulam for five or six years. This all became public in the thirties of the
Kuang-hsü period, and he married her, giving her the title of Tsagaan Dar. When the Holy One became
King,\fn{1911} the Tsagaan Dar was elevated to be Queen. It was said that the Tsagaan Dar Ekh became pregnant.
But she never gave birth.
Later they adopted a child called Lamyaa from the younger sister of a lama called Ox-eye Luvsandondog, an
ordinary man of the Erkhem aimag. They had him brought up in a tent covered with dragon-pattern carpet over at
Khaistai. Sonomjamts Güng became foster mother and the lama Ononjamts of Sangai did the cooking. No one
else was allowed inside.
I heard tell that he was on a bed of yellow silk in the tent. The child called the Holy One Onjoo and the Ekh
Dagina Alia. I saw how the Holy One had his own food conveyed to Lamyaa. He was that sort of privileged,
pompous child.
When it was warm in spring the Holy One used to go to Khaistai. There were two red goats there which
Lamyaa used to put into harness. Lamyaa called one of them Sandalwood Khan with Sabre Horns and the other
one Lofty Steed. These two goats were looked after in a compound behind the River Temple, now the Museum
Temple. The two goats had similar carts which fitted them, and when Lamyaa visited the Holy One he would
harness up his goats to go there.
He was a nice looking boy with coal-black eyes and long hair. Around this time the Ekh Dagina died. Until the
child was ten or so the Holy One used to walk holding him by the hand.
Apart from him there were two other children close to the Holy One, the Yalguusan Lama and the Chin
Bishrelt Lama. These two knew the Holy One’s private matters and kept his keys.
The Holy One took a new Tsagaan Dar. Shirnen Jonon Vang, Daichin Jonon Vang and Darkhan Vang (who had
been the Amban) went to their own three banners and brought back the names of a number of girls and showed
them to the Holy One, and he impressed his seal upon the name of the daughter of a rich family known as Whitehorseman of the Watch-posts\fn{Watch-posts were established along the border with Siberia, both east and west of Kyakhta, and in
certain parts of the interior during the Manchu Dynasty } from the banner of Daichin Jonon Vang. Now she had been the
wife of a wrestler. The nobles had advised, “Holy One, you ought to have a companion”, and he said: “All right,
you see to it”, and accordingly they fetched this girl. It was around the tenth day of the last month of summer that
they fetched her.
She was a young girl, quite smart and shortish. She was a bit dissolute too. She wanted to become a choijin,
and had another tent set up, and may have got up to this and that with the lamas. When she had a bit of a tiff with
the Holy One she would fall down in a faint, and they would fetch a chojin and have him perform an incenseoffering.
To begin with they used to bring in a Chinese hair-dresser to dress the Tsagaan Dar’s hair, but later this was
stopped. A young maker of sacrificial objects called Batsain who lived at Khaistai used the opportunity of
dressing her hair to get off with her.
After the Holy One had got married, one night in autumn he sent for the four Precentors of the Great Assembly
Hall, the four Proctors, eight persons altogether, and had them come into his meditation tent. At that time the Holy
One was lying in bed with his wife. He gave them some spirits and said:
“Having lost my companion, I have now fetched a young girl. I wanted to show her to you.” The old Precentor
Galsan put his hand inside the Holy One’s bedclothes and felt the girl, fondled her and said several times:
“Yes, yes, you are a fine girl. Make sure our Holy One is seen by the many Shabi for three years.”
After this the Holy One lived through autumn, winter and spring and died on the seventeenth day of the first
month of summer. The Precentor Galsan died two or three months after the Holy One passed away. After the Holy
One’s death, the new Tsagaan Dar, Chin Bishrelt Lama and Yalguusan Lama stayed in the River Temple, where
they lived it up, and Bishrelt Lama slept with the Tsagaan Dar, so they say. When Yalguusan Lama heard of this
he scolded him, saying:
“I am going to tell the Khamba and the Shanzav. You and I have enjoyed the Holy One’s generosity all these
years and now that he has died and we are all upset, here you are sleeping with what used to be his wife.”
The Chin Bishrelt Lama was distraught, took poison and died. This happened in summer, and his body turned
black. This lama had come from Biziyaa aimag, so they came from that aimag and took his corpse away on an
oxcart and disposed of it.
When the Tsagaan Dar came she brought a girl of her own age with her. She was married off to Yalguusan
Lama. After the death of the Holy One the Shanzav Luvsanbaldan went to the Upper Temple and took charge of
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the Tsagaan Dar. He dealt pretty roughly with her. People also said that Luvsanbaldan lived with her. She was in
her twenties when she came to the Holy One.
*
The People’s Government set up a commission, and was going to confiscate the Holy One’s effects and
distribute portions to the children. As the Shanzav Luvsanbaldan tried to give a large amount to the new Tsagaan
Dar, people said it was probably true that he lived with her. When the girl went back home she took eighteen
loaded ox carts with her. These included a five-section tent, gold, silver, and a lot more.
After that the Holy One’s adopted children were dispersed. They were to be sent back to their parents with a
hundred ounces of silver and a cow with a calf. The boy Lamyaa was sent to Luvsandendev’s with a hundred
ounces of silver and a cow with a calf. There was the son of the Güng Sanjmyatav who held no appointment, and
he was sent to his father with a hundred ounces of silver and a cow with a calf. There was an orphan called
Erennyam who was given to Yalguusan Lama together with a hundred ounces of silver and a cow with a calf. The
Yalguusan Lama was left with a compound and house, several tents and the girl-friend of the Tsagaan Dar. Later
this lama was arrested and probably died in prison.
Everything the Holy One left was confiscated by the commission of the People’s Government. The Tsagaan
Dar is said to have gone home, where she had several children, and had her effects confiscated two or three times.
While the Holy One was alive and the River Temple was being built he wanted to get wood from the pastures
of the Darkhan Vang’s banner. The Gung Tserendorj hated him because he had left the Lady Norov and because
he had paid no regard to the Güng, and he would not give any wood from his lands, and there was quite a quarrel,
as a result of which the Güng lost his reputation and came near to being banished by the Manchu Amban. That
Güng died of natural causes.
Rintchen is wrong in his novel Ray of Dawn, when he says that the Holy One stole the Lady Norov and put the
Güng in prison. There are a lot of things not right in that novel, such as that the Jalkhanz Khutuktu and Legtseg
the Soivon were contemporaries.
15.\fn{Entitled: Morlegtseg Semben or Soivon}
Morlegtseg Semben was a little younger than the Holy One and he used to cut the Holy One’s hair. He used to
act as the Holy One in the Holy One’s presence, and they wore each other’s clothes and were thick as thieves
together. One day the Holy One and Legtseg galloped to Legtseg’s tent in similar clothes and on similar horses,
and Legtseg’s mother said, “Oh Holy One, our Legtseg’s tent has got only a single covering. He needs another
covering on top of it”, and the Holy One gave him a tent.
In the end he began to sleep with the Holy One. Legtseg was a really smart lama. The Holy One had a splendid
house built for him at Gandan. There was a great party for the house-warming and lots of lamas attended. This
was in summer. So they gave the lamas kumis and so on, and plied them heavily with kumis.
One poor lama said: “I cannot drink” and Legtseg said, “If you cannot drink, what did you come here for?” and
gave him a good slap in the face. Legtseg was an extremely hot-tempered man. The lamas used to say to each
other:
“Poor chap, I wonder how long he will be in the Holy One’s good books?” Then Legtseg beat up the Holy
One, and smashed his front teeth in, saying:
“You are throwing me over and have been going round with the other lamas.” After that the Holy One’s front
teeth remained broken.
*
It may have been in the twenties of the Kuang-hsü period, one day in the last month of autumn, when the Holy
One, together with two attendants, went to the Toin Shanzav’s and had quite a talk with him. Then, after midnight,
the Shanzav summoned his own gatekeeper, one Navaantseren who was nicknamed “The Buryat”, and told him to
go immediately and summon a lama Zaisan and a lay Zaisan. (Navaantseren told me this himself.) So
Navaantseren galloped off and summoned the two Zaisans and reported to the Shanzav, and the Holy One was
there at the time. The Shanzav came out and instructed them:
“The three of you, go and arrest Legtseg the Soivon and put him in prison.”
It was just about dawn when the three men arrived at the door of Legtseg’s compound and banged on the gate.
When no one came out Navaantseren called, “Legtseg, come out” and Legtseg, thinking that the Holy One might
have come, came out with a red silk gown thrown over his shoulders. He said, “Who’s there?” and they said
threateningly, “It’s me. Open the gate”, and when he opened the gate Navaantseren put his arms round Legtseg
and seized him, bound his hands behind his back and went off towards Selbe to take him to prison. Legtseg asked,
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“Is the Holy One well?” and they said, “Who knows? If you don’t know, how should I?”, and they put fetters on
him and put him in prison.
The special prison known as the Shabi Prison consisted of twelve buildings in front of the present-day arsenal.
It was a secure, strong prison. Legtseg was kept in prison for one or two months and was then banished to Do
Vang’s at Khölön Buir. I heard it said that nothing was heard from Legtseg and just as the Holy One was
enquiring what was happening, the year after he was banished he got off with the minor wife of Do Vang
(Dorjpalam) and was living with her more happily than did Do Vang himself.
Then the Holy One sent out a special messenger bearing a stern letter, and he was banished to another small
banner. The noble of that banner buried Legtseg in the sand and killed him. He sent a letter to the Holy One to say
that Legtseg had died on such and such a day of such and such a month. Hearing this the Holy One assembled the
lamas of the thirty aimags and the ten colleges of Khüree in the Assembly Hall, and had a service of blessing
performed, provided considerable shares and distributions and had after-death ceremonies performed.
The Holy One issued a special Instruction about this and proclaimed it to all the lamas. In it he wrote:
“A man with ten thousand sheep does not discard a scabby lamb as useless, but plans to get a beast out of it. So
I banished Legtseg because he was harmful to the faith and the state. I have performed after-death ceremonies so
as to improve his future life.”
I think the Instruction about Legtseg and some special documents are with a particular household. After
Legtseg’s death the Holy One enclosed some things in a square box and put his seal on it, and had it taken to the
Dambadarjaa Lamasery and deposited in a stüpa where the old robes and so on of the various Holy Ones had been
placed. Much later, when he had been on the throne for two or three years, he said:
“There is such and such a box in the stüpa at Dambadarjaa. Go and fetch it.”
He had the box of things fetched , and had his entire suite assembled in his meditation tent, and when they
opened the box and looked, there came out a bandage all clotted with blood, dressings and so on. Then the Holy
One said:
“Legtseg stabbed me in the thick part of the thigh and wounded me. If the Khambas, the Shanzav and the
Ambans had seen this, we the Khalkha would have been in trouble. So I never said anything and kept quiet about
it, bound up the wound myself and let it get better. You may have thought that after being fond of Legtseg I turned
against him, had him banished to a frontier banner and killed him. But as well as harming me, he would also have
brought great disaster on the state in time. I wanted to let you see this. I had this put in the stüpa in the north
where no one would know where it was. Now we are free of the Manchus, so I brought it here to show you and
then destroy it. It must be burned up and got rid of.” And he had it burned up.
Legtseg came from an area west of the Tuul and was a lama of the Zoogoi aimag.
16\fn{Entitled: Baldan Khachin}
Baldan Khachin was a toothless Tibetan lama. He had a single white tooth in his lower jaw and this was called
the “conch tooth”. When he was performing the meditation of Lkham he took seven jujubes a day as food. The
Panchen Lama told him to go to Khalkha and sent him as khachin to the Eighth Holy One. A khachin is the man
who performs the morning and evening ablutions. A teacher for the Holy One used to come from the Dalai Lama.
It was customary for the Panchen Lama to send the khachin.
Baldan Khachin stayed for ten years and then asked the Holy One for leave to go home, and the Holy One
said:
“You will surely come back.” He said: “I am a monk” and he let him go, saying:
“A monk will certainly not tell a lie.”
He went back to Tibet and stayed there for three years and more and was coming back to Mongolia but died on
the way. His disciple Marzan Shar painted a portrait of him which is now in the State Central Museum.
17\fn{Entitled: Nanjiltunsag the Waiter}
There were sixteen waiters who served the Holy One. They looked after the food, tea and offerings and so on.
Eight of them were the Holy One’s own actual waiters, and eight were called the Jalsrai Gegeen’s waiters. The
Jalsrai Gegeen was the main Kãlacakra Tantra lama of the Fourth Holy One and the Dalai Lama. His portrait was
to be found in the shape of a brass Buddha image in the Dechingalba Temple in East Khüree. Those eight waiters
had the right of entering the Holy One’s meditation tent.
One day in the final years of the Kuang-hsu period while the Holy One and the Ekh Dagina had gone to the
Yellow Palace in East Khüree, they bought four squares of good and very rare silk from someone. When that silk,
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which was rolled up, was stretched out it would roll up again by itself. The Holy One and the Ekh Dagina left that
silk in the Yellow Palace and went to the River Temple.
Two or three days later they went back to the Yellow Palace and found that the silk had been stolen and was no
longer there. The sixteen waiters who had access to the Holy One’s meditation tent, together with the two bursars
of his personal treasury, made up eighteen persons. No one else ever went in. The Holy One asembled those
eighteen men and had them sit down and made the following request:
“There is absolutely no getting away from the fact that one of you eighteen men took my silk. I asked someone
for that silk in order to make a waistcoat for the Tsagaan Dar and have just managed to get it. Let whoever took
my silk give it back. I shall not accuse him of theft but just overlook it.”
No one said: “I took it.” So the Holy One said to the gatekeeper Tseveenjalba (he was the father of Bortolgoi):
“Take these eighteen men to Baldan Khachin. Tell him to find out who stole the silk.”
The gatekeeper Tseveenjalba went to Baldan Khachin’s tent with those eighteen men. As he did so,
Luvsanmör, the Shanzav’s door-clerk, had come into the tent of Baldan Khachin. Luvsanmör told me what
happened. The gatekeeper Tseveenjalba went in first by himself and explained things to Baldan Khachin and
Baldan Khachin said:
“Of course. Send those men in.”
The eighteen men went in and sat in two rows on the left-hand and right-hand sides. Luvsanmör served them
tea and food. Baldan Khachin spoke respectfully to them, saying, “Please sit down. Have some tea and something
to eat”, and so on. After they had sat down, Baldan Khachin glanced once along the right-hand row and once
along the left-hand row and said:
“Right. You may go.” Tseveenjalba and Luvsanmör stayed behind. Baldan Khachin said to Tseveenjalba:
“Report that it was the aquiline-nosed sunken-eyed yellow lama who was sitting one from the end of the lefthand row.”
Tseveenjalba reported this to the Holy One. The Holy One called in the waiter Namjiltunsag and said:
“Well, the Khachin lama reports that you stole my four squares of silk. Give it back to me. I shall not make a
fuss or accuse you.” He said:
“No. I did not take it.” So he sent him off, saying:
“Well, all right. Take him to the Shanzav’s.” The Shanzav’s people took him and interrogated him under torture
and beat him. They questioned him for a day and a night, and in the morning he confessed\fn{ The first edition has
“weeping”} and said:
“It is true that I took it.”
When they searched that lama’s tent they found that under the continuous kang in the building felt had been
laid down and sacks of flour put down on each side, and the flour was stuffed full of stone pipes, agate snuffbottles and coral snuff-bottles. The space between those two sacks of flour was stuffed full of silk, brocade and
crepe. All this was returned to the Holy One’s treasury.
That lama had been a waiter for seventy-four days, and he confessed that for seventy-two days he had been
stealing every day. From then on the supervision of the things in the Holy One’s treasury was very much tightened
up, and the thefts stopped. The lama had to wear a cangue for a month and a list of what he had stolen was written
on the cangue and he had to sit in the shop-fronts of the thirty aimags one after the other. At night he was put back
in prison. Later he was unfrocked (made a layman). Not long afterwards he died.
18\fn{Entitled: The Manzshir Lama}
For six days in the last month of winter, about the twenty-fifth year of Kuang-hsu (1899), the Manzshir Lama
took a degree examination. At that time the Holy One had gone to Amarbayasgalant for fifteen days. The
Mandzshir Lama took his degree and became a gevsh, and through his authority as a Khutuktu he immediately
went on to take the degree of gavj. The gavj Tsend of Noyon aimag was the proctor.
The Manzshir Khutuktu wanted to take some young lamas and make them into gavj, but the Proctor Tsend,
saying “Demons are disturbing the Buddha”, reproved the lamas who were making trouble from below and
wanting to take the examination with him. Then the Manzshir Lama threw his robe over his shoulders and went
out, saying:
“The proctor is expelling me.” The Proctor Tsend scolded him, declaring:
“I did not expel you before, but I am expelling you now.” In the evening the Manzshir Lama called on the
Khamba of Khüree, Baldanchoimbol, and put the matter to him, and he scolded him, saying:
“You are a great Khalkha Khutuktu. I am a Tibetan who has come from Tibet on the lookout for money. You
too could hold this seal. What have you come fussing here for?” He sent him out, saying:
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“The Holy One can decide this.” As soon as the Holy One came, the Manzshir called on him and put the same
matter before him. The Holy One sat silent for a bit and then said:
“I do not deal in philosophy and the rules of the philosophy school. You are registered as one of the fifty lamas
of Dechingalba. You should ask for leave to go. If I had been expelled like you I might go and ask the college
proctor. It is not my business. Deal with it yourself.”
So the Manzshir went again to petition the college proctor, attended the service, and became a gavj. This
Manzshir was the final Manzshir. The gavj Tsend was my nephew. The next year he fell ill and sent for me and
said, “You could take over all my things. By rights the lamas of the college should take them over. But why don’t
you have them?”, and he gave me five cakes, a number of ceremonial scarves and a kharanga and a rnagtaal
[eulogy] in a case. He instructed me not to go as a disciple to the Manzshir Lama, and so I did not become his
disciple.
19\fn{Entitled: Badarndorj the Shanzav}
Before the Manchu minister Gui arrived, the Toin Shanzav Gombojav, the Daa Lama Badamdorj and the Daa
Lama Rinchin were in authority over the Shabi.
There was a rich aide-lama of Sun aimag called Dorgijav who was a great caravanner. Mörjav of Sun and the
bursar Mördonoi of Dandarlin and some other rich men went to Peking, and laid a complaint that the taxes on the
Shabi had become too heavy, and after that the Amban Gui came to examine the treasury. The Amban Gui was
called the Buddha Amban.
The old Shanzav of the Shabi was known as sticky-fingered, short-tempered Dashdorj. He used to pasture at a
place called Altanbulag to the south of Songino in the country. The Toin Shanzav sent for the attendant Dugarjav
from Noyon aimag and said:
“Take this offering of sweetmeats to the honourable old noble Dashdorj.” He sent the sweetmeats off as a gift
from the Holy One accompanied by a gatekeeper with a pair of horses. The Holy One did not know about this.
When the Amban had arrived, that Shanzav confessed all his misdeeds. They made up a plan to get rid of him.
The Holy One knew nothing of this. They sent him off, saying:
“Do not stay the night. Come straight back.” When he wanted to leave he was given silk for a gown and a
ceremonial scarf, and he was told, “Sleep here”, but he did not sleep there, but came away, saying:
“I am in a hurry.”
That evening the Shanzav Dashdorj said, “What have I got from the Holy One?” and he ate a sweetmeat and
died on the spot. The members of my aimag tut-tutted, saying:
“Dugarjav will come to no good. He has done something awful.”
Dugarjav was a very rich man. He was taxed to the number of eight baskets of tea. One basket was reckoned
for eight hundred head of large livestock. Dugarjav was taxed at eight baskets, but within a day or two his tax was
reduced to about twenty shar tsai. The shar tsai were a year’s tax and for three years that was the unaltered tax he
paid. Eight hundred shar tsai was the equivalent of one basket. Dugarjav finally got poorer and poorer and died in
the twenties of the Kuang-hsü period.
*
Manaljav, the son of the elder sister of Dugarjav of Noyon aimag and Boldog of Shüteen aimag had a fight one
night and Boldög had his genitals cut off and he died on the spot. Manaljav’s face was wrecked, and later on he
died. People said:
“Nothing so nasty as this has ever happened in Khüree before.”
And that was the end of that household. A year later there was great trouble when an infectious disease broke
out. There had to be an investigation into the brawl, and the paraphernalia for the investigation were supplied by
the shop of the agent Fat Luusan. A cloth tent was rented and set up for thirty tugrigs, a tent was erected for fifty
tugrigs, with red silk to tie round it, haunches of mutton, two bottles of spirits and a hundred and fifty ounces of
silver in bribes were given.
They said he had cut his genitals off himself. Manaljav almost confessed that he had killed him, but he kept to
the coroner’s statement that he had cut them off himself, and he got away with it.
*
The Amban Gui checked the treasury, and the Toin Shanzav, Badamdorj and the Daa Lama Rinchin were all
dismissed from office. It came out that these three had filched a lot of the property of the Shabi.
When the effects of those three were confiscated and sold a curious thing belonging to Badamdorj came to
light. This was a meat-mincer. Crowds of people came to see it and there was a lot of fuss. A black-whiskered
lama of Anduu-nar aimag was appointed to the vacant post of Shanzay. A year or more later the Amban Güi went
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back to China. He went back after making Dashzeveg and Gochoo Daa Lamas. These were Daa Lamas over the
hundred thousand shabi. Of the two Daa Lamas, one was Daa Lama of Dambadarjaa and one was Daa Lama of
Amarbayasgalant.
The Shanzav of Anduu-nar worked for six or seven years. He used to drink a root-wood bowl full of spirits
every day. He went to the countryside and pastured at Toson Zaamart, and died during the period of the People’s
Government.
The Ekh Dagina appeared openly, and accompanied the Jalkhanz and the Holy One. The Chakhar Shagdar
Güng came to be in attendance on the Holy One. The Precentor of the Assembly Hall Chimid also came to be in
attendance, and the Shanzav disapproved of this. The Holy One went with these members of his suite to
Dashzeveg’s, the Anduu-nar noble, and having a meeting they drank spirits. Then the Anduu-nar noble kicked up
a row, saying:
“Call her the Ekh Dagina? She was a maid of Jonon Beise’s. When did she become an Ekh Dagina? Call
yourself the Jalkhanz? You are an unofficial reincarnation from the western aimags. Why don’t you stay there,
instead of abandoning your shabi and living here? Are you acting like this because no-one could be found to be an
attendant out of our hundred thousand shabi? You rustic Chakhar taiji, with no retainers! Do you mean no-one
could be found to be an attendant from the hundred thousand shabi? You keep your place! I’ll get you arrested and
brought in.”
The Anduu-nar noble heard that at that time Badamdorj had no post but was teaching the Holy One to read and
write Mongol and was very close to him. He said:
“Oh Holy One, take my post of Shanzav of the Shabi away and make your Badamdorj Shanzav. Your
Badamdorj couldn’t succour the old crone Bujaa with a chunk off a tea brick, but maybe he could succour your
hundred thousand shabi.”
Badamdorj’s elder sister, the crone Bujaa, used to earn her living over where the meat-processing factory is
today, watching the road and looking after travellers. At this the Precentor Chimid, who was pretty drunk, pulled
at his jacket, saying:
“Do calm down, do calm down, sir.” He scolded him saying:
“Who are you? Who am I? Why did you pull my jacket?”
At that time it was against the rules for anyone to touch the jacket of a Shanzav who held a seal. The Holy One
said, “Quite right, what you said. Do excuse the Precentor Chimid”, and he said:
“I am thinking this will be bad for the reputation of the clergy as a whole. I was not thinking about Chimid’s
reputation.”
*
A month or so after this the Shanzav of Anduu-nar sent an urgent measage to China asking to be relieved of his
post (to take leave). While China was keeping him waiting Badamdorj heard of this, and sent Jambaldoo the
Zaisan of Anduu-nar and gave some bribes, and after waiting some months Badamdorj became Shanzav. The
Holy One was in the hands of the Manchu Amban. And so Badamdorj became Shanzav.
From that year on he turned the shabi quite upside down. In the year when he became Shanzav he took
fourteen ounces per shar tsai of tax on one head of large livestock and pretty well ruined the shabi. The next year
he took thirteen ounces and the shabi collapsed, and the shops were ruined by giving a sheep for five cents. In the
third year he levied\fn{The first edition has fataj (levied) at this point, and I [the translator, C. R. Bawden] retain it } enormous
numbers of four and five year old black, gray, chestnut and brown mares with regular manes and tails and drove
them down into China. So the shabi suffered a lot of damage.
Badamdorj was on very bad terms with the “Grass-head” amban. That amban became General of Uliastai and
gave an order for Badamdorj’s arrest. The Holy One suppressed this and did not let him be taken. They were in
dispute for several years and Grass-head nearly won.\fn{ It seems that a whole line of the first edition, reading Ovsön tolgoi
diilekh shakhakhad. Badamdorj Khalkliyn, has been missed out here, and I restore it}
By means of a proclamation by the Holy One Badamdorj got impressions of the seals of many of the nobles of
Khalkha, and then he wrote out a document on those pieces of paper and sent them to Peking and so got the better
of the amban Grass-head. Badamdorj’s elder brother, a gavj lama, is said to have concocted this plan for
preventing his younger brother from being done down by other people within the Four Mountains.\fn{ That is, in
Urga}
In the time of the Chinese revolutionaries Badamdorj was well in with them, and suddenly the noise of a
motor-car was heard in front of the door of his compound. Badamdorj thought the Chinese revolutionaries had
come, and opened the gate which had a gate-house and went out in his ceremonial robes, but it was not the
Chinese revolutionaries but some children who had been assembled in the Assembly Hall and had run off. Those
children had imitated the noise of a motorcar and brought Badamdorj out on false pretences.
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After that he had an order passed through the Proctor of the Assembly ordering the children to be strictly
controlled. As I had the title of aimag proctor at the time, I knew all about this.
20\fn{Entitled: The Holy One’s Curios}
In the last years of the Kuang-hsu period the Shanzav Badamdorj extracted great wealth from the shabi by
means of taxation, and the practice of thereby bribing the Chinese had been growing considerably. Some rich men
headed by the bursar Mördonoi of the Büüvee otog of the shabi, the aide-lama Dugezjav of Sun aimag and Mouse
Morjav of the same aimag opposed Badamdorj.
So Badamdoij thought up a plan and set things in motion to present the Holy One with some curios.
Badamdorj addressed the Holy One as follows:
“Although the Khalkhas as a whole are under the authority of the Holy One, it is our Great Shabi who are the
Holy One’s true personal shabi. Suppose we shabi were to present the Holy One with a curio every day?”
The Holy One immediately had an order issued expressing his approval. The office of the Erdene Shanzav
proclaimed the Holy One’s order, and documents with the order were sent out to all the people of the Great Shabi,
and they had to present the Holy One with a curio every day.
No-one could check how much of the wealth which was collected for this purpose went towards finding curios,
and how much of it was profit for Badamdorj. The bursar of the Inner Treasury found these curios and presented
them. Little things worth five or ten ounces of silver may have gone for several hundred ounces.
I will give one example of this. Luvsantseren of Noyon aimag was the bursar of the Inner Treasury. One day
that bursar offered various items but the Holy One rejected them and sent them back. It was getting late. A man
came from the Holy One pressing for a curio to be found and given. The bursar had nothing to give and was
worried, saying, “What am I going to do?”, and by then it was almost sunrise.
That day the residence sweeper, a lama called Lalga Morjav, was on daily duty in the residence. The bursar
asked him if he had any curios, and he said:
“I haven’t any curio, but I do have a very pretty thing.”
“What is that?” He said:
“I have a really pretty bronze pail. I am very fond of it. It is very valuable.”
“How much is it?”
“If you gave five hundred ounces I would not be a happy man. But as you say you want to give it to the Holy
One, I will sell it for not less than 500 ounces.”
“All right, go and fetch it,” he said and Morjav went and fetched it. Luvsantseren said, “I will take it away,”
and he said:
“Well, if you take it away you’ll give me five hundred ounces, won’t you?” He said:
“I’ll get Sonom’s shop to weigh it out for you. Don’t worry.” He conveyed that pail to the Holy One, praying
to himself:
“I do hope the Lama will accept it.”
When twilight fell, two men came riding from the Holy One’s residence and he said: “How are you? Did the
Holy One accept the pail?” and they said:
“He accepted it. He was extremely interested and pleased and said you had sent a very curious thing.” Then he
got ten ingots from Sonom’s shop for Lalga Mörjav. Mörjav owed someone five hundred ounces, and paid off the
debt with this.
*
As to the make of that pail: it was a roughly-made, ugly pail, narrow at the bottom and flared at the top, with a
flower pattern on the outside. It had no cover. It had little handles on either side, and that was the sort of pail it
was. There must be a pail like this today in some household or other.
The bronze pail which was one of the Holy One’s curios was auctioned two years later and fetched twenty-five
Russian banknotes. Many things went in that auction. One year the Holy One put a sheep’s shin-bone up for
auction. People bid for it and it went for over five hundred banknotes.
It was said that the bursars made a lot of money from this business of collecting curios. The bursar
Luvsantseren of Noyon aimag was rich to start with, but became even richer.
After the bursar Luvsantseren died, Badamdorj had ten thousand ounces paid into the Holy One’s treasury on
the grounds that Luvsantseren had been filching the Holy One’s property. Luvsantseren’s younger brother, the
aide-lama Dandi, paid that money. This happened some fifty years ago, during the Kuang-hsu period.
As an example of Luvsantseren’s great wealth: The aide-lama Dandi sold a lama called Damdinsüren of Noyon
aimag two hundred silk gowns. He sold just his Buddha images to the Zaisan Luvsanbaldan of Nomch aimag for
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five hundred ounces. That Luvsanbaldan became Minister of Finance during the Period of Autonomy and was a
Shanzav noble during the period of the People’s Government, and he was the very last shanzav.
After the death of Luvsantseren curios stopped coming in to the Holy One each day, and instead of this the
Shabi just offered five thousand ounces of silver each quarter. Just before the Holy One became King he stopped
taking this money as a regular thing.
21\fn{Entitled: How the Dalai Lama came to Khüree}
In 1904 the Dalai Lama came to Khüree.
When he left Lhasa they said that he was going to the Tsar of Russia’s. The Buryat Agvaan Lkharamba, having
finished building a temple in St. Petersburg, was said to have gone to Lhasa with quantities of brocade with silk
thread known as sanjaigiisüg. I heard this from him himself.
The Tibetans were very fond of this brocade. He made an offering of it, and after a year or two became one of
the Dalai Lama’s philosophy khambas. When the troubles broke out he had discussions with the Dalai Lama and
it was agreed for Agvaan Khamba to take him eastwards. The Tibetans heard of this and separated Agvaan
Khamba from the Dalai Lama and would not let them meet.
Then Agvaan Khamba held a religious disputation and as he clapped hands he put a note under his cushion,
and the Dalai Lama saw this and they established communications. They corresponded a lot by letter and they
decided that he should flee secretly with the Dalai Lama. So one day the Dalai Lama said to Agvaan Khamba:
“Let us go today. I have five men with me, and with me that makes six, and with you it makes seven. What do
we need to take with us?” He said:
“Well, now we need some mules, and a little gold. There is no need for more.” The Dalai Lama fixed a time,
saying, “Let us go the day after tomorrow at such and such a time,” and said to Agvaan Khamba:
“I will let you know at night.”
Then at midnight that night the Dalai Lama set out with some mules and a quantity of gold, and travelled with
Agvaan Khamba for three days and three nights without sleep or food. The further they went, the more people
were added, the more transport was added and the more numerous they became, so Agvaan Khamba said.
“The reason why the Dalai Lama fled from his territories was that the English army had entered Tibet.”
With every passing day the Amdo Tibetans grew more numerous. Then the Dalai Lama came to Khürleg
Beise’s of the Upper Mongols.\fn{The Mongols of Kokonor} Khürleg Beise’s people received the Dalai Lama kindly.
If they turned north from the Beise’s they would make for the Tsar’s, and if they went on they would make for
Khüree.
Up to Khürleg Beise’s, the transport, provisions and offerings were all under the control of Agvaan Khamba.
Khürleg Beise said to the Dalai Lama:
“Who are you going with, and where?” The Dalai Lama said:
“Foreign troops have entered Tibet and I am fleeing from them with the Buryat Agvaan Khamba.” He said,
“Where are you aiming for now?” and he said:
“That is in Agvaan Khamba’s hands.” Khürleg Beise sent for Agvaan Khamba and said to him: “Why are you
taking the Dalai Lama from one place to another?” and he replied:
“Because the Feringhee (English) troops invaded, the Dalai Lama wanted to go to the Tsar’s. So I brought him
here and that is the truth.” He said:
“This is not for you to decide. Will you go quietly? If not, I shall seize you and convey you where you have to
go. Where the Dalai Lama goes is no business of yours. I shall bring him where he is going to.” He said:
“I don’t care. I shall follow the Dalai Lama just as you say.” Then Khürleg Beise said to the Dalai Lama:
“Well, do you intend to go to the Holy One’s Khüree or to White Russia?”\fn{ The Tsar was known to the Mongols as the
White Khan. Nothing political is implied} and the Dalai Lama said:
“I left home intending to go to the Russian Tsar’s. But I do not mind where I go.” He said:
“Well, I will take you to the Jebtsundamba’s Khüree. I will go myself as escort.” The Dalai Lama said, “All
right,” and they went off together.
After this, Agvaan Khamba proceeded just as part of the caravan, with no authority and without attending upon
the Dalai Lama. Khürleg Beise came to the Holy One’s Khüree and never left the Dalai Lama’s presence.
*
When the Dalai Lama reached the Holy One’s Khüree, a lot of tents were provided for them to occupy in the
compound where the stüpas of the Fifth and Seventh\fn{The first edition has Fifth and Eighth, respectively } Holy Ones
were, which was known as “the Holy One’s Residence”, and where services are held nowadays, at Gandan. A
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meditation tent for the Dalai Lama himself, and two tents for the door clerks, the Inner Treasury and the praying
lamas were provided at the Gandan chapel.
Some fifty or sixty tents were erected outside in the compounds of Gandan households. The people who sewed
for the Dalai Lama and the makers of Buddha images were Tibetans. There were no women or children at all, and
all the lay people were Tibetans.
A lot of tents were erected to serve as tents for the Tibetans who prepared the Dalai Lama’s food. When
providing one tent they would set up a kitchen-tent along with it. These were provided by the Four Aimags of
Khalkha and the shabi, the Five Divisions.
The Dalai Lama came to Khüree on the twentieth of the first month of winter (the Lamp Month), and stayed
there for the three months of winter, the three months of spring, the three months of summer, and two and a half
months of autumn. All his requisites were provided by the Four Aimags and the shabi, the Five Divisions. The
rich colleges of Khüree provided the Dalai Lama’s residence and tents for his door clerks and praying lamas.
Cloth tents, tents and meditation tents were set up on the road by which the Dalai Lama came at Tolgoit Valley,
and tea was offered to the Dalai Lama. The lamas of the various colleges and the proctors came to meet him on
horseback, wearing Barga hats\fn{ Hats with pointed crowns and velvet or fur surrounds } and bringing mandala-offerings of
fifty ounces of silver or thereabouts.
The Khambas, the Daa Lamas and the Shanzav and so on must have come. Several of them will have offered
up the mandalas and worshipped him. But most of them could hardly escape from being beaten by the Tibetans’
black punishment whips, let alone worship him. People were beaten furiously with ebony whips for crowding
together to worship him.
Then the Dalai Lama proceeded to Gandan, took a little tea and food and came out in a black robe to the door
of the residence at Gandan and stood there with his suite of Tibetans. A lot of lamas crowded together to worship
him too, and got severely beaten by the black punishment whips.
The Holy One sent the Soivon Khanchin and the gatekeeper Shükherch to welcome him. No attention was paid
to them. They sent a warmed cart as far as Gereltiin Khöndii to welcome him. The Dalai Lama came with that cart
and they set up a special relay service called the Dalai Lama’s Relay Service for him. There were no officials of
the Holy One’s with the Dalai Lama.
The Soivon Khanchin was a Tibetan lama who had come from Tibet on duty and had stayed. The Holy One
had this soivon welcome the Dalai Lama because he spoke Tibetan. But after the soivon went to the Dalai Lama’s
he never once saw the Holy One again. He took shelter there and went about with the Dalai Lama. The Holy One
said:
“I am a lama who was brought officially from Tibet to Mongolia to stay as Jebtsundamba. Though the Dalai
Lama is great he has fled from there and has come seeking refuge in my official place. So the Dalai Lama should
have sent me a ceremonial greeting scarf.” The Dalai Lama said:
“I am the King of the Faith. The Jebtsundamba ought to present me with a ceremonial greeting scarf.” The
Holy One also said:
“I sent my donir and my soivon to welcome him and they were ignored.” The Dalai Lama must have thought:
“Why did the Jebtsundamba not come himself to meet me.” The ordinary lamas said:
“As the Dalai Lama did not come by invitation it was right for the Holy One not to go to meet him.”
The Holy One sent a message to the Soivon Khanchin telling him to come back and attend to his duties, but he
did not attend to them. People said that the thing was that the Soivon Khanchin spread gossip and set them against
each other, saying:
“The Holy One looks down on you and so did not come to meet you.” So the Dalai Lama continued to avoid
the Holy One, but people said that one night the Holy One and the Dalai Lama met in a glass meditation residence
which was decorated with dragons and fishes and so on, near where the present-day Party School is. When
Khurleg Beise was coming here with the Dalai Lama he is said to have sent an urgent letter to the Manchu
Emperor, saying:
“The Dalai Lama is intending to proceed to the Russian Tsar’s.”
Then the Manchu Emperor appointed a special amban, known as the Dalai Lama’s Amban, who came to
Khüree and will have been constantly at the Dalai Lama’s side. That amban lived with the Dalai Lama in Khand
Yang’s temple and went with the Dalai Lama to Peking. They went directly with much transport to Peking without
passing through Khüree.
People said that the Dalai Lama and the Holy One did not meet each other, but I think they must have met. One
day in summer of that year I was looking after the Dalai Lama’s vestibule. People from outside who went in and
out had to pass through the door clerks. Then the gatekeeper Tseveen of Jador aimag rode up wearing a
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ceremonial jacket. He was a personal gatekeeper of the Holy One’s, and was with the Holy One continuously
night and day. He said: “Which of the Dalai Lama’s functionaries is in?” and I said:
“The shanzav is in.” Then I went to the shanzav and said:
“One of the Holy One’s personal gatekeepers is here and wants to see the shanzav.”
I spoke through the Tibetan interpreter. The shanzav was a Tibetan who did not know much Mongolian.
Tseveen was called and went in to the shanzav’s with the interpreter. They stayed a long time and I do not know
what was said. As I think now, it cannot have been less than three or four hours.
After a long while the gatekeeper Tseveen came out. He mounted his horse and rode away. After sunset, in the
evening, as a rule, the soivons and donirs withdrew from the Dalai Lama’s presence and returned to their homes.
That evening, when I was passing the Dalai Lama’s residence, one of his spotted riding horses, which had been
saddled during the day, still remained saddled. The Dalai Lama liked riding, and used to ride several spotted
horses in turn. There were two more saddled horses near this saddled spotted horse.
The Tibetans never went to bed till late. That night, just before midnight, I suppose about eleven o’clock, I
went out and stood by the western gate of the Dalai Lama’s compound. A man with a horse was sitting holding his
horse in the shadow by the Dalai Lama’s vestibule gate.\fn{ The first edition adds here: in the shadow} I went into the tent
and after a bit two Mongolian-speaking Tibetans came up to me. They came in and said: “Is there any tea?” and I
got some tea for them, and they had a good drink. I asked: “What’s happening behind here?” and they said:
“The Dalai Lama has gone out riding.” They drank their tea and went away.
Next day one of those two Tibetans came up to me. He sat by me polishing his boots.I asked him: “Where did
the Dalai Lama go last night?” and he said:
“Who knows where he went?” I said: “What time did he come back?” and he said:
“He came back at dawn.”
After that people began to gossip about how the Dalai Lama had met the Holy One. I think the Dalai Lama met
the Holy One that night. The amban of Khuree and the amban in charge of the Dalai Lama paid great attention to
this and investigated it, saying:
“Is the Dalai Lama meeting the Holy One? Or is he not? What has the Dalai Lama come here for? What are
they passing on to each other? What is the relationship between them?” They set some special men to work at a
daily fee of ten ounces of silver to investigate the relationship between the Dalai Lama and the Holy One. People
said that one of them was a man called Shorty Sandag.
The Holy One and the Dalai Lama must have met once more. As for proof, quite some time after the Dalai
Lama had left, and before the Holy One ascended the royal throne, one summer the Holy One set up a little tent
on the terrace south of the Dasgan Obo to the north-east of Gandan and spent three days and nights there. Some
distance to the north of that tent there was a cloth tent. His suite stayed there. I saw both that tent and the cloth
tent. I heard indirectly something which Luvsandendev the Tsorj of Biziyaa told someone. One day the Holy One
dispatched some mounted gatekeepers leading a horse, saying:
“Fetch the Tsorj of Biziyaa with his dice.”
The Tsorj Lama of Biziyaa put his saddle on the horse and with his shawl thrown over him rode off just as he
was. (A tsorj never belted his shawl when riding, but had to ride with it thrown over.) The gatekeepers brought
him, and just as he got to the Holy One’s cloth tent and was about to dismount, the Holy One and the Ekh Dagina
were outside the tent. The Holy One called out:
“Sir Lama, do not bother to dismount there, but come this way, come here.”
The gatekeepers led the mounted Tsorj Lama to the door of the Holy One’s tent. Then the Holy One had the
lama stop with his horse across the door of the tent, and supporting his elbow helped him to dismount. The Ekh
Dagina raised the door and had him enter the tent. The other people/fn{ The first edition has: lamas} would have been
quite overcome by this./fn{As being an unusual honor} The Tsorj Lama being a rough, carefree man went in
regardless, and sat down on a yellow variegated cushion which had been put down. Having respectfully offered
the lama tea and food, the Holy One said:
“Well, we two are planning to get married. How will it be? Please divine for us, Sir Lama.” The lama cast dice
and said:
“It will be all right. But if you want to make it even better, then have Gombo worshipped and have a lüijin
performed. The Holy One said:
“Well then, Sir Lama, will you recite these for us?” He said:
“All right. I will recite them for you. But I cannot manage the ritual dough offerings.” The Holy One asked:
“I suppose you have someone who can make dough offerings, Sir Lama?” He said:
“I do. I do. There is a man in my tent who can make dough offerings. I shall fetch him and have him make
them.”
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Then the Holy One sent a horse and fetched a lama who had the nickname of “Wooden Chinese”. He said:
“What goes into it?” and he replied:
“A shoulder of mutton and a dish of foodstuffs.”
All this was provided, and when he came to recite the scriptures they fetched the Tsorj Lama’s bell and drum
from his tent. Then the Lama worshipped Gombo and recited the scriptures to the end. Then the Holy One said:
“Sir Lama, please perform the lüijin.” He said:
“If you two want to have me recite it, then all right, I will recite it for you. But I shall have to fetch my lüijinbell and drum from my tent.” (A big low-pitched drum is necessary for performing a lüijin.) He immediately had
these fetched. The Tsorj Lama performed the lüijin.
The Holy One did not know the lüijin scripture. The Tsagaan Dar knew the luijin scripture well. When the
Tsorj Lama recited the scripture she accompanied him with a beautiful voice. The Holy One and the Ekh Dagina
presented the Tsotj Lama with a hundred ounces of silver. Then the Tsorj Lama returned to his tent. Some days
later the Holy One took down that tent of his, and came back to his old residence. After this, in autumn, when the
Khambas and Proctors of the Assembly Hall were gathered together in the Assembly Hall Store,/fn{ Or institutional
treasury} one of them asked the Tsorj Lama:
“When the Holy One proceeded to the north of Gandan, did you not go there, Sir Lama?” He said:
“Oh yes, I went there. He asked me to recite the Gombo and perform a lüijin, so I worshipped Gombo and
recited a lüijin for him. Oh, the voice of that yellow girl of the Holy One’s! She recited the lüijin scripture with
such a beautiful voice.” He said:
“Oh, you admired her voice a lot.” He said:
“Indeed. She recites with a voice much too good for a girl.” Then the Tsorj Lama of Biziyaa said:
“Well now, that place where the Holy One’ tent was erected was the place where he met the Dalai Lama. The
Holy One said so himself. He and the Dalai Lama met there one night.”
A man called Jamyan who was the boss of the sixty vergers of the Assembly Hall said that he himself had
heard this. That Jamyan died in about 1949. If he were alive he would know a lot about old times. The Holy One
and the Dalai Lama must have met like this twice.. The Dalai Lama met the Holy One in his glass meditation
residence and afterwards said:
“The power (action) of the Jebtsundamba is very great. I was quite overcome.”
In that way they will have met unbeknown to the Manchu amban. The Manchu Emperor and the ambans must
have been very suspicious of them. They must have suspected them, saying:
“What are the Dalai Lama and the Holy One getting together about? Can he be planning to go to the Tsar’s?”
To outward appearances the Holy One and the Dalai Lama seemed not to be on good terms. Later on too they
seemed not to be friendly. After the Dalai Lama had gone home, he sent a lama called Dakhu Bürülgü to be the
Holy One’s yonzon.\fn{Scriptural teacher} It was the custom for the Dalai Lama to appoint someone as the Holy
One’s yonzon, and for the Panchen Lama to appoint someone as the Holy One’s khachin. The Holy One did not
receive that Dakhu Bürülgü, saying:
“I am past studying the scriptures. I have no need of a yonzon.”
Then that lama spoke to the Manchu amban, but the amban paid no attention to him either. The lama stayed for
a whole year in the compound of a reincarnated lama of Namdelen aimag in Khüree and then went to Peking to
go to law against the Holy One. Who knows whether he went to law or not. I heard that he died in Peking.
I went to that lama’s together with a rich man of Noyon aimag called Damdinsüren. Damdinsüren’s younger
brother Nyam-mör had suddenly lost consciousness and was on the point of death, and we went to seek
deliverance from that lama. He was a completely white-haired old lama, who did not know Mongolian. Damdinsüren said:
“My younger brother has lost consciousness and is on the point of death. Please save his life. We have a saying
that a man’s life is worth a thousand ounces of silver. If you can save his life I will give you a thousand ounces,”
and presented him with a ceremonial scarf. The lama threw dice and looked at them and gave him a black pill. He
said:
“Have him inhale the smoke from this. Then if he does not revive it is no use coming to me again.” He let
Nyam-mör inhale the smoke of that pill, and he revived a bit, but lay back again and soon died.
Then, although the Holy One was without a yonzon, a lama called Luvsankhaimchog had come as his khachin.
The Ekh Dagina let that lama perform the ablutions, but the Holy One did not. One day the Holy One proceeded
to his meditation tent in the Yellow Residence in East Khüree and showed Luvsankhaimchog a Solidiv-scripture
of the former yonzon’s. He said:
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“My eyes are bad and I cannot see anything. The people near me are all incompetent. Recite this for me.” The
Khachin Lama said: “I will do so” and recited the scripture for him. Then he brought out a ceremonial scarf and
an ingot which had been covertly placed by him and gave them to the khachin and said:
“Well, I have received instruction from you. We have become teacher and disciple.” The Khachin said: “No,
how can that be?” and would not take the scarf and the ingot. Then the Holy One said:
“You gave me the solidiv, did you not?” He said:
“Yes, I recited it for you.”
He said: “Then that is that” and Luvsankhaimchog took the scarf and the ingot. The Holy One did not have that
lama teach him any other scripture. So it was that the Holy One paid no attention to the yonzon sent by the Dalai
Lama and dismissed him, but made the khachin sent by the Panchen Lama his yonzon.
Crowds of pilgrims came to worship the Dalai Lama, and worship of the Holy One grew rare. I do not know
whether fewer pilgrims came to the Holy One or whether the Holy One himself did not arrange worship.
At that time eight men acted as door clerks to the Dalai Lama and were on duty for six days at a time. I was on
duty several times. It was profitable to be on duty. The Dalai Lama used to perform a tseveen\fn{A life-extending
sutra?} every day in the chapel at Gandan. The duty door clerks used to get the platter of flour and the remains of
the sweets. Performing a tseveen took about two hours. The Dalai Lama’s bursars used to give away all the
ceremonial scarves offered by the pilgrims, however many there were. They also gave away the day’s half carcass
of meat, still raw.
The Holy One’s Lion-throne was in the Gandan chapel. The Dalai Lama used to sit on a low throne, which had
been set out in front of this, to recite the scriptures. On the third day of the White Month\fn{ The first month of spring
and of the new year} the Holy One had to worship the Öndör Gegeen in the Lower Temple, the stüpas of the Fifth
and Seventh Holy Ones at Gandan, and the Buddha in the Gandan chapel. When the Holy One had worshipped
the stüpas of the Fifth and Seventh Holy Ones on the third day of the White Month that year he went into the
Gandan chapel. Then the Holy One saw the low chair in front of the Lion-throne and said:
“Whose chair is this? Who has had the temerity to set out this Lion-throne?”
He kicked the back-rest of that seat. An image-maker lama of Shüteen aimag called Dashdendev saw him kick
it and said:
“I say, that is the Dalai Lama’s Lion-throne.” He said:
“I know very well whose it is. Give this image-maker a good punishment.”
They took him to the Shanzav’s yamen and fined him nine times nine, that is eighty-one, ounces of silver. He
was suspended from his job as image-maker for fourteen days but afterwards was restored to it.
The Holy One left there and proceeded to the Badma Yogo college where they had prepared tea, food and
spirits to offer him. At that time I was verger at Badma Yogo. The lamas at service all worshipped the Holy One.
It was a place of just fifty lamas. The door was open and a lot of lamas were gathered outside at the door, and the
compound was full and when the Holy One saw this he said:
“I am not the lama you should be interested in. Go and take an interest in your own lama whom you should
take an interest in.”
He sent his suite and had them chase away the lamas in the compound, so I heard. Then the Holy One said:
“I speak to you in truth in the name of Tagtan Yansan. Tagtan Yansan is a Buddha who comes into my dreams
and fulfils my purposes.”
So he proceeded to Badma Yogo and then proceeded to Ochirdar. Having worshipped Ochirdar on the first day
of the month he worshipped him again on the third day, and whenever he went there he would worship the
statuette of the Khamba his teacher and then return. Every time he went out the Holy One would worship
Ochirdar.
The Dalai Lama went to Dashchoimbol for the religious disputation in the seventh month (this is the last
month of spring).\fn{A note reads: Jambal’s way of dating is unusual} Four men were taking the degree of gavj. The Dalai
Lama entered and disputed. Just as the Dalai Lama came in a lama called Khainzan took over to argue from a
lama who had been in place earlier. The Dalai Lama gesticulated while disputing. Khainzan replied very adroitly.
On that occasion the Dalai Lama made a lot of mistakes in doctrine and was defeated. The Dalai Lama panted
with exhaustion and sat down to rest on the knees of the lamas who were sitting on the benches, and in his place
he set up another Tibetan and had him discuss the doctrines. The lamas threw up the cloth walls of the
Dashchoimbol chapel and the compound was full of lamas who had come to listen. So the Dalai Lama held a
great discussion of the scriptures. Usually they began after\fb{ The first edition has: just after} midday and went on till
the sun was in the middle of the roof-rafters and then dispersed. That debate went on till the middle of the night.
All the lamas sat holding candles. Tea was brought from the Dalai Lama’s treasury and given to him. The Dalai
Lama drank it quickly and went on disputing till night-time. After this the Dalai Lama said:
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“The power of the Jebtsundamba is great. If one lama is like this, the other lamas must be even more impresssive.”
After that Khainzan and the Dalai Lama became each other’s disciples, so it is said. Finally Khainzan became
khamba of the Darkhad Temple and lived there for many years and must have died around 1932 to 1933.
The Dalai Lama Tüvdenjamts was born on the fifth day of the ninth month (the middle month of summer).
Wherever the Dalai Lama was they held a service on his birthday during which they offered up choinkhor and
tsogchid\fn{I do not understand these two terms. I have come across several similar statements of confusion on the part of C. R.
Bawden, but have not noted them:H } and held a great feast. The year he came, the Dalai Lama’s treasury gave the
Dashchoimbol and Gungaachoilin colleges a thousand ounces of silver each, and Badma Yogo and Lamrim five
hundred ounces each, for the purpose of holding services for the Dalai Lama’s birthday. They always gave ingots.
As I was verger of Badma Yogo then I went with the bursars and carried ten ingots back. When giving it they said:
“The principal of this money must not be touched. But recite the scriptures for the Dalai Lama’s birthday every
year with the interest on it.”
The Badma Yogo college put this money out to interest with Khar Khorkhoi’s shop, which carried out
agricultural work at Usan Seer on the Orkhon. It was agreed that they should get yearly interest in the form of
grain. I do not know now exactly how much grain they bargained for. After this the Dalai Lama’s distributions
came to twenty fin\fn{A unit of weight, about a pound } of fine flour and ten ladlefuls of well-ripened grain per lama
year after year, and this was given out some time before the Dalai Lama’s birthday.
Also on the birthday a service was held, and the lamas each got a banknote as a distribution. As well as the
registered fifty lamas at Badma Yogo there were twenty or more officials, thus a total of over seventy men. The
lamas liked this very much, and were all for it.
After the Dalai Lama came here they brought the Zayayn Gegeen in a cradle, and had him worship him. The
Dalai Lama took him on his lap and cut off some of his hair with some little golden scissors and took it, saying:
“I need this very badly.” Then he said:
“Before this lama becomes eighteen you must send him to me at Lhasa.” But it seems that they could not send
him.
While the Dalai Lama was at Khüree he bought a great deal from the Chinese. At that time the Chinese
shopkeepers brought a lot of fancy things from Peking for him. The Dalai Lama bought these with the money
which the ordinary people had offered him. Almost every day he bought from the Chinese shops cartloads of
things such as silk, crepe, Russian serge, carpets, enamelled goods of all sorts, pottery, fine porcelain, good things
of stone, wooden vessels and so on, in enormous quantities.
The Dalai Lama himself or the Tibetans never went round the Chinese shops. The Chinese themselves brought
the goods, coming with cart-loads which they showed to the door clerks, with whom they did business.
On the sixteenth day of the middle month of autumn the Dalai Lama proceeded to Khand Vang’s. A lama
called Dandar Agramba, Khand Vang’s teacher, came and worshipped the Dalai Lama and invited him to come to
his pastures. They say that Dandar Agramba was a very learned man.
When the Dalai Lama proceeded to Khand Vang’s some two hundred loaded camels went on in advance. Later
on almost a further two hundred loaded camels went there. Finally, when the Dalai Lama himself proceeded there,
over one hundred loaded camels went. They brought a pavilion and meditation tent and all sorts of things for him.
Khand Vang’s people offered a danshig mandala. He performed services there for about two months and
received offerings. I heard that the Dalai Lama became the disciple of Dandar Agramba and that Dandar Agramba
became the disciple of the Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama had much religious discussion with Dandar Agramba, and
took instruction from him. The Dalai Lama sent three or four hundred loaded camels from Khand Vang’s to Tibet,
so I heard.\fn{Larson (F. A. Larson, Larson, Duke of Mongolia, 1930, Boston, Little, Brown & Co., p. 27) tells how in 1908 he
accompanied Khand Vang on a journey to Shanghai, where in three days the prince spent twenty thousand dollars on things for the Dalai
Lama}

The Dalai Lama passed the winter there, and in spring he went to Zayayn Khüree and spent the summer there,
and in autumn he proceeded to Peking. On proceeding to Zayayn Khüree he took with him a young fellow\fn{ The
son of Khand Vang} from Khand Vang’s, and when he went to Peking he took him there too. Having proceeded to
Peking he performed a tseveen for the Empress Dowager. The Empress Dowager lived for seven days after receiving the tseveen and then died, so I heard. The Empress Dowager is said to have held power during the reigns of
three Manchu Emperors.
I heard that next spring the Dalai Lama proceeded to Lhasa. The Buryat Khamba Agvaan did not go to Khand
Vang’s with him. He stayed at Khüree, and before the Dalai Lama proceeded to Khand Vang’s he went back to his
home in Russia.
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Between the territories of China and Tibet the Dalai Lama piled up things which he had got from Inner
Mongolia and Khalkha Mongolia and for which he had no use, such as certain wares, materials, tea and so on, and
burned them, so it was said. It was said that he burned them like that in case the local spirits of the various places
may have been following them. And so he returned to Lhasa. Yüan Shihk’ai\fn{President of the Provisional Government
of the Republic of China, 1912, who attempted to ascend the imperial throne } is said to have greatly revered the Dalai Lama
after the death of the Empress Dowager. After returning to Lhasa the Dalai Lama performed the meditation of
jigjid for three years.
When the Empress Dowager died there was mourning in white in Mongolia for forty-nine days. The Holy One
himself mourned, and the lamas were strictly forbidden to have their hair or whiskers cut or to eat meat.
When the Dalai Lama left Mongolia he gave a man called Jovuu Shanzav the job of supervising the Tibetans
who were in Mongolia, and of selling off the several thousands of head of livestock which the Mongols had
offered him, and then returning to Lhasa. Then Jovuu Shanzav travelled by the relay-services round the four
aimags and the shabi, the Five Divisions, where he collected up the livestock presented to the Dalai Lama and
sold it on the spot, and embezzled a lot of money.
Jovuu Shanzav never returned home. He stayed in Mongolia and died in about 1942. He took a Mongol wife
and they had a daughter who died. The man who became his son-in-law is still alive.
The Tibetans said that Jovuu was an unscrupulous man who embezzled the goods offered up by many many
patrons and failed to send it home. Also he took possession for himself of the property of some Tibetans here who
had no one to inherit it.
The Dalai Lama left the son of Khand Vang’s whom he had taken with him, in Peking, and went back to Lhasa
telling him to go home. But the young fellow did not go back to Mongolia, but stayed in Peking, where I heard
that the Manchus arrested him, on the grounds that he had done something wrong. Then a telegram was sent to
Khand yang, saying:
“Your son is ill. Come.” Khand Vang took the train eastwards and was going to Peking, when they said:
“Your son is very ill. We want you to see him tomorrow.”
Then next day they put his son’s head on a platter and covered it over with a ceremonial scarf of yellow gauze
and brought it to Khand Vang. When Khand Vang saw it he lamented greatly and grew angry, and took an oath,
saying:
“I will not let the tracks of Manchu or Chinese shoes come further than the pass of Chiang Chia K’ou.” …
1920
12.248 & Russian 4.114 1. Thoughts Of Ten Soldiers 2. Excerpt from Great Destiny\fn{by Sonomyn Udval
(1921-1991) } Dashinchilen, Bulgan Province, Mongolia (F) 11
1
“Our commander glanced somehow strangely at a woman in blue cotton who passed by. I wondered what the
relations were between them. That sort of thing was military discipline; one would think he would step and talk to
her; couldn’t he? I shall ask but did he notice her?” thought curious Damba, standing at the rear.
Bringing the detachment to a halt, Commander Demberel was speaking to the senior officer; meanwhile
children poured out of the building of a financial-economic technical school in a noisy crowd and began to battle
with each other in sight of soldiers standing to attention but not taking their eyes off the children. Two soldiers in
the front row, considered good wrestlers,\fn{ Wrestling is the national sport of Mongolia.} with difficulty check their
desire to measure swords with them, not daring to move forward, thinking only of the winning tactics.
“Today, I tried again to work better than Baldan, but it didn’t turn out that way. If the bricks were not delayed, I
would do much better,” thought another soldier. “It would be wonderful to go to Darkhan and to work with the
Soviet specialists for a while, then I could learn a great deal. Baldan has already, on three occasions, received
merit. Well, this month I’ll show what I can do.”
“In the morning, good meat was brought to the kitchen. It would be a good thing to make soup with pelmeni,”
dreamed the third one; and suddenly he remembered his native home. When he wished his parents well for the
white month holiday, the lunar calendar month, they were sitting in the place of honor at the festive table. There
were a sheep sacrum, which looked like the top of the Khan-Ul mountain, a high wooden bucket with warmed-up
kumis and various viands: Mongolian confectionery.
“People who are experts in technology are needed everywhere,” thought one of the soldiers. “Chairman of our
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agricultural association ordered me to become a good driver. But now I am working as a bricklayer. What if I told
the commander about it?”
Seeing girls coming out of the military technical school, a soldier, standing on the flank, began to think of how
to get to the town tomorrow and go to the cinema.
“When a notice is required to be issued, I have to draw it up,”\fn{ The text has: When it needs to issue a notice I have to
draw up and write verses.} thought the next. “Really, is there nobody else who can do it, but me? Or perhaps they
think that, if I do not complain then, as the saying goes, ‘it is easy to travel on the\fn{ The text has: go on a.} back of a
quiet camel.’”
“In his letters, my brother always asks: ‘What do you do there? What have you learnt?’ When I answer that I
am building and always more than fulfil my quota, he puts forth new questions. What if I write to him that I was
awarded an order of merit? He would rejoice and say: ‘But you were the black sheep of our family. Army is really
a good thing. If our Chultemdagva could become a man, then discipline must be a good and necessary thing. Only
a discipline person would be able to learn and to do something useful.’ But sometimes, when my brother drank a
little, he would say: ‘Sons of Luvsan were never worse than others. Our Chultemdagva is a fine fellow. He did not
degrade\fn{The text has: disgrade.} the name of his father, and he is honestly serving his country.’ Really, it is no
small job, compared with exploitation on the field of battle,” thought the soldier.
“In ten years, our capital will make a very beautiful city. I’ll take my son there with me and tell him: ‘I also
built this dwelling house,’” dreams another, remembering his little son and trying to guess what he was doing at
that moment.
Man’s brain is a strange thing. Thousands of thoughts flash across a soldier’s mind while he is standing quietly,
not daring to blink an eye.
Exactly at that time, in a cinema, we saw American soldiers with automatic machine guns in their hands,
standing in the main streets of Saigon. When one of them lashed an old Vietnamese woman, the others shouted
with laughter. Hoping to end the war quickly and to return home, some kill and plunder; others think only of how
to liquidate all the Vietnamese, as quickly as possible. But there are those who were forced to serve in the army
and who are suffering for their crimes.
Autumn clouds lit up with the rays of the setting sun were gathering over the Bogd-Ul mountain. Trees turning
yellow distinguished themselves in the green hazy forest.
Youthful energy is heard in a loud tramping of soldiers who do not feel fatigue. Ten soldiers are returning after
hard day’s work. Ten young men are returning home. Peace and calm reign in their homes and in their minds.
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1
This session of the State Great Khural is special as it coincides with the second decade of the new choice made
by the Mongolian people. During this historic period, Mongolians remained faithful and committed to their new
choice. No doubt, Mongolians will further remain the true owners of their homeland, fates and liberties, withstanding and overcoming myriad tests and challenges of time.
Over the past days, the countries of the world focused their attention on the issues and challenges facing the
humankind. Of these issues, global climate change has been at the center of global deliberations. Mongolia has
been an active participant of the discussions.
The world’s leaders have been able to attain identical stance on the most debated issue over which viewpoints
and positions were divided. Almost everyone agrees that the world climate has undergone a change. It is not the
time to dispute over a phenomenon now. We need action, we need solution. Generally speaking, the situation is
getting out of control. Yet, if drastic and resolute measures are taken, there is a hope to better the situation, say
scholars and experts, as well as doves and hawks, representatives of political division. This common global phenomenon evolves as an uneasy challenge threatening the very existence of the nature.
We know well the situation we are in Mongolia. Most part of our lands are threatened by desertification. Over
the past 10 years, about 30% of our rivers, springs and wetland dried up. And it’s not a secret that Mongolia is
warming up faster and more intensely than the world average. “Extreme climatic changes are becoming more
frequent with ever aggravating damages and consequences. Inescapably, your country is one of those to be most
severely hit by this” – reminds the Nobel Prize Laureate Gore. And indeed, this past summer, we saw unprecedented rainfall in some areas and a snow storms in the midst of autumn just a few days ago.
These climatic changes were caused by human behavior. Since they were caused by humans, the situation can
be rectified by human action as well. Let’s make today the point of departure to actions and response. As a simple
example, in order to avoid bitter reproach of our future generations that we should have warned them of the
dangers, I spoke to the schoolchildren on the climate change on the first day of school this year. Now I officially
appeal to the highest decision making authorities in the country that we just can’t afford not to accord attention to
climate change.
There are ways and possibilities to rectify the situation. We need to unify our positions, make the decisions and
persistently implement those decisions. The developed countries, blamed as the main causes of global warming,
and the poorer countries, the victims of global warming, as well as the countries and regions on a fast and
ascending trend of growth and development are all agreeing to convene in Copenhagen by the end of November
this year to take decisive measures in this regard.
Clearly, for Mongolia’s climate change response, the situation cannot be changed if we, regardless how old we
are, how rich or poor we are, what jobs we have, do not change any daily routine practices and behavior. As the
President of the country I will work actively in the country, in the region and internationally to pursue timely and
effective response to climate change. I call you all to support with your active engagement and participation.
The Policy and Action Plan of the President of Mongolia has been approved recently. My program has two
founding pillars – “Nature-Human” and “Human-Nature”. Our work is to result in the improvement of the lives
and living environments of our people, which eventually is to enhance Mongolia’s competitiveness. Therefore, the
gist and essence of my Action Program is Citizen Centered Policy, Nature Friendly Development and Competitive Mongolia.
Certainly, a Mongolian, a Mongolian citizen is capable to compete with others with his or her liberties,
independence, self-reliance, and talents and skills. Mongolia is able to compete in the world with her pristine,
beautiful, unique nature. A Mongolian possesses merits and qualities bestowed by nature. The Mongolian nature
has as if human qualities, live qualities as well. Both a Mongolian man and Mongolian nature have proven in
many different ways their competitiveness. And continue to prove.
Yet, what is the current state of competitiveness of the Mongolian government and government agencies and
organizations! When compared with policies and actions of other governments, where we are? We should compare ourselves not with the bad records, but with and against good records. The competitiveness of the Mongolian
government is directly linked to the life and work of a Mongolian citizen.
Not only Mongolia’s natural environment is degrading, but also the indicators of public health and quality of
life are deteriorating to alarming levels. According to the WHO surveys, 80% of our children and youth are below
the world average by the level of physical development. Average morbidity rates have increased by 160% in the
last 10 years. Mental disorders and pathology incidence per 10000 population increased by 30%, and in some
areas, even by 50%. One of every 5 Mongolians is addicted to alcohol, and more than 90% of crimes are com87

mitted in the state of alcoholic influence. Alcohol and alcoholism emerge as a misfortune of not just one family, it
has become our national tragedy.
Evidently as well, we need to undertake a comprehensive survey on safe and healthy livelihood and gene pool
security of Mongolia and undertake step-by-step measures to enact and implement necessary policies and actions.
Security of a Mongol citizen is linked to the security of Mongolia in all aspects. Therefore, I deem it right for
myself, as the President of the country, to revise in its entirety the National Security Policy Concepts to conform
to the new realities and conditions.
Members of the Great Great Khural, and my fellow citizens,
I did speak in the past of the facts when the governments collapse not because of external attacks but from
internal disgrace. Nobody in Mongolia questions today the existence of corruption and bureaucracy in Mongolia.
Everyone at all levels recognizes and agrees that the corrupt practices are exacerbating, their magnitude is ever
widening and the social cost and damages are further increasing. In the politics, in our society we see apprehendsion and anxiety. Therefore, distinguished members, let’s make the decisions, let’s work.
Let’s start the establishment of justice in our country with a judicial reform. This reform is to encompass a
broad range. The whole judicial system from the start to the end – from filing a case to enforcing the court
decision- and the legal basis and procedures need to be reformed. The scholars and experts, the practitioners and
theorists all stress the need for such a sweeping reform. And the public demands such a change. Of course, collectively we will undertake this reform. At the high level, consistency and harmony of the policies and actions of the
Parliament, Government and President are critical for success.
We all want the Mongolian government bear a good name, a good esteemed moral conduct. Every political and
civil servant wants to earn the trust and support of the people. That trust and support depends on how just and fair
we are, how strongly we instill justice and fairness in the society. People’s trust and support for politicians can be
earned only when justice becomes the order of the day. Establishing justice is not an election promise of any one
political force. This is a demand of the people who elected us. This is the sincere wish and desire of the people
who we ought to serve, whose wishes we ought to fulfill, whose interests we ought to protect. This is, in fact, one
of the core duties of the policy makers of Mongolia.
Of course, any reform dies out without a man. Justice ends when law is biased, when law is compromised.
Here we don’t need a politics where one supports and the other one rejects, and where one protects and the other
one demands. Attempts by public servants to seek somebody’s patronage and backing, and to try to save their
lives together will not live long either.
Every person in this hall knows that there are possibilities to establish justice in Mongolia. The failure to
translate these visible opportunities into real acts is what we call “bad politics, bad policy and bad performance”.
The weakness of any government, of any policy maker is expressed by the very failure to make the impending
decisions, to adopt the impending laws, and to dismiss the irresponsible officials. The people have to only benefit
from our decisions, the people have to be happy about the decisions we make. What is the point of having a
government, a power when the decisions are not made where solutions are clearly visible. We waste time, the
golden time just by discussing and arguing about trifles, and engaging in empty chats. Any policy, any good aspiration and idea are worthless when people are exasperated and blame the government for inaction. Let’s realize
this.
If we are to strengthen independence of the judiciary, we must improve the law on cours and the judicial
system. We must conduct a management and personnel reform.
Unwillingness to leave his job or being undisciplined by the Court must not serve as a justification for an iresponsible and unethical official who misuses his power to remain in his/her position. Instead, officials must serve
the state loyally, honestly and ethically without any violation of the law or serious misbehavior amounting to a
breech of duty. If an official violates this guarantee, his term must end. People already consider that many people
in this sector have already put an end to their moral terms in this way.
If the General Prosecutor, his deputies are held under the hostage of the organizations they are supposed to
prosecute, and as they say, they are unable to discharge their official duties, they must be released from their
positions. If it is true that the courts, the judiciary is not able to fully secure justice, the current authorities of the
courts must be replaced. If the Agency to Combat Corruption is unable to perform its core duties, is not able to dig
into to the essence of an issue, and are held under the auspices or pressure of oligarchs, moreover, if the Agen-cy
to Combat Corruption turns into an Agency to Comrade with Corruption, the leaders of this organization must be
held accountable.
We should not let the justice roam in the streets and injustice dwell in offices. Those who speak in the name of
justice are prejudiced, are treated ill. A worker who demands justice from his employer loses his job, loses his
bread. People tend to fear to demand justice both inside and outside the organization they work for. Power holders
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continue to intimidate regular citizens and workers. At the same time, officials who have a duty to uphold justice
but are unable or unwilling to do so, have been using legal protection in their interests totally carefree and indifferent about what is happening with the justice.
At the high level of the government the due decisions must be duly made. And the need for these decisions to
be made is factored by our common collective interests, by inherent entitlements to development and prosperity,
by the demand and call for justice. I do believe that the Parliament will be able to make such decisions.
The floods of the past summer brought grief and pains to many Mongolian families. One of our dailies carried
a story about a six-year-old child left orphan by the disaster. When this child turns sixteen, I do not want to see the
then Head of State be talking the same issues that I discussed earlier. We cannot let this child become a beggar in
the street. We may not let any public official deprive this child of the right to a better future, full, happy and
dignified life. Our these and other bad practices need to be changed for better. Everyone in this hall has a faith in
his or her future, has children, and some have even grandchildren. When shall we stop talking about irresponsibility and end our irresponsible practices?
People are tired of corruption, poverty and empty official talk. The public is exhausted by injustice. Myself
either, wouldn’t want to be speaking at every opening of the sessions of the Parliament and be talking the same
things. Yet when and if necessary, on necessary issues I will speak in this hall.
On another note, regulation procedures for discussing at the Parliament session of any comments or initiatives
of the President on an issue debated at the Parliament, are not clear and not streamlined. I will introduce an issue
on this matter shortly to the Parliament. Please discuss and resolve my proposal.
To repeat, let’s make the necessary decisions in a timely manner for the sake of our future, for the people who
invested their trust and confidence in us. Let’s help our people get jobs and professions. Let’s support them in
their efforts to improve their livelihoods. Till when shall we afflict our people under the burden and pressure of
price hikes and bureaucracy? A Mongol citizen needs not government pressures and tight watch, but a government’s care and support. We need a government and judiciary free of burden, free of hassle and stress for the
people.
Distinguished Members of the State Great Khural,
We have endured a global crisis. Mongolia graduates from it with a twin deficit – fiscal and trade deficits.
Witty and crafty nations emerge from the crisis having turned it into possibilities and opportunities. We desperately need a shrewd monetary policy, which supports the people. The construction sector, which was just flourishing a few months ago, should have emerged from the crisis as a winner and not a loser as it has, if only it was
managed skillfully and followed fair supply and demand rules. Unfortunately, as a result of the Mongolbank’s
unwise policies, in the aftermath of our passive, irresolute behavior, because of “too many cooks with different
recipes for the same dish”, we didn’t succeed in this front. And we lost a huge chance to win from the crisis. I
urge the Parliament to discuss and promptly ratify in the coming days the Mortgage Backed Loans Law. As an
independent country we have to act expeditiously, making necessary decisions and effectively mobilizing our
legal, financial, monetary capabilities and resources. While some argue that the crisis is over or we are just in
another phase of it, we have to bear in mind clearly that our people remain unemployed, without income, and in
fact, for many, even thousands of Mongolian households, the crisis is not over.
Had we provided cheap funding and credits for domestic industries, had we backed up their services and
production at the time when we just started talking about the crisis, we would have all won from the crisis. Only
by supporting each other, only when Mongols help Mongols, shall we be able to graduate from crisis. Only when
a Mongol supports a Mongol, shall we withstand the competition, and will emerge as winners. Instead of seeking
help and support from others, from outside, we need to seek and render assistance and support to each other. Even
if we just fairly little support each other, a Mongolian makes a stunning success. This support should be reflected
in government policies, decisions and actions. Competing with others, we shall find our market, secure our space,
and aspire development. From this respectful rostrum, I wish to call the government and the people to support and
help each other.
One of the social groups in desperate need for help, and a group which has fenced its opportunities in the
livestock shelters are Mongolian herders. As I speak today, Mongolia’s livestock herd population accounts to over
50 million. At its peak, our annual meat consumption is 8-9 million heads of livestock. At best seasons, the
capacity of Mongolia pasture lands is to feed no more than 30 million heads of livestock. Now this capacity is
being further eroded under the multiple risks and threats – soil erosion, desertification, drying up, heating, drought
and floods. As of the moment, some 15-17 million male livestock is in fences for slaughter. The herd is growing,
yet no buyers, no markets are found. Indeed, the situation our meat and livestock products industry is in is grim,
as grim and desperate as one would feel under a siege.
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We need to immediately address our veterinary service. We must produce final goods using our animal
originated raw materials and look for exports market. This is especially important for meat and meat products. Almost every Mongolian will benefit from the marketing of meat and meat products. Industries will revive, people
will get jobs. Students and those who migrate to urban centers will start earning. Commerce and trade will expand. Everywhere we shall see boosted economic activities. What we need now for this sector is government
participation, policy, initiatives and concrete actions. Livestock is growing, but the benefits from livestock
breeding is shrinking. All herding households have loans, for which interests and principals are due. So let’s take
concerted efforts in this area. We have the wealth, so there will definitely be the ways out of the situation. At the
same time, we should also reckon that our urban residents live difficult lives too. Our issues will be resolved once
and if we provide opportunities, open up rights for our citizens regardless where they live – in cities or countryside.
Our farmers are going to harvest quite well this year despite the fact that difficulties were encountered. “Atar3” campaign is yielding good harvest, and soon Mongolia will be able to meet her domestic needs for wheat and
vegetables with her own harvests. Now we need to work on effective marketing, storing and protecting the crops,
and support the farmers by taking necessary actions and decisions. I heard, quite a big stack of last year’s crops is
rotten in the storage facilities. I believe the relevant authorities are seeing to making sure that good policies, good
decisions are not doomed in the wrong, bad hands.
We all understand that we must pay a special attention to our public health. The key to health reform is in the
insurance system. Everyone sees and hears that today health care is a Number One item on the agendas of the
governments of the world’s leading countries. For enhancing public health, initiatives for mobile, dynamic and
healthy lifestyles, sports and athletic competitions, contests and races are important. I am convinced that we can
draw a very concrete series of actions, to be supported by both the public and the government.
Education is inarguably a sector which defines Mongolia’s future, yet which needs a substantial reform. One of
the keys to develop this sector would be identifying the optimal financing mechanism for student tuition at the
university and college level education. On the other hand, a student tuition remains a factor strongly affecting a
household budget. We will hold an extensive discussion, conduct comprehensive studies, study others’ experiences and lessons and will come up with the necessary solutions. At any rate, we are working to resolve the financing and associated legal matters on this issue, and as promptly as possible. Education, at it all levels and instantces must be a model of justice and showcase of democratic norms just like any other vitally important social
sectors.
In this manner, I could speak here about solutions and decisions for a host of issues. When we compare the
world we live in today with what it was a few years ago, I note that when we encountered an issue in the past we
would start looking for a solution to the issue, we would engage in a wide and broad search for an effective clue
and answers. However today, thanks to information technology progress and thanks to globalization, the solutions
are clear for everyone, they are open and accessible. It is a matter of a will, a commitment, and a desire to adopt,
accept or choose from the solutions.
If a Mongol businessman or an entity would like to succeed as a businessman, let’s adopt the world’s best
doing business benchmarks. If we want to have the best schools, let’s work to meet the world’s standards for best
schools. For a best student, best teacher, best doctor, and lawyer – let’s aim to reach the world’s benchmarks and
standards to aspire only the best, only the highest performance.
There are even measurement criteria for the best economy, for the best country. If we want to effectively fight
with corruption, let’s first make our anti-corruption laws consistent with the UN Anti-Corruption Convention to
which Mongolia is signatory. If we have our own good laws on property and contract rights, our doing business
index would improve. If our judiciary becomes just and fair, our whole society would have made a major stride
forward. If we embark upon resolute reforms in our health and education sectors, our global ranking is to advance
as well.
The share of administrative and bureaucratic cost in our GDP needs to be drastically cut. If we delegate power
to local communities, business initiatives and groups, the burden of the central government is to notably alleviate,
and functions and responsibilities are to become more concrete, thus progress will be achieved in the overall
development modus operandi of the country. We need to arrive at a system whereby a citizen is able to benefit
from the taxes he or she pays and wealth he or she creates. Speaking of which, I shall introduce a concrete module
on tax revenue and expenditure structure. I ask you to support and cooperate with me in the implementation of the
module.
Dear friends, people of Mongolia,
The core principle I have pursued since I swore in as President of Mongolia has been the principle of adhering
to and safeguarding my people’s common, collective rights and interests. President is seen as the symbol of na90

tional unity. National unity is expressed through common, collective interests of the people. The enforcement and
implementation of these collective interests necessitate justice. I deem it the core duty of the President to work to
create the environment where we all together, collectively are enabled to aspire progress and prosperity.
“It’s better for ten people make a step forward together than for one person make ten steps alone” – goes a
saying. Instead of the leader galloping somewhere ahead alone, it’s better for the nation to make one step forward
together. Every time we unite for the same purpose of bringing prosperity to our people, how ever hard the path is,
how ever complex the process is, Mongolia will have made steps ahead. In a democracy, decision-making process
is usually complex and time-consuming. Yet, molded with patience and persistence, the decisions made in this
manner are long-lived and generate universally beneficial returns. And the reason for that is broader circles of
people, wider interests were able to partake in the decision making process.
Mongolia discussed the Oyu Tolgoi project for many years in order to make a responsible decision. And even
today, even here we might encounter someone or someones who do not agree, who are not satisfied and who feel
tempted to criticize. Yet, upon talks and discussions, the legitimate government made its decision. The Members
of the State Great Khural present in this hall today have made an important contribution to reaching that decision.
Indeed, our Parliament was able to demonstrate that it is the supreme representative of the people’s interests. The
predecessor Parliament as well as earlier Governments had also worked to their best. Our citizens, our public have
stated their positions, tabled their demands, thus making a tremendous contribution to the deal.
Soon we will open our doors to an investment of a colossal by any standard scale. This is an agreement we
reached and the solution we found in the light of our realities. Certainly, things will improve and harmonize as we
move ahead. We did our best not to lose time. This agreement is one of the major solutions we collectively
achieved since our transition to an entirely new social order. At the end of the day, our innermost hearty desires
and willpower converge at the point where national security and national interests are concerned, which cannot
and may not be compromised for anything.
I was guided by this supreme willpower of a Head of State. By settling on the Oyu Tolgoi Agreement, our
whole nation, our firm one family of Mongols has made a step forward together. I congratulate you all, I congratulate the people of Mongolia.
It’s nice to have natural wealth. And it’s right to utilize these resources. Yet, a question arises—how do we
spend the revenues we generate from minerals, which perhaps could be the hardest challenge we may face. We
have promises made to our people. We will work to translate into reality these promises. On the other hand, how
do we avoid the “resource curse”, an undesirable upshot, which still troubles many nations and countries? In a
country with non-transparent, unjust, irresponsible public service, mining revenues become not a source of
growth, but a cause of relapse. In an unjust society with biased laws big money creates big problems. Few enjoy
prosperity, and most fall into abject poverty.
The world has some good recipes and many bad experiences. In fact, we did speak about this for quite a long
time. We spoke about the rights for citizens to become the genuine owners of the wealth, and to secure these
rights by law. Provided the citizens become the true owners of the natural assets, spending will become fair and
open, and control will be exercised over the disbursement of revenues. Let’s think over and over again.
There is a notion that the revenues generated by mining cannot be spent back for mining. The benefits are said
to be even greater if the mining revenues are spent for other economic sectors and development programs.
Certainly we will spend for public health and education. We must spend for infrastructure, technological progress
and production of final goods. Equally important is to spend for consolidation and strengthening of democracy
and justice. We must invest in empowering our citizens and making our judiciary just and honest – briefly, being a
democratic country we must invest in our democracy and in our people.
We have resolved a major issue having discussed it for many years. We will have to make other, similarly
important decisions in the years to come, and those decisions will come to affect the lives of many generations of
Mongols. I wish all of us exert profound vision, wisdom and patience.
Distinguished Members of the Parliament, dear friends,
Earlier, I reminded you of a six-year-old child, and the future this child anticipates. Who he will be in ten
years, what life he will be living in twenty years depends to a great extent on the decision makers of our times.
This year, thousands of six-year-old children, winged with bright dreams and wishes, just like the child I spoke
about, enrolled in school past September. They will discover the world, and learn of the earth we live on. Also,
they will study the history of Mongolia.
Everyone knows what a legendary history and what a glorious state our ancestors built. The world knows. Our
ancestors were the founders and participants of creation of the world’s of a new order. Yet the most notable virtue
our forefathers bestowed upon us is the great integrity of the Mongol nation.
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The Great Mongol State had a great integrity, had a great fame. The Great Mongol state was a state of law.
Law which was just, fair, and enforced. The Great Mongol state was a just state. Great Mongol state respected
faith, and the versatile intellectual freedoms. Our forefathers were builders and creators, they supported free trade
and business. They welcomed new technologies and facilitated to communication and postal outreach. There are
many other spectacular accomplishments and virtues of our ancestors, you just name them.
That was the time when Mongolia earned a good name. The Mongol nation had a sound fame. All of our forefathers cherished that good name and endeavored to keep the name clean. They were men who would “rather have
their bones broken than the names stained”. “The citizens of the Great Mongol State did not steal, didn’t lie” read historical accounts. Citizens of the Great Mongol State protected and loved the nature, revered national
culture and traditions, listened to the seniors and elderly. Travelers from overseas were surprised to discover how
neat, organized and industrious the people of the Great Mongol State were. Our fathers and forefathers were
themselves men of a great fame, and therefore, were able to build such a great state.
I state all this here, dear state officials, and my dear people, to call you all for holding in the highest regard the
good name and glorious fame of Mongolia, to make Mongolia a country of even better name. We do have all
possibilities to make Mongolia such a country. The historic choice our people made for our freedom two decades
ago is the most salient precondition to pursue a good name.
Only free people, using their freedom are able to create wonderful things, create their own history. Only free
people do demand from their governments equal opportunities and justice. Only free people can be the owners of
their actions and causes, and be held accountable for them. Only freedom does offer the space for the people to be
the true owners of their homelands, to use the available opportunities. Freedom serves as the fertile soil to nurture
patriotism. The essence of patriotism is integrity. Let’s all together foster patriotism to aspire Mongolia’s integrity.
Triumph of justice in Mongolia will enhance the integrity of the Mongol nation. If the world speaks of Mongolia as a country with just courts, with laws enforced and with transparent government, our nation’s integrity will
be harnessed. For good education go to Mongolia, for good hospitals – see Mongolian doctors, to create, build
something new – explore Mongolia, to live a good life – off you go to Mongolia – maybe, to create such a
country, to make Mongolia such a country, we might need time. Yet, the historic mandate to start creating such a
land rests with us, and no one else. We must work hard and harder.
Mongolia’s fame and integrity are being articulated by our athletes and artists. A young Mongol man stars at a
ballet in a New York classical theatre, a Mongol girl sings opera in Italy. A Mongol athlete wins our first gold
medal in the world championship in judo wrestling and another boy brings the first gold from the boxing
tournament. A Mongol girl contributes another silver medal from world’s freestyle wrestling championship,
adding and enriching the pool of Mongol marvels and achievements. And amazingly enough, instantly, literally, in
Mongolian time count, while a herder goes out to gather his flock of horses, Mongol girls and boys tame the
world’s arena of fame.
Another source of pride for our nation, another group of Mongolian citizens who consolidate the good name of
Mongolia is our men serving in the peacekeeping operations. Carrying on the courage and perseverance, skills
and talent of Mongol warriors of 800 years ago, Mongolian peacekeepers are fulfilling with honor and veracity
their mandate for peace in the places of war and crises. They are the heroes of our times, of modern times.
There are many Mongolians studying and working overseas. They not only support their families and relatives
financially, but also bring vigor and dynamism to our development efforts, new opportunities, and new
knowledge. From this rostrum, I extend my sincere congratulations to all my fellow citizens for building and
enhancing the pride of our nation. I would also like to thank foreign countries and international organizations who
have helped us during the most challenging times of our life. Thank you.
All the prides I stated earlier testify that Mongolia’s future, Mongolia’s tomorrow is bright. Add to this our
unique culture, traditions, and our history. Add our respect and care for elderly and inspiration of the young. Add
the virtues of a Mongol man, the virtues of our Nature. Also add the flexibility of the vision of our state. Recall
and beware of the human rights and values that just cannot, may not be violated even when the martial law takes
effect. Add the citizens’ participation in making and implementing state policies. Let’s never make decisions to
taint the integrity and good name of our nation. If such decisions are made, let’s rectify them immediately.
If all this is achieved, Mongolia will be a nation of a good name and fame, a good integrity. All conditions to
foster such a name will be created. Our children will take pride in their beautiful motherland, they will read a
beautiful history and shall continue creating such a beautiful history.
In conclusion, I once again urge our public servants at all levels to equally treat our people and our nature.
Let my Mongolia dwell eternally.
Thank you.
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I am happy to have this opportunity to speak on behalf of the ancient-history and free people of Mongolia in
this historic and honorable Hall.
I extend my deep gratitude to the honorable Chairmen, Chancellors and Representatives of the Parliament of
Japan for the hospitality and respect accorded to my delegation. Please accept the heartfelt sincere greetings of the
Mongolian people to you, distinguished Parliamentarians, ladies and gentlemen, and through you, to the people of
Japan.
Mongolians are a benevolent people with a heroic history and a bright future. Mongolia is a country with an
ancient history of modern statehood. In the coming 2011 Mongolia will commemorate the 2220 th anniversary of
the establishment of our state. Mongols are the founders of the largest continental state and civilization ever
known in the history of the humankind. There were also times in the past when Mongols bent under external forces and fell victims of inhumane policies.
Mongols do not like painting black our past. We regard the history, how ever glorious, or how ever obnoxious
it is, as our shrewd teacher, and we’ve strived to learn from our past. I am glad to speak today in this Hall in the
name of the vivid generation of Mongolia’s newest history. 2010 marks the 20 th anniversary of the democratic
revolution, embodying the free and new choice of the Mongolian people.
The Democratic Revolution of the Mongolian people is an achievement of not merely one country, it is a
collective accomplishment. It has proven that human rights, liberty, human integrity and dignity are not the rights
exclusively enjoyed in developed and rich countries, but can also legitimately triumph in any country. No matter a
man lives in a rich country, or poor one, he or she can shape his own the society and the state by his own choice,
and live by his choices.
Mongolians have demonstrated that it is possible to conduct revolutionary reforms peacefully and simultaneously in the broadest societal spectrum. Some argue that simultaneous political and economic reform is not an
“Asian way”. Yet with our new choice we broke this old assertion. Although Mongolia can be regarded as a small
country by the size of its population or the level of development, our open and democratic policies of the past 20
years have made Mongolia a model of democracy.
For a country to consolidate its integrity in the ever globalizing world, the size or the level of development do
not really matter much. My people are proud with the democratic achievements which mold Mongolia’s integrity.
And Mongolians are the people who hold dear our integrity and good name. We have a saying, better have one’s
bones broken than honor discredited. The attribute “democratic country” is inarguably an important indicator of a
solid reputation Mongolia enjoys internationally.
The achievement the Mongolian people have made in the past 20 years is inseparable of the 2000 years’
history of the Mongolian statehood. Being the true owner of our fates, securing and strengthening our
independence, sovereignty and freedom has been the sacred desire of the generations of our forefathers. And in
that lies the essence of the choice the Mongolian people made in the year of the White Horse. Put succinctly, the
spirit of our choice rightly transpires in the witty saying of my people “it is better to live by your own choice how
ever bitter it is than to live by other’s choice how ever sweet it is”.
Realization of the people’s new choice wasn’t easy. The centuries-long aspirations and efforts of the
Mongolian people to enjoy a free and honored life still persevere. Mongols have seen a lot and are an old pro. The
descendents of the warriors, who saddled their horses to see the world some 8 centuries ago must have seen a lot,
and have created a lot.
Once Chinggis Khaan uttered that it was easier to go round the world on horseback than to take off the horse
and come to grips with administering a state. For Mongolia, which was the second country to take up communist
in the vast Eurasia, the path of becoming Asia’s first country to entirely make over the very system was not at
ease.
The lives of most of our people remain hard. One of every three Mongolians live a life below the poverty line
set by the UN. Government red-tape and centralization persist. Citizen participation and monitoring are still missing in the public decision making. There cannot be a civil society without citizen participation. There cannot be
human rights that cannot be enjoyed by humans. Injustice, unemployment remain our acute social problems.
Nevertheless, I have no doubt that the Mongolian people, the Mongolian State and our ever-strengthening open
social system are capable to address and resolve these challenges. And the greatest hope is the people of Mongolia. A free Mongolian citizen, aware of his rights as a citizen and cognizant of his duties as a member of the
society, who relies not on the government policies but on his own capacities and hard work is the guarantor of the
development and prosperity of Mongolia.
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Myself as the Head of State of Mongolia, Mongolian Parliament, our Government and the public sector in its
entirety bears one single sacred duty. That is to serve – to serve the rights and interests of our people. The people
of an open and democratic country demands justice, openness, transparency and creativity from its state. And the
State is ought to strive to meet this demand, as the diligence to embrace these features forms the foundation for
Mongolia to further aspire accountability, development and prosperity.
Distinguished Members of Parliament,
Now let me address relations between Mongolia and Japan. The relations between our two countries are of
special nature. Our people to people relations, our people’s aspirations and activities prove the special character of
Mongol-Japanese ties.
The movement to promote friendly relations with Mongolia began in Japan since mid 60s. And noteworthy,
this movement was initiated and partook by the Japanese citizens who were held captive in Mongolia during war.
Today Japan counts more than 70 voluntary associations of citizens with relations and cooperation with Mongolia. Mongolia has more than 30 organizations and societies with relations with Japan. This is a unique feature and
distinctive indicator of relations between our peoples. There was a streak of hard times in relations between our
two countries. Yet the storms of hard times could not stifle the flame in the minds and hearts of our people to befriend and cooperate.
Our history also proves the uniqueness of Mongol-Japanese relations. Mongolia has always expressed her
interest to develop friendly relations and cooperate with Japan at every critically important juncture of our history.
For instance, in the first year of founding the Yuan Empire, the great Mongolia Khaan Khubilai dispatched an
envoy with a message to the Emperor of Japan Kameyama. Noteworthy, a copy of the message is kept in Toodaiji
Temple in Nara. In early 20th century, when Mongolia restored her national freedom and independence, within the
policy to have her historic achievement recognized by great powers, Bogdo Khaan, Head of State and Religious
Leader of Mongolia, addressed a letter to the Emperor of Japan. Alas the message hadn’t gone through to the
addressee. The letter was dated November 18th, 1912. Today, on this historic day, I will hand a copy of that letter
to distinguished chairmen upon conclusion of my speech.
1990 was a year when democracy was made real in Mongolia, and was a time when the fate of the new choice
of the people of Mongolia was teetering on the edge of vulnerable precariousness. At the time, the then Prime
Minister of Mongolia Dash Byambasuren addressed a letter to the Government of Japan requesting all-around
support. In 1991, the First President of Mongolia Punsalmaa Ochirbat, while participating in the ceremony of
Heisei Emperor Akihito ascending to the Emperor’s Throne, reiterated the will and interest of the Mongolian
people to befriend and cooperate with Japan in the broadest array of fields. This is a history. A history which
chronicles the trust and hope the Mongolia and the Mongolian people have vested in Japan and its people at the
critical junctures and happy moments of our history.
Dear Chancellors and Representatives,
Another merit of the relations between our peoples lies in the deep respect, trust and confidence to each other
and in our common value. Mongols made a new choice in the last decade of the past century, and indeed, we were
really like a new-born foal trying to solidly sense the ground under his hooves. The help and support, attention
and care of the Japanese people and the Government of Japan were truly vital for us in those hard times. Had not
only Japan helped Mongolia, but it also directed the attention of the participants to the G7 meeting to the historic
choice of the Mongolians. Japan helped Mongolia, which had just chosen a new development path, to become a
member of the international financial and regional organizations. Japan was the dedicated leader of the entire process of organizing Mongolia-assistance donor meeting.
It would be hard to imagine the success of Japanese tireless efforts to help Mongolia without the participation
and leadership of the then Prime Minister of Japan Kaifu Toshiki. Mr. Kaifu made a historic visit to Mongolia in
1991 and declared Japanese policy to support Mongolia’s democracy. And this policy was eagerly embraced,
enriched and persistently implemented by the successive generations of the Government of Japan. The people of
Japan, the government of Japan rendered invaluable help to Mongolia to find herself, to the world to find Mongolia and to the Mongolian people to firmly stand on our feet. The people and the State of Mongolia are earnestly
grateful to the people of Japan and the Japanese Government for this heartfelt help and support. I am delighted to
reiterate from this respectable rostrum on behalf of my people our gratitude for the help in times of hardship to the
people of Japan and the Government of Japan.
We all know well that the assistance Japan rendered to Mongolia exceeds all aid and assistance by other
countries and international organizations taken together granted to Mongolia in the past 20 years. And the assistance and help Japanese people and the Government of Japan have been rendering to Mongolia is distinguished
among others by one virtue. That is, as Mongols say, Japan’s help has always fit the case. When Mongolia runs
out of coal in the stove, these are Japanese people who come to make badly needed investment in coal mines and
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thermal stations. When public transport fails and people in the cities have no means to move, this is the Japanese
Government who comes ready with vehicles. When tens of thousand of Mongolian children come short of
kindergartens and schools to attend because of heavy migration to the city, this is Japan who builds new schools
and repairs old ones with the money of its taxpayers. And are still building more and more schools and
kindergartens. When ambulance cars go out of order, when our fire extinguishing equipment fall broken, when we
run out of life-saving medicines, again, Japan comes handy with help. When harsh winter snow-blizzard disasters
hit Mongolia, it is Japan who comes to back us up.
And the list of such examples of immediate help can be continued with tens of cases in dozens of sectors. If
this policy is not called right, if such a help can’t be rendered as “timely”, what other policies can be attributed as
such?! Mongols put this as briefly as “the friend in need is a friend indeed”. An inarguable truth.
Dear Members of the Parliament,
Today the relations between Mongolia and Japan are entering a qualitatively new level, and new opportunities
are opening up ahead of us. Favorable conditions and prerequisites for Mongolia and Japan to engage in mutually
beneficial cooperation in a multitude of sectors are being created. Mongolia is a resource rich country. For many
years we kept saying that Japan has high technologies. The time has come to deploy these advantages in a mutually beneficial manner. The volume of Japan’s investment in Mongolia and our bilateral trade indicators remain
modest. The alarm of the “clock” to wake us up to boost trade and investment is ringing. Appealing to the Japanese businessmen willing to invest and trade with Mongolia, I state again “The time has come, wake up”.
There were times when such an awaiting attitude would prove to be right – first let others get in, let us see.
Now that attitude doesn’t fit Mongol-Japanese relations. Now is the time to rush to Mongolia. The times when
Mongolia would be overlooked for old laws, weak infrastructure and uncertain policies are a history now. Different times unfold today – now is the time to act together and create wealth together.
Many things were new to Mongolia when we entered a new system. We made mistakes, and not few. We
learned lessons. We learned by doing, by creating. We want to be good learners, and also good partners. The key
to Mongolia’s development are free, responsible, sensible, healthy, educated and skilled citizens. Today Mongolia
needs experts and professionals in various high and advanced technologies.
Mongolia does have rare earth elements, uranium, coking coal, copper, molybdenum that Japan desperately
needs, while Mongolia acutely needs Japanese private investment and high technologies. It is Mongolia’s interest
to become a value-added producer than remain a supplier of raw materials, and engage in mutually beneficial cooperation. Japanese investment in Mongolia shall be an investment consistent with Mongolia’s interests and benefits. And the reason is that Japanese investment is an investment of our “third neighbor” meeting the world standards, and that it originates in a country of high technology, and equally importantly, a country which has been
helping and supporting Mongolia at the times of formidable challenges and difficulties.
One of the ways to boost Japanese private investment in Mongolia could be increasing the volume of the
Japanese official development assistance for a particular sector in consistency with the interests and benefits of
Japan. It could prove to be right for the Japanese investors to follow its Government to enter Mongolia than
waiting to see until other countries’ private investment flow in to Mongolia.
Compared to a certain period in the past, Mongolia is building necessary capacities to engage in a mutually
beneficial cooperation – mega projects of national and regional scale are being implemented in infrastructure,
energy, mining, agriculture, road, financial sector so as to process raw materials and absorb capital domestically.
Therefore, Mongolia supports the New Growth Strategy of the Government of Japan to encompass investment,
human resources, technical and technological capacities, and propose Japan to constructively cooperate within the
confines of this policy.
I firmly believe that Mongolia and Japan can be the role model for other countries in North-East Asia by
intensifying our economic partnership. Both Mongolia and Japan are now at critical junctures of development:
Mongolia entering a new era of development, and Japan, having attained the apex of development, is marching
out to the world in search of new markets, new opportunities, which could be preemptively realized jointly by
Mongolia and Japan for mutually beneficial effects. Such a productive engagement with a country in a region with
consistent interests would create solutions to many challenges in the development and prosperity of both of our
countries. And it is within these premises that in my current visit to Japan I aim to elevate the level of our bilateral relations to a strategic level. I am glad to acknowledge the earnest efforts of both sides to create conditions
conducive to attaining this high level of bilateral relations.
I also do firmly believe that Mongolia and Japan will constructively expand our relations and cooperation in
the regional and international fora, in defense and security. Mongolia has always highly valued and appreciated
Japan’s efforts to contribute to the cause of peace and prosperity in the world. Mongolia has consistently supported Japan’s aspiration of permanent membership in the UN Security Council, and we reaffirm that our position on
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the issue will remain the same. Mongolia is glad for the regularization of high and highest level visits, and that
creative and constructive mechanisms for dialogue are being cultivated. The people of Mongolia have always
been grateful to His Imperial Majesty Emperor and His Majesty Imperial Family Members for the constant care
and attention to expanding and developing friendly relations between our peoples.
Broad avenues of cooperation open up for Mongolia and Japan in environmental conservation and rehabilitation, culture, humanitarian activities, sports and arts, education, local governments and communities, and peopleto-people relations. It is a good news indeed that no visa is required for Japanese citizens travelling to Mongolia.
Visa-free travel entails not only eradication of visa-related bureaucracy, more importantly, it is an expression of
warmhearted welcome of the people of Mongolia to the people of Japan, it is an invitation of the Mongolian
people to every citizen of Japan to visit and befriend with Mongolia. As the President of Mongolia, I gladly join
this hearty invitation of the Mongolian people. Now, every Japanese citizen has a President’s invitation to visit
Mongolia.
Both a Mongolian and a Japanese are born with a piece of heaven’s seal. Many people around the world
associate that seal with Mongolia. And in particular in Japan that seal is called “the Mongol Seal”. It was not an
accidental matter for me to title my address “Democracy or the Seal”. The essence of democracy is human rights,
which is naturally born with us; it is not something that is bestowed upon us from the government. The seal gradually vanishes sopping up in our body whereas human rights are articulated in relations between a human being
and the society.
Relations between Mongolia and Japan are of special nature, which dwell on the sincere wishes and desires of
our peoples and which are fed by the eternal heaven. Hand in hand our peoples can achieve and create a lot. I
sincerely thank you for giving me this opportunity to convey the heartfelt greetings of the Mongolian people to
the people of Japan with who we share the heaven’s seal.
May all good deeds prosper.
3
On behalf of the people of Mongolia, myself and my spouse, I would like to extend my sincere appreciation to
you Mr. President and Madame First Lady for accepting my invitation and paying state visit to Mongolia. Mongolians know you well and your present visit to Mongolia and our talks have opened a new page in the history of the
bilateral relations.
Our two countries and our people have had ties and relations for hundreds of years. I am delighted to note that
the bilateral cooperation have been expanding and developing in all sectors since Mongolia and the Republic of
Korea established diplomatic relations in 1990.
Today we held very fruitful talks mutually understanding and respecting each other in a friendly and sincere
atmosphere. We made joint statement of Mongolia and the Republic of Korea on the result of your visit, declared
to develop the bilateral relations and cooperation on the principle of “Comprehensive Partnership,” established the
medium term cooperation program of Mongolia and the Republic of Korea which reflected the priorities of cooperation and these are becoming a historically significant event.
There are possibilities and prospect to develop mutually beneficial cooperation combining Mongolia’s natural
resources and raw material reserves with investment and technology of the Republic of Korea, and we consider
that it is required to realize the matters. I do not doubt that the two countries will successfully cooperate in this
direction.
Honorable Guests,
Mongolians have proverb “neighbors have same minds” and Koreans have proverb “neighbors are like cousins.” As these proverbs, our two countries are partners those locate in Northeast Asia, have traditional historic
relations, respect common values of democracy and a market economy, and have same aspiration in these matters.
Mongolia has been chairing the Community of Democracies for two years since last July. The chairmanship
came to Asia again after ten years and our country will make all efforts to fulfill this respectable duty with the
support and assistance of international community. I would like to express my appreciation to Mr. President for
your support to my suggested Asian Initiative Partnership for Democracy. I am sure that Mongolian and Korean
sides will fruitfully cooperate to involve other Asian countries in the initiative.
The democratic revolution made by Mongolians is a success of not only a country but of common values.
Mongolians proved by its historic choice that human rights, freedom, and dignity are not only privileges of
developed rich countries but also inherent rights of everybody in every country. Moreover, Mongolians showed
that peaceful revolutionary transition could be made in all sectors. There is an understanding that simultaneous
political and economic transition is not the way of an Asian country. This kind of old conclusion was broken by
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our new choice. Mongolia is a small country by its population and development, nonetheless Mongolian democracy and open policy of 20 years have been making our country a big example.
We proudly see and congratulate the Republic of Korea for its fast development in a short period of time, the
creation of the Wonders of Han River, and its reaffirmation of reaching and being ranked as one of developed
countries and further development. We congratulate you Mr. President for your great contribution of your policy
and activities to deepening democracy, developing economy and the international reputation of the Republic of
Korea is increasing more.
I would like to note that the sustainable development of the Republic of Korea and peace on Korean peninsula
is one of the major factors of strengthening peace and security in Northeast Asia and an important condition to
expanding and developing regional cooperation.
I sincerely welcome you Mr. President, Madame First Lady and honorable guests of the Republic of Korea to
Mongolia.
4
Today we have convened to discuss and honor perhaps the most important historic process that took place in
Mongolia in the past century. From this respectful state podium, I convey my sincere greetings for the historic
centennial anniversary of regaining the independence and freedom to all my fellow countrymen, to our neighboring countries and all the countries with diplomatic relations and countries and organizations with good and
friendly relations and cooperation. For any nation, its freedom and independence are cherished as the most supreme asset. Freedom, equity and equality of an individual, of a village, of the nation have been the fundamental
virtue and value in the aspirations of Mongols for greater development and prosperity at all times. Perusing our
past history, one learns that our ancestors had once established the largest empire on dry land, had impacted
distinctively the histories and destinies of many nations, established new orders and ruled governments and
societies. Also, Mongols had gone through myriad state and political, social and societal experiences; force
majeure\fn{Superior or irresistible force} were not alien to us, and time had a say for major changes in our course. Of
these, the relationship with Manchu-Qing dynasty left a clear footprint in our history.
In the first half of the 17th century, i.e. in 1630s certain changes had been taking place in the relations between
Mongolians residing in the vast territory and Manchu-Qing dynasty. Those were Southern Mongol, Khalkha
Mongol and Oirad Mongol who were sequentially exposed to those changes. Mongols in their entirety never fell
under the exploitation of Manchu Qing dynasty. I especially acknowledge the role the tireless struggle of the
generations of the Mongolian patriots and wise and patriotic policies of royal family played [in safeguarding
Mongolia’s independence].
Besides, Manchu-Qing dynasty abode by a special policy toward the Mongols. This policy had been
implemented through 2 centuries until the beginning of the 20th century, and was based on an agreement mutually
agreed in writing. It might be more fitting to perceive this relationship as a policy between the Mongols and
Manchus fit to the conditions of the time rather than merely a relationship between two states, two countries. That
special relationship between Mongol and Manchu nations can be defined as “vassal” in the medieval terminology,
or “satellite” in modern lexicon. This relationship of trusted allies between the two nations had changed in the
course of time in the beginning of the 20th century.
End of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century is distinctive for the changes that took place in the lives of
many nations in different parts of the globe. Policies, acts and attempts of regional dynasties such as Ottoman's
Turkey, Habsburg's Austria, Victorian Britain, Romanov's Russia, Qing's China to counteract the tides of time
were futile. This was also factored by the desires and aspirations of numerous old and new states seeking
independent and sovereign development and prosperity.
The changes in the Manchu-Qing policy were manifested by distrust in its relations with Mongols and
Mongols’ relations with others – Qing’s policies translated into acts of aggression infringing upon Mongolia’s
territorial integrity and Mongols’ traditional lifestyles by dispatching military guards at Mongolian frontiers and
IkhKhuree. Qingsdefined these acts as “a new policy”. This quality change in the Manchu features of Qing policy
were skillfully used by the Mongolian leaders of the time. They ceased the trusted ally relationship with the
Manchu King and set determined to regain and consolidate the Mongol nation’s freedom and independence.
Dear fellow citizens,
The 100th anniversary, or the centenary of regaining Mongolia’s freedom and independence, so deeply honored by the State, widely discussed and proudly celebrated today is a historic event of peerless magnitudeby its
scope, by its significance and by its intransience through generations ahead.
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I wish to corroborate my rendering these qualities to this date. This celebration of regaining national freedom
and independence is the manifestation of the victory triumphed in the three hundred years of struggle against foreign aggression for our statehood, for our lands, for our people. This is the longest in our history, the bravest story
to prevail, to win.
The Centenary of regaining national freedom and independence is the celebration of our collective will, of our
unity from Bogdo, the Head of Mongols’ religion, to common herders, from khans and royals to state dignitaries
and nobles tocommon people – to achieve our common goal, achieve the historic victory. The commemorative
events that are taking place these days in Mongolia one hundred years after the historic date prove the fact that the
Mongolian State has officially recognized this historic date to be celebrated as our national pride through generations ahead. I am earnestly happy that by restoring historical truth Mongolian history is being rendered full and
complete. And I am sure, the people of Mongolia are duly grateful for the truth being reinstated.
Mongols had fought for our freedom and independence fearlessly, relentlessly and tirelessly year by year, and
especially, in 1911, the entire nation rose as one. I wish to make a special note here – the people of Mongolia
never ever borrowed from anywhere in the world the wisdom to consolidate our freedom, independence and
governance. This wisdom was preserved for generations in the Mongolians themselves. Only we wanted this asset
– our freedom and independence – be known and recognized by others. Our history of one hundred years ago
clearly shows that every Mongol soul and heart, every Mongol mind and brain had kept the wisdom to regain and
consolidate the state, the very vital body of freedom and independence, live and upright.
Abiding with the traditional history, the Mongol nobles and people’s representatives convened and, as
historical accounts read, “repeatedly contemplating, discussing, polishing, criticizing, and planning collectively
until it is perfect”, did they reach an agreed decision. And based on that historic decision, Mongols reinstituted
their independence and freedom by declaring Mongolia as a free and independent state and enthroned the religious leader Bogdo Javzandamba VIII as the Khaan.
Furthermore, the Khaan decreed to establish the Government of Mongolia. The Khaan’s decree appointed the
Ministers of the Government’s first 5 Ministries. “For outstanding efforts to the cause of establishing the
Statehood”, the decree appointed a lama, a van [prince], a gun[duke], a beis and a taij [nobility titles] the first
Ministers of the Mongolian Government. The decree gave alms to the old and seniors, granted amnesty to those
erred and send letters to foreign countries proclaiming Mongolia’s independence.
One hundred years ago, on the 9th day of the middle winter month of the Year of Pig, Mongolia declared
regaining from Manchu Qing dynasty and restoring all state and government policies and affairs. Thus Mongolia
became the first state in Asia to break free from Manchu. Having learned of the splendid news, the people of
Mongolia, as the witnesses of the time recorded, were crying and praying in a great rejoice that “the heavenly
times have come upon”. Foreign envoys, messengers and travelers who heard the news, witnessed and partook in
the events of the time, were spreading the message as farther as they could. For instance, the last issue of 1911 of
British newspaper The Times noted that “…in Asia, restoring of independence of Mongolia became a reality”.
My fellow Mongolians, our ancestors, those saints and gods whom we sanctify, have planted in our hearts and
minds the sense of freedom for ever. That sense could be tried to be smothered. But no one can ever destroy it.
Mongolian history proves this. Mongolia’s today evinces this. This will be further attested by Mongolia’s future.
I have a message to our fathers and forefathers looking at us today from the Tengri the heaven. Let us bow deeply
in our profound gratitude to our fathers and seniors, who, unmindful of own lives, private joys and comforts,
fought faithfully for the common interests and benefits of the Mongol people and who relayed intact the sacred
golden bond of history to our times, to us. True, the life of our society in the past 100 years was both bright-andbreezy and desperate-and-forlorn, sweet-and-brisk and rough-and-tough. Yet, we today have no right to judge our
ancestors, but have a historic duty to carry on their heroic cause.
While commemorating and celebrating the centenary, I have decided also to touch upon some issues that
pending our decision at the down of the next centenary. I wish to share with you my thoughts on some solutions
for the pressing issues too. Let’s talk about our people’s lives, economy, politics, society, justice, the wishes and
aspirations of the Mongolian people. And then let’s find solutions. If we can make it, this will prove that we are
conscientious of our historic mission to continue the noble cause of our forefathers.
Honorable Members [of the Parliament],
The Centenary and a Mongolian: In the course of one hundred years, a Mongolian saw at least 3 revolutions –
1911 Independence Revolution, 1921 People’s Revolution, 1990 Democratic Revolution. If asked “why, what
they fought for”, the predominant majority of participants in these revolutions would, probably, respond – for a
Mongolian, for his or her free and prosperous life. Today, in 2011, by her human development index, and specifically, by her income per capita, Mongolia ranks 110 th of 187 countries. But by natural resources per capita, we are
said to be one of the top ten countries. Being a citizen of a country ranking as one of the top 10 richest countries,
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he\she is not even in the first 100 by development, by income. This is the tragedy of the century. We must do
away with this tragedy in the next centenary.
“The economy is growing, things are getting better” – has become a common language lately. However, that
growth, those goodies are still alien to a Mongolian. They do not reach out, do not enter the homes of Mongolians. Too pompous state policies, or are they so estranged from a Mongolian?
We say ‘happiness just doesn’t cling to a man’. Why do not Mongolia’s wealth and virtues “cling” to its people? The people in this Hall, we are the ones to answer this question. No one else. One hundred years ago, the
Mongols sought for the cause of their impoverished lives in Manchus. Today, they know well who to question.
Everywhere in Mongolia we have people who are able to lead their lives independently, by themselves, by their
own hard work. Yet, those people are cornered, jammed and suffocated by the government red-tape on one side,
and by business and government oligarchyon the other side. In fact, that suppressed space is Mongolia’s middle
stratum. A society without a middle stratum has no future.
In Mongolia, the best earning businesses are run either by the government or by foreigners. Or those who
managed to conspire with the two. They collect all profitable businesses. Entrepreneurial Mongolians, small and
medium size business owners are paying the highest prices. They are left to pick the most costly businesses.
Those who live and work farther from urban centers, in remote areas are even more repressed. Let us alleviate the
customs, sales duties and price burdens for those afar from the capital city. If they get loans, those are short-term
and high-interest-rate. If they get a business, the profits are lowest, but the pressures are the heaviest. That’s a
reality. Without changing this, the life of a Mongolian will not improve, we will not achieve a common wellbeing.
To change this, we must create an environment for an entrepreneurial Mongolian much better, much more
favorable an environment than accorded to foreigners and Mongolian oligarchs. This is the secret, this is the
formula to change the situation. Incomes at a certain level, maybe, SME people with less than 20 million MNT
monthly income should be exempted from tax. For production and services other than alcohol and tobacco, let us
offer 5, 10 year exemption from VAT and corporate income tax. For SMEs in manufacturing, those who engage in
value addition, offer long-term loans. Let the Government pay for the interest rate burden.
Let me state again,release the people, SME businessmen from the burden of taxation and red-tape. Offer them
favorable conditions. Mongolia, who celebrates the Centenary of her National Freedom, has reached the time to
offer economic freedom to its people. We must compete to fulfill this from tomorrow on. Should you have good
ideas, solutions – bring them to the government, Parliament. Should the Members of the Cabinet, of the Parliament have such ideas and solutions, turn them into laws and resolutions. I will support.
Honorable members,
The Centenary and the Mongolian Statehood: One hundred years ago Mongolians rose outraged by Manchu.
One hundred years later, today, will those grateful to the leaders and rulers outnumber those who are not happy
with them, be the majority in the society? In the past 100 years, on many occasions, did the State good for its
people. But it offended and harmed on many instances too. In 1996 the State Great Khural issued a resolution and
brought its apologies to the Mongolian people for all the mistakes, repressions and purges, for the lives killed and
freedom abridged in the 20th century. Not long afterwards, Mongolian State did let an unfortunate incident take
place for its failure to safeguard its people’s rights, health and security.
Under an emergency situation set by the decree of the President of Mongolia, in the night of July 1 to July 2 of
2008, a human right and freedom to life was gravely violated, and human casualties were inflicted. This heinous
incident left our society, our state with a bitter lesson. The tragedy of July 1, 2008 will continue to remind
Mongolian leaders that they should observe extreme diligence when dealing with human rights, civilian liberties
and when having their powers decided by the citizens. “Measure seven times and cut just once”, goes a folk wisdom.
For the failure to secure and safeguard the basic human right to life, health and security, on behalf of the Mongolian State, I apologize to the families and bereaved of our citizens lost lives and to those citizens whose health,
rights and liberties were injured. The relevant state organizations, by their legal duties and mandate, must establish the cause whichled to the loss of lives, damage to the health of citizens, and grave violation of fundamental
civic rights and liberties. The tragic event of July 1, 2008 must never be repeated in our history.
Let me draw your attention back to the talk about the State. The revolutions that took place in Mongolia
mainly aimed at gaining back the rights and liberties that the people were seized and deprived of by others. But as
time went on, those regained rights were appropriated by those in power, which would eventually lead to the next
revolution. What is the situation like today?
Merely 20 years ago, one of the major goals of the democratic revolution was to restrict, even divide, split the
state powers. It aimed at establishing a society ruled by law. The essence of the society ruled by law rested in
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restricting state powers by law and in opening up and protecting civil rights also by law. A state of law is a state
whose powers are restrained by law. It is a society where civil rights are protected by law. State is not something
notional and abstract. It is an official with flesh body. From the President to any person sitting in this Hall is a
physical representative of the State.
Let me cite here an example. By our laws, a Mongolian State, our state officials are a collection of rights and
powers, and our citizens and private sector are a collection of duties and responsibilities. I am citing an article
published in one of our daily newspapers: by law, the President has 41 rights and 2 duties, Parliament Speaker and
members have 281 rights and 14 duties, Prime Minister has 67 rights, Cabinet Member, Agency Heads have 1721
rights and 264 duties.
On average, one state official enjoys 7 rights and has 1 duty whereas a citizen has a single right and is
mounded with 7 duties. State powers look like July 1, and citizen’s rights - like January 1. In some places the
right-to-duty ratio looks like October 1, and in others - not accidentally as January 10th.
The prevalent tendency in the applied science of public administration shows that an official is given no
powers, but duties. And to fulfill the duties, he or she is given certain rights such as a salary, chauffeur, office
space etc. Enjoying rights gives way to increased red-tape whereas undertaking duties demands accountability.
Doesn’t here lie the secret of the bad reputation of the Mongolian State, isn’t it the reason why work is not done,
why no progress is observed in the work of the State.
Citizens say, Mongolia faces today not a money, but an accountability deficit; we are short of not rights, but of
duties; there is no one in Mongolia who cares for accountability, who is held accountable. They state truth. Let us
change the state of the State, armored with law and spoilt in rights. Let us transfer the rights to the citizens,
private sector, NGOs. Let us build the proper, the right society where the state has duties and the citizens have
rights.
We should move from public administration to civil governance. We must change the public rite to civil service. If Manchu is given powers, it is oppression, but it is not a democracy if a Mongol statesman is given powers.
In Mongolia, because a statesman has no duties, there is no accountability, and subsequently, no service.
In Mongolia our state has more rights than citizens. That’s why the State is rich and a citizen is poor. The
State’s affluence doesn’t matter for the citizen. As said earlier, State’s wealth doesn’t cling to people. There goes a
saying “a fed does not understand the miseries of a hungry”. This is how the relationship between our state and a
citizen looks like today. The rights and duties correlation of the state and the citizen should be right for a society
to advance. A citizen must have rights. A Bag governor should have more duties than a citizen and less duties than
he. And in that may that correlation pattern should be applied from bag to soum, and from soum to aimag. Local
and State central duties and rights must be ranked by law.
A state that serves its citizens should not be more ponderous that the citizens. It should not rest above the
citizen. That would bring about a pressure, a burden. A state, only a state which carries duties in front of its citizens, can support the citizens. A citizen can hold the State accountable should the latter fail to fulfill its duties.
Let us take all the rights in the Constitution as duties. Let us stop providing more rights to the officials, to the
State by other laws. Let us abolish by law all rights and immunities provided to political and state officials other
than conferred by the Constitution. Let usmake the officials realize their duties, in case they fail to do so, let us
hold them accountable. I call all the Honorable Members of the Parliament and all the Members of the Citizens’
Representatives’ Meetings [local Parliaments] as all levels “Kick-start the revolution for duties”.
I do believe in the power of freedom. However badly it aggravates, it always leans to better, to the good, to the
positive. Thanks to the free society, we enough address the bads and evils in the State. And we see the reasons
why the State has evil, why it performs badly. The time has come to clean our freedom, our society step-by-step
from the bad officials, from the evils and means. This is a call, a demand of the time. Let us do it. Let us work.
Honorable Members,
The Centenary and Public Service: Preparing for my speech today, I referred to historical accounts and records,
writings of wise men. And I draw one conclusion –the notion of the State for a Mongolian is deep, elite, pure and
pristine. Mongols have abhorred the integrity of the State fall apart and have always expected high ethics and
justice from a statesman. For its care for the State, loath of dirt in the statehood, Mongols observe the public
officers keenly, detest and criticize if the officers perform ill and evil. This is a common attitude among our
citizens, senior and young. The State is not something apart of ourselves. These days a more civic perception
about the Statehood and public service is being cultivated among our people that the state is our own creation, that
it is people, services that have to serve our common and collective interests and who have to enforce the collectively agreed and recognized order. If a person fits to this criterion, will he then get a moral right to serve as a
public officer, without any reservation and moraldiscomfort.
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In early 20th century, while re-instituting statehood, those to serve the people used to take an oath which
read:”…without seeking easy ends, not fearing of hardships, shall hold this oath and discipline as safe as the pupil
of my eyes and dear as the will of my heart”. It won’t hurt if my contemporary public clerks read and mull over
those lines, once said by our fathers in their cause to serve the people. The criterion for a modern public servant to
enter the service should be defined by the knowledge and appreciation of the social values, high morale and
ethics, professionalism and relentless and non-discriminatory observance of rule of law. Should a person not
qualify or does not want to qualifyfor this standard, he or she has numerous other choices to lead his\her life. This
must be well understood by those who wish to become public servants.
I spoke earlier and not just once that our public service, the Public Service Council and the system in its
entirely, is just not working right. We cannot go any further with it as it stands today. In meeting and speaking
with citizens I often hear that the public service examinations are not held fairly, the examiners select the ones
who they need and like and not those who the State needs. In that way most of the central and local public service
councils turned in private service councils. And at no surprise, public service offices in many aimags and soums
turned into the family palaces and residences of the local governments. It has become prevalent for those in power
to rank their subordinate personnel by how well or bad they [the staff] served the former, his family, his party. The
State Great Khural must put an end to this. We must disroot all ill practices in our public service law and in public
service.
Honorable Members,
The Centenary and Political Parties: If we look back at the history of a century ago we will see that our fathers
did not rush to form political parties. They adopted many things from the “cultured” world at that time.
Establishing the five ministries, instituting national currency, telephony, cars, machinery and technical equipment,
European style schools, banking and financial structures, manufacturing and services, periodical media etc – and
many other “advanced” practices from many parts of the world were adopted.
At that time, when national freedom and independence were a matter of life, perhaps our fathers observed
caution to form parties, divide and take sides. Observing the 100th anniversary of the most important event in the
history of Mongolia in the past century – regaining our freedom and independence, while praising our success and
achievements, we are also discussing our mistakes and trying to draw conclusions. At the same time, these discussions are a sort of a research and exploration for solutions to our most pressing issues to be inevitably resolved in
the early part of the next centenary.
Political parties and issues surrounding them are an issue to be discussed and resolved in the nearest future.
Talks, discussions and criticism about the issue are going on in the society. I did clearly express my position on
the issue in my speech at the opening of the 2010 Parliament Fall session. Political party is not the most important
thing in our country. Party is one of the many organizations that can exist in the society. Mongols have interests
valued greater than parties.
We still can’t do away with the old habit – dividing into parties and trying to appropriate success and achievements on own names. In any civil nation, there are certain things that are not possessed, that have nothing to do
with political parties. There are individuals who associate their own success and achievements with their parties. I
also do understand leaders and members who cry out loudly in the ecstasy of love to their parties. I served both as
a party leader and a common member, I know both the goods and bads.
I am glad that the Mongolian People’s Party did manage to resolve its party name issue, discussed for so many
years. The Democratic Party has launched and holding a nationwide constructive discussion on the development
and prosperity of Mongolia. Other political parties are also expressing their ideas and thoughts and are being vocal.
The notion and concept about a political party, its role in the society, mission, mandate, duties and activities
have gone way too astray of the needs and requirements of the present and future. Our political parties are frozen
and numb in the shadow of the rules and regulations, laws and acts that we set in the past years. There is no any
new party. The progress in our political parties does not go any further from copying and pasting the structure and
organization of the MPRP of pre-democratic revolution time. Obsolete organization following old patterns and
structures do not yield anything new.
The new times require new solutions, new organization, new party, new policies. New politics necessitates new
approaches to solutions, new methods, new images. First, we must renew the law on parties. All political par-ties
established by the old law must be dismantled. According to the new law, parties must renew their organiza-tion
and register anew. The parties may have a right to retain their name and preserve their histories.
Now we need changes not in the names but in the contents and substance of parties. Let us decide whether
parties have membership. Let us resolve parties’ properties, parties’ office spaces. Commensurate to the
representation ratios in the Parliament and local Khurals [local Parliaments] let the State provide office spaces and
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premises. I regard parties as organizations to serve the public. A party is not a business entity. It is not a place for
those with power and wealth to harbor, grow and multiply. Parties are numerous, but Mongolia is one. We must
move from a partisan society to a civil society.
Honorable Members,
The Centenary and Natural Resources: At the beginning of the last century some people noted that Mongolia
looked as if was in extinction. I take the author of those notes to be astute about our ills but insensible about our
merits. I never agree to any contentions that Mongolia was on a verge of perishing. We can never let our fathers
and forefathers be disgraced. This will be a blasphemy. I am happy we all agree on the opposite – that a hundred
years ago Mongolia rose, fought and prevailed.
Today, one hundred years later, experts’ outlook and conclusions about Mongolia are optimistic and positive.
Mongolia is enlisted as one of the countries with the highest rate of growth. I regard these analysts and experts see
Mongolia’s opportunities and potentials optimistically. But the challenges must be addressed and resolved by ourselves.
The discussions about Mongolia’s growth, opportunities and challenges are associated with the natural resources. I believe that Mongolia will prosper and develop using our natural resources rightly. And the reason is that
our people are becoming increasingly aware and cognizant of the fact they are the owners of that wealth. There
were times when the mineral exploration permits (as we say ‘license’)criss-crossed almost half of our total
territory. Now their number has shrunken three-fold and heads to less than 15%. Still, we cannot be sanguine yet.
There are many who stalk in await for special permits to be released. A lot needs to be done. Every single permit
in the bags and hands of Mongols and foreigners are being examined by competent and relevant offices. Certain
conclusions will be drawn. Not a single revoked special permit must be released. In addition, recently I provided
directives to relevant authorities to examine the state of special permits, both mining and exploration, within 200
km of the Mongolian borders. I urge the State Great Khural to expeditiously approve a law extending the term of
the ban on issuance of special permits for exploration until a new Minerals Law is passed.
We are far from fully resolving the minerals and minerals permits related issues. A package of Minerals Laws
is being developed. Separate laws will be adopted. Besides, many laws will have to be revised. Upon open and
thorough discussions all together we must establish a neat legal and regulatory system in the minerals sector. By
new law, we will stop trading our wealth with a piece of paper called “special permits”. We shall abandon the
rampant disorder of issuing special permits by “first come – first get” principle. Instead, permits will be issued by
open and competitive bids. This principle will be abided by in all phases of mineral development - mineral
surveying and prospecting, exploration, mining and processing.
Anyone who wants to do business in minerals in Mongolia will have to develop a detailed plan and enter into
an agreement. Those documents will encompass all issues to be regulated, including citizens’ rights, income distribution, environmental conservation, mine closure etc. The right to grant the first and basic mineral right shall be
preserved with the local community, in the people’s right.The right of the Mongolians to be the owners of their
mineral wealth shall be guaranteed.
It will be required for the Mongolian party and\or the Mongolian company share to be more than 51% if the
exploration was conducted by the government budget funds. The Law is being developed to secure Mongolia’s
share to be at least 34% and more even if a foreign investor 100% financed the exploration. If 51 and 34% were
ceilings for Mongolia’s stake in the past, those will now be the floors. These will be the starting levels of
Mongolia’s stake. These numbers were applicable only to the deposits of strategic importance in the past, but by
new law, they will apply to all deposits. Let the owner own his wealth, let him dispose those assets for his\her development and prosperity.
I just have shared with you with some of the principles I maintain, as the initiator, in drafting of the Minerals
Law. Let those who are interested be aware of. Generation of ideas and discussions thereof to secure our people’s
rights to be the owners of their assets and to effectively use those rights, should continue. If Mongolia’s
development and prosperity in the nearest future are to depend on minerals, we must place our concerted attention
to this issue.
Honorable Members,
The Centenary and Housing: I haven’t tried to prioritize the issues I am raising and discussing here, that need
to be addressed and resolved in the nearest future. Any one of them is a pressing issue for our society, so it really
doesn’t matter which gets solved first.
The most pressing issue for our citizens, especially for young families and youth is that of housing. Most of the
people sitting in this Hall, I assume, are representatives of citizens who have already solved their housing needs.
However, you need to recall and remember the days when you didn’t have an apartment of your own. There’s a
phase in one’s life where his/her most important goal is to have a house of one’s own. Individuals’ and families’
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happiness, to some degree, is defined by having a home to live in. Those who have reached or found a way to
reach that goal become more determined, hardworking and responsible. Thus, the issue of housing helps shape not
only the happiness of a family, but it also makes the society more civic, more responsible and more creative.
People aspire for, work hard, cherish and protect such a society, such a hard-won happiness and wellbeing.
The government’s responsibility lies not inproviding all families with large housing with many rooms, but it
lies in creating the conditions for affordable housing. I have looked into many countries’ experiences and ideason
this issue and concluded that implementing a policy of providing apartments the size of 40 m2 for young families
as well as families which need cheap housing would be feasible in various ways. The size of the apartments can
be 20-30 m2 depending on the people’s demand and needs.
The government doesn’t have to compete with private companies in the luxurious housing market. Providing
the citizens with affordable, comfortable and small apartments is priority. Supporting this kind of initiatives by
implementing a specific policy which solves the land, infrastructure, transportation and communication issues is
the government’s job. Taking advantage of the opportunity is up to the citizens and small businesses.
This issue was actually discussed at a Parliamentary session several years ago. However, it hasn’t become a
reality to this day. Either the people responsible before the government for implementing the project are not doing
their job or the government is meddling too much into unnecessary projects and businesses, while ignoring the
most vital issues for people’s lives.
I think the issue of having housing with electricity, hot & cold water, road and properly planned landscape, is
not just the capital city’s problem. Such projects need to be implemented throughout all urban areas and towns
including provincial and soumcenters. We have to get rid of the 100- year-old practice of boiling a kettle of water
and taking turns to wash up [after having the children fall sleep]. If this situation cannot be changed and resolved,
everyone statesman must be ashamed to say “I can solve your problems, I can solve your issues, but elect me
first”.
Honorable Members of the Parliament,
The Centenary and Soum Centers: I would like to appeal to you to translate into reality the “New SoumCenter”
project. It’s true, it hasn’t been long since some Mongolians have dismantled their ger and moved into a house,
dismounted off a horse and ride buses and cars, started living in an apartment and riding not a horse but bus.
Mongolian nomads have spent enough time living as nomads, and urbans – living a settled life.
Here in Mongolia, we don’t have two kinds of Mongolians - Ulaanbaatar’s Mongolian and a countryside Mongolian, a rural Mongolian and an urban Mongolian. Anywhere in the country people want to live a comfortable
and nice life. Let us renovate oursoum centers, built in1920s and 1930s. A long time has passed since our soum
centers have become like ragged, shabby old “gers”. Most of the buildings are too old for remodeling, and in
some cases it is more effective to build a new one than to try to fix and repair.
Every soum should make a plan for renovation and the government can set the standards and qualifications for
it. Asoum could layout its plans for school, hospital, kindergarten, sports and cultural center, government and
service offices, garden, roads and apartment planning to meet modern standards.
The state could implement this mega project, beginning with the soum which brings onto the table the best
planning and standards. It’s obvious that someday our soum centers and towns will meet modern living standards.
However, let’s not wait for that day, let’s start from today.
Honorable Members of the Parliament,
The Centenary and the Capital City: A hundred years have elapsed since “Ikh Khuree” was named “Bogd
Khaan’s Niisle-Khuree” and a flag with “Soyombo” embedded on yellow silk was raised here. Ulaanbaatar has
many issues to solve. The capital city is carrying at least twice as much load as before, pretty much in all terms.
Ulaanbaatar should have a maximum population of 600,000 people, however it is now a home to 1,200,000. Our
city and district authorities used to strive to solve the problems they faced and usually reached fruitful results until
mid 90s.But the situation has changed – capacities have depleted, issues are not resolved, instead, they are complicated so that they compete to gain benefits.
In addition to 40% of Mongolia’s total population, Ulaanbaatar homes 90% of all powers. Because the central
government doesn’t transfer any powers to local governments, the local governors have apparently developed a
new “road map”, which leads “to UB to work, and to Hainan to vacate and rest”. To find solutions to the capital
city problems one must inevitably deal with “human centralization” and “power centralization”.
It has been quite some time since we’ve talked about relocating universities outside the city. Once the moving
process is over, the capital city’s population burden to decrease by more than 200,000 people – students, and with
them all the service peopleand service facilities – transport, railroad, warehouse, etc - would all move out of UB.
The way for solving this urban concentration problem is to move the state central administrative organizations by
establishing satellite towns and cities around UB. Here I’m talking about moving the Parliament, President and
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Government, judicial offices, ministries and agencies to thesatellite cities. If we manage to achieve this, the
capital city’s burden will decrease by another 100,000 people. This will be a concrete and practical beginning of
resolving the capital city problems in a comprehensive manner.
Such a major decision would induce changes in the country’s economic live, development patterns, and also in
the lives of people, and behavior and plans of businesses. The State is responsible for the healthy and safe living
of the people. Thus, there’s no other way but to implement this mission. Most importantly, we cannot forget that
taking such a step will open new windows for development. Let’s transform the problems we are faced with into
new opportunities for the sake of our country’s development. I say let’s all brace ourselves and strive for this
change. If we are really determined to solve the problems, solutions will be found, if not – there could be made up
enough excuses. We have discussed on numerous occasions the reasons and causes of the problems and
difficulties; now let’s discuss solutions.
Let’s regulate the capital city re-development issues by law. Let’s establish a unit, an official in charge of this
very matter. Let us appoint an official of a Deputy Prime Minister’s rank, whose work doesn’t depend on election
results, one who is capable and eager to advance this cause. Let’s have new urban development ideas and initiatives compete amongst each other.
No one, not a single Mongolian will benefit from the problems and disasters happening in our city, for everyone is paying the cost. The Ulaanbaatarians’ health problems will affect our gene pool. The capital city has become a disaster zone. Aerial view of the city is not visible anymore. For those on the ground, nothing but the
emergency light can save lives.
There was a time when our capital city made our country look beautiful.Not anymore; now it makes Mongolia
look ugly. It has become a place of frustration and irritationfrom where not only Mongolians, but good-willed
people who came to work and live here, would want to flee afar. The city’s air pollution and traffic jam are not
only harmful for the residents, but they are factors which pull Mongolia’s development down. The smoky air of
Ulaanbaatar chokes our competitiveness away.
The State exists to solve these and other issues I discussed earlier. As I understand, for that very purpose people establish their States. As I understand, our people trusted us, voted to elect and delegate powers and duties,
and also are paying our salaries. Carving out from their own food and clothing, they pay for our salaries and pay
our expenses. True, Mongolia’s State will dwell eternally, however, the opportunities, full powers and the age of
those who are working and are to work are limited. We, today’s policy and decision makers may not leave the
pressing issues of today for tomorrow. More specifically, the State should not collect the creams and leave the
people, our next generation, our children fight over leftovers. Problems of today must be resolved by the people
sitting in this hall who are obligated to resolve them.
Honorable Members of the Parliament,
The Centenary and Justice: Todaywe’re paying respect for the 100thanniversary of a great revolution which
happened in the beginning of the last century. In less than 10 days, Mongolia will also celebrate another important
date, the 20th anniversary of the new, democratic Constitution of Mongolia. Let me congratulate in advance those
who have taken part in the adoption of our new Constitution. Even though celebrations are happening one after
another, we have much to solve, and I’m talking about the most pressing few today. Although I did not prioritize
them in order, I could not leave those issues untouched.
We talked a lot about justice and are striving to bring it in its full form. I have submitted to the Parliament a
package of laws as well as individual laws aimed atgiving impetus to bringingabout and consolidating justice in
the society. More are being drafted as well. But I won’t talk about them today, I will, however, talk about the people, specifically those who have worked for many years for the police, prosecutor’s office and courts.
There’s an advantage in working for the same sector for a long time. One gains experience,learns what to do in
the field and his/her work yields positive results. People put their trust and appoint some officers for lifetime,or
until old-age retirement by law. Some will not agree if I say those who are working for the judiciary are all honest
and uncorrupt. On the other hand, I will not agree if someone says those who are working for the judiciary are all
dishonest people.
There are many people, especially in the judiciary, who are ethical and responsible. I believe there are many
police officers, prosecutors, judges who are honest at all times as well as experienced at their job and well respectted by their colleagues.
However, there are many issues which have not been solved for long in these three institutions. Most of them
can be solved. The state has always solved these kinds of issues before, thus, it can do it again. One of the
personnel-related issues which have not been talked about much is that of wealthy colonels in the police. Wealthy
officers are not limited to the police, the prosecutor’s office and courts have them too. I am talking about those
who have gone from office to office, title to title escalating in rank and position, but whose work doesn’t show
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any improvement or result, yet who take advantage of their title to suppress the people and violate the law. I am
talking about those who are legally appointed but have become wealthy as of the sudden and in an unlawful
manner.
It has been a long time since the talk about those arrogant people who use the state as a weapon to threaten
others and act as if there’s no law has spread. Even though they have a duty to enforce the law, they violate it and
even though they swore to justice, they do the unjust. I heard about police officers and prosecutors who are on the
deficit-hampered government payroll, who wear the uniform and receive the benefits their title brings, but oddly
who are rolling in their wealth. Not just I, Mongolia has heard of them. They cannot betray the trust of the people.
There can’t be law enforcers who distort and deform law.
People are talking about these people, even their colleagues are talking. Media is writing about them some bits
too. Everybody knows and senses that there are ills there. But for what reason hasn’t it stopped already! It is as if
a system that rewards vulgar violators of the law is in place in our country!
If this is the case, then we have to get rid of this vicious circle! This is the only way to develop and guarantee a
promising future in this country. Justice cannot be brought in unjust ways. Values of a society and good things
cannot be brought through malicious methods. Such phenomenon should not be accepted by anyone or any society.
What are we ought to do? I have been thinking about how to change this situation. I offer some solutions. Let
us all openly discuss. I stand ready to support any solution, every way out of this dreadful situation. And there are
experiences of other countries to look at as well.
Let’s take professional examinations from department heads and higher ranking policemen as well as prosecutors working at the same level and those who’ve worked in the sector for 20 plus years. Let’s register their assets
in detail. Let’s obtain explanations for their assets. Let’s determine their monthly and annual income and estimate
the average. If their income comes from lawful source and is higher than a small business owner’s, then let’s
advise them to go into the private sector; if it’s found illegally, then let’s penalize them.
It’s not easy to work for the police, prosecutor’s office as well as the court for many consecutive years, because these are heavy-load, tough jobs for one’s physical and mental health. If a person makes a request to quit,
let’s have the government provide him/her benefits, pension etc., Even additional bonus can be allotted to employees who are honest and hardworking and let’s require from the rest to work with honesty and integrity. Let’s
hold accountable the people who violate the law. Let’s support those who meet lawful qualifications. Most importantly, let’s give young, capable, highly qualified, honest employees the opportunity to be promoted and give back
to the society.
Perhaps I have addressed bitter words to the civil servants of some sectors. Let’s be tough towards the wrong
and lenient towards the right. If the MPs and citizens have things to say on how to resolve these issues, I am ready
to listen. Looking at others’ experience is also one way to solve our problem. Wide-ranging discussions among
political parties, the public and media are good too. Let’s all discuss and think hard about the right and wrong,
then solve our problems and make our decisions, approve our laws and acts.
Happy and affluent doesn’t solely depend on state aid or money; it is based on just social structure and relationship. Most disorderly situations, revolutions and conspiracies have more to do with unjust/unfair situations
rather than poverty. We don’t need that. We have the opportunity to improve our social situation by discussing and
deciding among ourselves in a lawful manner. It seems some people are sick and tired of celebrating numer-ous
anniversaries of achievements and revolutions. The most outstanding, special ones should be duly celebrated in
due manners and respect by the State, and others let be left to others who are relevant or entitled. It is better that
the government organizes the ones that aresignificantto the whole nation and really celebrate them, and leave the
rest to the relevant organizations to celebrate. I think, the 100thanniversary of our freedom and independence is
the most important date of the century. As I said before, great deeds are always done for the good of the people.
Honorable Members of the Parliament,
The Centenary and the Mongolians: When struggling to regain our nation’s freedom and independence, our
ancestors were supported my many fellow Mongolians. After having scattered widely and returned, Mongolians
used to warmly welcome each other. This is how our land became whole again and our fellow Mongolians gathered together in our homeland again. As citizens of Mongolia, Khalkha, Dorvod, Kazakh, Uriankhai, Zakhchin,
Buriad—are all Mongolians. Besides us who live in Mongolia, many Mongolians live overseas in the outer world.
As a person holding the state seal, I would like to appeal to the people of Mongolia, “Let’s be many, let’s grow
in number, let’sgather at our birthplace.” I’m appealing as the President of Mongolia, to every Mongolian, every
Mongolian soul and heart that beats for Mongolia. Our ancestors wished and dreamt of living happily and
growing in number at this land generation after generation. Mongolians say that “Person added is food added.
May the children of Mongolia grow many”. There were times in our history when we flourished and prospered,
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and times we were weak and down. Now the time for us to build and develop together is coming. We have the
opportunity to decide our fates. We have our hearts to minds to long for our children, home and native shores. My
Fellow Mongolians, do come back to your country and show us what you can do, what you can build, I invite you
all back to your home, to your country.”
From the high State rostrum, I am addressing these words not only to my fellow citizens, but to all proud descendants of Mongols, who know and carry the Mongolian language, traditions and culture. I am saying these
words for only the prosperity and wellbeing of my country.
We have lots to accomplish in order to live happily in our beautiful country. Many issues are waiting for our
decisions too. We have to discuss our population, gene pool, health and many other issues. If we don’t decide and
act, no one will do for us. If the State of Mongolia doesn’t solve the problems in these areas, no one else will.
It is no use in waiting from afar for Mongolia to develop itself and a comfortable living condition to establish
itself. I appeal that everyone participates in the great cause of making our nation flourish both in mind and body.
My Fellow Mongolians, dear friends,
Having regained our freedom and independence, our statesmen paid very keen attention to issues of vital importance, one of which was our external environment. Bogdo Khaan sent letters to Heads of States of 9 countries
expressing Mongolia’s interest to develop diplomatic, trade, political, humanitarian relations and friendship. Since
the down of the century, counting from one and onwards, today we established and maintain diplomatic relations
with 161 countries. We have been receiving others’ assistance and cooperating with them; we also started to lend a
hand to other countries in need too. Just one example is that our peacemakers are fulfilling their duty with re-spect
and integrity in many hot spots in many parts of the world.
Mongolia is without a doubt one of the countries leading the movement of freedom, peace and prosperity. The
Community of Democracies has put her trust in Mongolia by transferring the Presidency of the organization to us.
We have experiences to share with others as a nation who has been learning from the revolution and social transformation we’ve been going through. We don’t intend to teach and preach others. Our pride lies in sharing with
others with our achievements and successes in practicing democracy. I have made initiatives and ideas in this regard before, and have talked about parts of it today too. I have exchanged views with relevant authorities as well.
Important political campaign, discussions and competitions are ensuing not long from now in our country.
Nationwide election campaign is not only a matter of politics. This entire process is a significant one because it’s
a time where our people discuss what the country has accomplished in the past few years and determine their
choice. It’s a responsible time which reveals that the people practice their rights and democracy is in action. Long
pending and lengthy legislations are being finalized, but their implementation and enforcement are of utmost importance.
Our country’s name and democracy are hurt not by bad laws; the people are victimized and the society is disrupted by the intentional wrongdoings of selfish and irresponsible officials who swore to implement and follow
the law and who receive salary and bonus. Let me warn you in advance that if problems arise, there’s no such
thing as showering you with office and title. Be responsible for your own action. Citizens’ right to elect and be
elected should be implemented unwaveringly. Only those who can act so may work, the others must leave. Let me
say it again, there’s no room for making a mistake, conspiring and pleasing each other.
Our well being depends solely upon us ourselves. Mongolia’s success is that of millions and millions of our
citizens.To aspire more and more heights, we need to learn to unite based on the collective and common interest.
We don’t need extreme division, extreme alienation, extreme reversal or denial. The nation’s common immunity
and theability to unite should not jeopardized and victimized. At times I fear if we might lose the ability to unite
and become others’ game. We have to draw due conclusions here.
Our nation’s freedom and independence, our people’s freedom and rights, peaceful life and happiness are most
important of all for us.This is in essence is the reason we live. The people of Mongolia have a wonderful future.
We do have splendid opportunities for our people make their destinies, owners of our fates. The Mongolian State
originates from its citizens. And it has a supreme mandate to serve to the wellbeing of its people. No one fate can
be compared with the beautiful and noble fate to serve to secure common interests and benefits of our people by
the free choice of the people. Let us all stand tall together to safeguard our common benefits, unite and develop
our country to achieve lasting prosperity and prevail through generations.
May my Mongolia flourish and prosper.
May Mongolia dwell eternally.
5
From this respected rostrum, I convey to you the hearty greetings of the Mongolian people. I excitedly looked
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forward to this day. I ardently waited for this day as if it were a day to meet my native brothers and sisters with
whom our paths parted many years ago. I sincerely thank the people of Kyrgyz, the President and statesmen of
Kyrgyz Republic for warm hospitality and respect accorded to us.
Mongol and Kyrgyz people are people with a clear footprint in the history and civilization of the humankind,
are people of ancient traditions of statehood. Last year in 2011 we Mongols celebrated the 2220th anniversary of
our Founding State and the Hunnu State. Traces and trails of Hunnu, Turk, Uyghur, Kyrgyz, Kitan and many other
tribes and ethnicities are still preserved in Mongolia. Also the past Year of Rabbit was a year of a centennial of
Mongolia’s regaining freedom and independence. The historic anniversaries have given us a chance to weigh up
our past, present and future. We, the Mongols, regard both good and bad histories as our teachers, and have
always tried to learn from the history, from the past, to make meaningful contribution today for our tomorrow’s
wellbeing and prosperity.
Dear Kyrgyz brothers and sisters, our close relatives,
Our two peoples share heavenly roots, we are both ancestors of legendary felt-home dwellers. We, the Mongols, Kyrgyz and Uzbek share one commonality – the blue seal of the Heaven, the Tengri. We ought to live in
harmony and friendship. Our fathers and forefathers lived in the same lands, drank from the same waters, prayed
to the same Tengri, tended herds and fed our hearth. Our destinies, our tragedies are one. Our heroic history, our
pride is one. The famous Orkhon stone inscription carries clear and intact the name Hirghiz to our times. The numerous Hirghiz burial places – the “kerkeksuur” in Mongolian valleys – the sacred sanctities of Hirghiz people –
embody the history and memorial historical relics of the Hirghiz people, as our people regard. The famous
Khyargas lake amidst the Altain mountain ranges of western Mongolia dwells peacefully with her millennia-old
history.
There were times when the Great Khaan Chinggis reigned the land I am standing on today. His sons and
daughters, generals and nobles, people and subordinates lived on these lands. And there are many Kyrgyz people
who attribute their origin and ancestry to Mongols. I am grateful to you for your respect accorded to the history
and traditions of your fathers and forefathers.
And in these ways, one can count many similarities, and also dissimilarities in Mongol and Kyrgyz history.
Yet, the spiritual bond between our two peoples has always been tight. We, the Mongols know very well the
heroic epoc MANAS, which is the apex of folklore of the nomadic bravado of the Kyrgyz people. My generation
has affectionately read the works of Chinghiz Aitmatov. The beautiful mounts and rivers of Kyrgyz, hospitality
and warmth of the Kyrgyz people and the modern relations between Kyrgyz and Mongol people are known to the
Mongolian people well.
My current visit to Kyrgyz Republic is in the center of attention of our people. There are many Mongolians
who regard Kyrgyz their second motherland. Mongolians who studied in Kyrgyz have been making notable contributions to the development and prosperity of Mongolia. One of these people is Jugderdemid Gurragchaa, Mongolia’s first cosmonaut. I invited this esteemed man as my private guest in the Mongolian delegation of my visit to
Kyrgyz. Mongolian cosmonaut, born in the bed of the Hugnokhan Mount of Mongolia learned how to fly in the
bed of the magnificent mountain Tenger/Tengri of Kyrgyz. The history of our two peoples was cast on earth and
blessed by Tengri, isn’t this spectacular merit of our relations once again manifested by this one example.
Many people who wanted to come to Kyrgyz couldn’t come this time because of limited seats in the airplane.
And this is, again, a fact which proves that there is a great interest and great opportunities for the peoples of our
two counties to cooperation. Clearly, these people will come to Mongolia in the near future. Taking this opportunity, I invite our many Kyrgyz friends to come to Mongolia. In my delegation, in addition to state and government
officials, there are representatives of public and civil society organizations. We also have business representatives
who already have and also who want to establish business relations with Kyrgyz businesses. We have also brought
with us some water from Khyargas lake. The governor of Khyargas soum is in my delegation.
Relations in culture and intellectual sphere between are peoples are extremely important. I am pleased to
inform you that we have come in a broad delegation which includes famous Mongolian writers – the wordsmiths,
painters, journalists and media people. In the coming days, Mongolia will be full with and delighted to hear news
and stories about Kyrgyz and its friendly people. Rest assured, our artists will return home with full sacks of
impression, ideas and memories.
Dear Mr. Chairman of the Parliament, distinguished Members,
Mongols are proud of historic choice of the Kyrgyz people, your current success and accomplishments. We
know that your path to build free and independent state was not easy. The world has seen how resolute the Kyrgyz
people’s struggle for freedom and justice was, how earnest your efforts were for development and prosperity of
your country.
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I think it is not accidental that the Kyrgyz people held a nation-wide referendum to approve its Constitution
(that the Kyrgyz people held a nation-wide debate and discussions for the approval of its Constitution), that it has
chosen Parliamentary democracy and consensus as the core form of governance and that it has elected its Head of
State through democratic and universal principle.
There is a rich tradition of statehood and rule of law which stem from the nomads’ love for peace and harmony
and strict commitment to what was agreed and set at Ikh Khuraldai.
And within these premises, from this respected rostrum I express my sincere wish that all the noble causes and
efforts of the President of Kyrgyz Republic Almazbek Atambauyev and his like-minded friends for common
benefits and interests, for prosperity and development of the Kyrgyz people, for freedom-loving and just
governance, for the wellbeing of the nation with proud citizens – bearers of the Kyrgyz pride “I am, a Kyrgyz” are fully and successfully accomplished.
I clearly recall my meeting and conversation with the members of the Kyrgyz delegation headed by the Vice
Speaker of the Parliament of the Kyrgyz Republic in September 2011. At that time, in our capital city we were
holding a National Forum on Judicial Power and Strengthening Justice. And I hope that my Kyrgyz friends who
came to Mongolia on that occasion saw Mongolia’s realities on site, met with different people and gained
thoughts and ideas which could prove useful in their cause for justice.
At the times and moments of toughest challenges and choices in the history of any people, the people refer to
their wisest sons and daughters. And that leader refers to his or her most trusted friend. And in that very disposition of mind, I think, former President Roza Otunbaeva referred to me in those hard 2010 days.
We have nothing to teach others about. But we have lessons to share. In those days, we, the Mongols, who are
going through equally hard path, turns and twists in our course to justice, tried to the fullest share with our
learnings and lessons with our Kyrgyz friends.
I reassure that Mongolia will continue to support the free choice of the Kyrgyz people, and that we will share
both happiness and hardships just like the children of one family. Mongols say that a friend’s help is never little.
I would also like to highlight that the former President Roza Otunbayeva is a remarkable leader who bravely
and boldly made the choice needed for the people at the most critical time in the history of the country, who with
dignity accomplished her mission and who left the high seat of the Head of State at her own resolve.
I note that many people in the world respect, admire and value the leadership, courageous resolve and the bold
standard she set by her very action, so rare in the modern world’s politics.
Here, I would like to bring up the issue of women’s participation in politics. I strongly believe women’s
participation and service in politics to be imperative, for they are gifted with a unique capability to care and support for the elderly and young, weak and strong alike. These are things, we, men, tend to oversee. And because of
this capability, a women leader confers all the issues of society the attention and support they deserve.
I also believe that justice and equality are better facilitated when there are more women in politics. Lessons of
fallen states show us that their failure was due to fragility of justice and spread of corruption and bureaucracy.
Whatever goods or sweets she could find, my mother used to share it among us, her children, in equal amounts. A
woman is more likely to provide equal opportunities, because she is naturally capable of sharing whatever goods
or fortunes she has. I am proud to see many women parliamentarians here in Kyrgyzstan.
Even though Mongolia has been a parliamentarian state for twenty two years, the number of women in the
parliament has constantly been too low. The new Election law provides that women parliamentarians shall occupy
not less than 20 percent of the total seats. Thus, we are now looking for increased number of women in the lawmaking institute.
As we can witness, success comes to countries and societies which facilitate and encourage women’s
participation in politics. And as you are well aware, both in the history of Mongolia and Kyrgyzstan, women
played an important role. When man were defending and conquering, women were tending to their families, and
heeding the affairs of the State. This is a uniqueness which binds us, which sets us apart from other nations. Thus,
we shall support women, as that means we are contributing to the well-being for our country.
My wish is to have more women leaders in my country. It is bad news for all of us, when a woman leader loses
her position. It is good news for all of us, when a woman leader emerges into a position. Ms. Roza Otunbayeva is
one of the brightest examples, which showcases women’s success in the politics, to the world. The world can
witness it. Wonderful.
Dear Friends,
The people of Mongolia take pride in our historic choice made in the Year of White Horse of 1990. The
democratic movement sprang up in the end of 1989 did achieve its mission peacefully, without breaking a single
window glass. People were rendered an opportunity to live a free and independent life.
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Mongols are distinguished by the fact that we did conduct simultaneous political and economic transformations in the very heart of Eurasia. We broke the stereotype\dogma that such a change was impossible in any Asian
country. We proved that in any country, anywhere in the world, people can live free, can live by their choice.
These years Mongolia is chairing the community of democracies of the world. Did not we only gain our freedom, but we are mandated now to help other peoples gain and secure their freedom and liberties. To accomplish
and fulfill this high trust and confidence of the international community, Mongolia is doing her best to act
actively. Mongolia is leading the world by her economic growth. Last year our economy grew by 17.5%, which is
higher than that of Qatar, which had earlier led others by economic growth rate.
However, it is worth to note that that the successes in our political and economic spheres instigate more
caution than pride. “This is not the democracy we wanted. The realities are befitting more to the minority than to
the majority in the society” – such criticism is increasingly vocalized in recent years. I am concerned and do also
criticize that although our economy is growing, that growth does not enter the homes of the Mongolia people,
does not improve the lives of the majority of the Mongolian people.
Although the political and economic powers of the Mongolian people are taken back to Mongolia thanks to
democracy, those powers now nest in Ulaanbaatar, in particular, inside and within the government house. It is important of all to cease those powers from government agencies and transfer to the people. If we do not terminate
and do away with the Mongolian state serving not the people, but those who are close to power, information and
money, if this situation is not changed, the historic choice of the Mongolian people will be endangered.
The essence, the very fundamental nature of the democratic revolution has changed in the modern times. We
must all realize that it is no longer about transferring power from one ruler to another. It is about the real transfer
of power to the people, it is defined and measured by whether people are empowered. The essence, the meaning
of the democratic revolution must be realized by the day-to-day life of the people, their decisions and choices. We
must understand that a revolution is measured by the transfer of rights and power.
There can never be any talk about a democracy, a revolution if those groups in power - the minority -is better
off, living on and riding on the people and the majority is worse off and is impoverished. It would be better join
the call to change this state of affairs.
The Mongolian people have a great sense of freedom. “It is better to live by one’s choice how ever bitter it is
rather than live by other’s choice how ever sweet it is” – teaches our people’s wisdom. No one said it is easy to
achieve freedom. We have consciously chosen an uneasy course. The dire enemy of an open society is corruption
and red-tape. It is common today in this world that freedom and liberties of people are endangered and attacked
not by external forces, but by internal. Nations and states are not conquered today by external powers, but endangered, eroded and devastated increasingly by domestic evils.
Even the countries claimed to have the most democratic governments are increasingly becoming the sources of
irritation and causes of struggles and movements of their people. Modern democracy needs new order, new norms
and benchmarks. Apparently, democracy itself needs a change, a transformation.
Unjust, unfair governments are hated by the people, no matter the country is rich or poor. People are gaining
more opportunities to obtain information and their will and desire to live by their choice make havoc the wise
decisions of the governments.
Governments are left with no choice but to serve the people’s wishes and interests and enforce and implement
law without bias and discrimination. Mongols say “the government has an iron face”. This is a very apt definition
of a core feature of any statesman which is grossly and massively missed everywhere. Our forefathers have meticulously foreseen and warned since long ago that the government, its policies and their enforcement should never
pamper those with power, with money, and never put down and jab those people who lack power and money.
Working for the government means, as I interpret it, that I, a government public officer, will serve the people
and help solve the people’s problems and hardships. It is, in essence, taking up for people’s problem to solve them
for the people. I regard a government worker as a hired by the people person who consigns his own good to the
people and accepts the people’s miseries onto himself. I demand such an attitude from each government officer at
each and every level.
In all these years of my serving to the people, I realized one virtue for sure. That is a principle “when in power,
be just, be fair”. Justice demands enforcement. Be just when you have power, office, when you are a boss. Work
not for your own self, but for others. Do not steal from others. Touch hot stones for others. Do not chase easydoing. Tame the hardships. If you can’t, just leave, leave the government. Remember, in a free society, everyone
can live a good life without working in the government.
I realized all this not because I am special. I learned this from my people who felt and sensed freedom, who
earned wisdom through hardships and toil. I think, freedom never hides its shadow. Freedom is a never-ending
learning process. Therefore, how ever severely it’s hit and worsened, it always heads up to better. In other words, I
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believe in the power of freedom. Creativity accompanies only those who are free. Creative and constructive person is responsible. A responsible person is aware of his or her rights and duties. Such person never offends and
fails others. Such people embrace order, peace, unity and harmony. In this way, freedom, prosperity and peace are
built into each other, they dwell in each other. Therefore, I support concentrating more power and freedom to the
people and less of those to the government.
Mongolia today has no government’s public organization. Neither there is a government’s media. In Mongolia
we are shifting away from government’s participation more to citizens’ participation, citizens’ criticism. I deem
this is a good tendency. In Mongolia one can hear more criticism on issues around mining than extols and praising
songs of parties and their leaders. Those people who criticize corruption and red-tape outnumber those who support parties.
I do believe in the future of my country. And the reason is, our people’s participation in defining the fate and
future of Mongolia is increasing, our people are becoming more and more capable on this cause. A new generation of Mongols with brand new values, new ideas and solutions is rising. And their time is coming.
Though there are many things in Mongolia one can criticize, thanks to democracy, there are also good news.
Free people create spectacular marvels and miracles. Only free people deliver good news. After all, development
and prosperity are increasingly mastered and authored not by governments, but by people, free people. The future
progress of any society is brought about not by the politicians, but clearly, by the people, freed from them. This is
a proof that the development and prosperity is cast and molded not by politicians, but by free, independent
producers and free citizens.
Struggle for freedom never ends. It may be identified with our planet – when one corner of the Earth is sunny,
the other part is shadowed, but the earth lives on. In our history, we, the Mongols, made some states build long
walls and fortresses. But we shall work fervently to destroy the walls against freedom, internally, and supporting
and helping others overcome such walls, externally.
There is no a small nation, small man. Yet, there are nations and people without freedom. I do believe that
every man on earth has an opportunity to live a free life. A man’s will and desire to live a free life cannot be
restrained forever. Therefore, let us all stand tall together and work hard to near that auspicious time and day
when every world citizen enjoys freedom. Let us work together to this cause.
Let the centuries-old friendship of free Mongol and Kyrgyz people further strengthen.
May Mongolia and Kyrgyz flourish forever.
6
I convey my sincere greetings to the scholars, professors and students of the Kim Il Sung University.
I am delighted to have this historic opportunity to visit the Kim Il Sung University and speak about Mongolia’s
foreign policy and the relations between Mongolia and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
Mongolia is a peace-loving, independent, open country conducting multi-pillar foreign policy. The policies of
the Mongolian Statehood have centuries-long traditions. As many of you know, in the 13-14 th centuries Mongols
had built the greatest empire on earth. In those times, Mongol Empire crafted its policies and governed by a
written law, and the law was called “Ikh Zasag”. Back then, Mongols promoted free trade and ran open foreign
policy.
Scholars note that it was precisely in the years of the Mongol Empire that the oriental and occidental worlds,
Asia and Europe were genuinely connected. The Great Mongol Empire respected the people’s freedom of faith
and freedom to create. The Empire ran very active policies toward Asia, Europe and Middle East. These were the
Mongol envoys, messengers and diplomats that embodied and moulded diplomatic immunity in the true sense of
the word. You may have also heard that for foreign missions Mongol envoys and diplomats were given golden,
silver, copper, brass and woodenGerege -plates that carried the Khaan’s decree affirming the immunity of the
bearer of the Gerege and calling for his free passage and travel.
These were the times when Mongols strived to establish trusted relations and engage in talks with other countries with trust and confidence. I wish to note that the Great Mongol Empire never waged wars without a justifyable reason.
Being built and flourished cross centuries, the Great Mongol Empire had seen a collapse, disunity and decadence through centuries.
Modern Mongolia restored her freedom and independence in December 1911. Since proclaiming her freedom
and independence Mongolia engaged in very active foreign policy. In 1961, Mongolia joined the United Nations
Organization.
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Any speech on Mongolia’s foreign policy will not be complete without noting some crucial aspects of our domestic policy, for Mongolia’s foreign and domestic policies are entwined and holistic.
Mongolia is a country respecting human rights and freedoms, upholding rule of law and pursuing open policies. Mongolia holds dear the fundamental human rights – freedom of expression, right to assembly and the right
to live by his or her own choice.
I believe in the power of freedom. Freedom is an asset bestowed upon every single man and woman. Freedom
enables every human to discover and realize his or her opportunities and chances for development. This leads a
human society to progress and prosperity. Free people look for solutions in themselves. And those without freedom search for the sources of their miseries from outside. Mongols say, “better to live by your own choice however bitter it is, than to live by other’s choice, however sweet”.
No tyranny lasts for ever. It is the desire of the people to live free that is the eternal power.
In 1990 Mongolia made a dual political and economic transition, concurrently, without shattering a single window and shedding a single drop of blood. Let me draw just one example. Over twenty years ago, the sheer share
of the private sector in Mongolia’s GDP was less than 10%, whereas today it accounts for over 80%. So, a free
society is a path to go, a way to live, rather than a goal to accomplish.
Strengthening a free society and transitioning to it is not easy. It is a daily task, a gruelling mundane routine to
clean our free society from ills and dirts, just like parents change the diapers of their babies every morning.
These days Mongolia is paying a concerted attention to judicial reform. Corruption is a mortal enemy on our
way to development. Mongolia strives to implement a policy of zero-tolerance to corruption.
We do not hide our shadow. Our mistakes and our lessons are open. Freedom is a system where one can make
a mistake, and also learn from the mistake. The path a free and open society walks on is a learning process itself. I
am a learning man as well. I was born to a herders’ family. I am the youngest of a couple with 8 sons. And I am
very happy for the chance given by the free choice of my people, to serve the common interests of my people.
We have nothing to teach, nothing to preach, yet we have always been happy to share with the lessons we
learned from our mistakes. Today Mongolia faces many challenges and uneasy decisions. The principle we uphold in tackling those difficulties is being more open, more transparent, and with greater citizens’ participation.
Mongolia cherishes one’s right to life holding it for the supreme value. Since June 2009, Mongolia has fully
stopped capital punishment. We stand for full abolishment of capital punishment.
Twenty one years ago, Mongolia declared herself a nuclear-weapon-free zone. The five permanent Member
States of the UN Security Council have confirmed Mongolia’s status in writing. Mongolia prefers ensuring her secureity by political, diplomatic and economic means. As of today, Mongolia established and maintains diplomatic
relations with 172 out of 193 UN Member States.
Mongolia pursues active policies in our region and in multilateral forums.
Now let me briefly speak about Mongolia and DPRK relations. The relations between the peoples of Mongolia
and Korea date back centuries ago. During my current visit, I visited a historical monument – the Tomb of King
Kongmin. I was deeply touched and impressed by the beautiful story of love, affection and respect between the
King Kongmin, the King of Koryo, and his Mongol Queen.
And today, Mongolia and the DPRK maintain traditionally good relations. Our bilateral relations are the fruits
of hard and hearty efforts of our honourable seniors.
Mongolia is the second country to establish diplomatic relations with the DPRK. On October 15, 1948 Mongolia and the DPRK signed an Agreement of Mutual Recognition. In early 1950s, in the heat of the Korean War, our
two countries decided to establish respective Embassies in the two countries.
Mongolia’s First Ambassador to the DPRK was a renowned statesman of Mongolia, who served as the Chairman of the Presidium of the State Great Khural of Mongolia for many years, Mr.Jamsrangiin Sambuu.
And during the War, when Ambassadors were urged to leave the country for security considerations, Ambassador Sambuu was the only Ambassador to stay behind in DPRK: “We are not that type of people who leave the
friends behind. I will stay with comrade Kim Il Sung during these hard times”, said Ambassador Sambuu.
Leader Kim Il Sung visited Mongolia for the first time in 1956, during the post-war extensive construction and
development works in DPRK. For the second time, he visited Mongolia in 1988. This year marks the 25th anniversary of that visit.
It is our duty to further enrich our relations, the foundation to which was laid down by our respectable seniors.Our two countries are good friends who didn’t forsake each other in the times of need and desperation. We
are the people who even raised our orphan children together, who stood by each other with hands extended for
help, and souls offered for solace. And I do believe that Mongolia and the DPRK will enrich our relations with
new stories of shared success and happiness.
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In recent years, we have started seeing active reciprocation of high level visits between our two countries. We
have in place the Mongolia-DPRK Intergovernmental consultative commission, which has reinvigorated its
activities and is tackling many issues. Also we see that our public organizations, citizens, businesses have started
actively engaging with each other. On this visit, there are many Mongolian businessmen wishing to do business
with the DPRK. We also have with us Mongolian children - our junior soccer players.
I do believe that the economic relations between our two countries are consistent with the goal of leader Kim
Jon-un to establish a “state with a powerful economy”. Mongolia has been striving to actively participate in
strengthening security in Northeast Asia. Mongolia has proposed an initiative Ulaanbaatar Dialogue on Northeast
Asia Security. This initiative aims at strengthening confidence and resolving issues through peaceful and diplomatic means in our region.
I wish to reiterate my sincere gratitude to the people and leaders of the DPRK for the warm hospitality accorded to me and my delegation on this visit. I have met with the leaders of your country and engaged in crucial
talks and dialogues to invigorate our relations in political, economic, social, cultural, sports and humanitarian
fields.
We unanimously agreed that expansion of relations in education sector, academic exchanges of scholars, students, and youth is vital for our bilateral cooperation. There are ample opportunities to exchange artists and athletes and engage in joint projects, and we shall support such efforts. I was so excited and happy to attend the
opening of a soccer tournament of junior soccer-players of our two countries yesterday in front of 50-thousand
fans and spectators in the stadium.
I am equally excited and rejoiced to have this opportunity to visit the Kim Il Sung University, speaking in front
of you about Mongolia, and the relations between our two countries.
I know well that for any country, the intellectual repository of the nation – universities, their scholars and professors, students and youth – play an enormously important role in shaping and defining the fate, the life of the
entire nation. I will always remember with delight and warmth this meeting of mine with you - the Korean youth,
the future of your country.
I do believe in the vigour of mind, creativity and energy of the youth. The leader of the DPRK Kim Jon-un is
also a young man. I do believe that you have all what it takes to lead the Korean people to a happy and prosperous
future. And with this, I sincerely wish success in all your future endeavours.
I would be happy to respond to any questions that you might entertain. Thank you.
7
It is an honor to be with you here tonight at the Central European University. This renowned institution stands
witness to the region’s transition to democracy since its founding in 1991. This campus is a rich source where the
values of the open society continue to stem from.
In this regard, I would like to congratulate our good friend George Soros for spearheading this effort worldwide, for his unwavering commitment to education and lasting prosperity for all.
These lectures aim at promoting open debate, discussion and an exchange of fresh and innovative ideas about
the very nature of democracy. Indeed, the definition and evolution of democracy is an extremely timely subject on
the global agenda. Therefore, I commend the University – and its President John Shattuck – for launching this initiative.
I would like to begin my lecture with a brief introduction of my country and history.
Mongolia is a country of rich and ancient heritage, unique culture and astounding natural beauty. It is a land of
free and brave, peace-loving and hard-working people. We inherited from our forefathers great lessons and lasting
traditions of statehood while enriching the history of our nation and building for a better future for the generations
to come.
The roots of our statehood go back more than two millennia and two centuries to the origins of the Hun Empire. Building upon the legacies and power of the Huns, Mongols had built the largest land empire in the history
of the mankind.
In the Great Mongol Empire, Mongols governed by a written law called the “Ih Zasag,” which is translated as
“the Great Order.” Then, as now, Mongols promoted free trade and conducted an open foreign policy. The Empire
actively engaged with nations near and far in Asia, Europe and the Middle East. It was an era when the Mongols
strove to establish a new world order, thus, justice, peace and cooperation in their relations with other states and
peoples.
Through periods of prosperity and decadence, ruling and being ruled, Mongolia entered the world of the
twentieth century. Modern Mongolia restored its freedom and true independence at the dawn of the 20th century.
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These were turbulent times around the world, and in early 1920s Mongolia took on communism which, reigned in
the country for 7 decades.
Dear friends,
Twenty-five years ago, Mongolia stood at the crossroad to either gain our freedom or remain locked behind the
stone wall. Mongolians thus joined the universal struggle for freedom, justice, human rights and individual
liberties. And we prevailed. We had a peaceful revolution. It was a miracle, although we had a disadvantaged
location in terms of its proximity to the free world, and while the Soviet Union was still intact. Our revolution did
not break a single window, and not a single drop of blood was shed.
The second point I like would to make is that, as you know, many still believe that conducting political and
economic reforms at the same time is not an Asian way. But this is a fairy tale. We broke that old stereotype by
reforming our political, economic and social systems concurrently since 1990.
On another note, we did not import democracy from elsewhere. We did this revolution united, all as one, people of all ages and trades, with no fear of cold of winter and winds of spring, with no fear of the humiliation and
persecution of power-holders. And once people sense their own power, no authoritarian government can stand
against the people who are determined to be free.
Freedom was the desire of our people throughout centuries. Freedom enabled our people to be owners of their
destiny. Mongols say, ‘it is better to live by own choice how ever “bitter” it is, than to live by others’ rule how
ever “sweeter” it is’. You see, people have genius. In order to govern we have to know our people, their aspirations, and our history and culture. If those in power think that they can forever disregard those they govern, they
usually make a grave mistake. Peoples made it clear in 1990 throughout the world. This was true in Mongolia too.
Democracy literally means the power of people. Democracy is not about politics, it is about the people. In June
1990 for the first time, the Mongols conducted a free, democratic, full election in our region. As a matter of fact,
most of the countries in the third wave of democratization were changing only some number of deputies. We established a multiparty, plural political system. Putting it shorter, Mongolia has become the most vibrant democracy in our part of the world.
No central planning, no autocratic rule and no military regime can produce what free people can do. We have
seen this in Mongolia too. Mongolia has become a dynamic market economy. The private sector, which barely
produced even less than 5% of GDP twenty years ago, today has become the driving force of the economy,
yielding more than 80% of our gross domestic product. Moreover, Mongolia has become one the fastest growing
economies in the world. In terms of governance, Mongolia has made major breakthroughs and created open and
most liberal governance in our region.
Dear friends,
I do believe in the power of freedom. The power of freedom is the mightiest force of history. Once that power
unleashes, it ultimately leads to peace and prosperity. Creative ideas come with liberty. Once you are free, your
actions tend to be more thoughtful. Most regimes have failed because they didn’t respect their people’s creativity,
their genius and their rights. There are nations, where people live in captivity, fear and silence. I believe, one day
from prison camps and torture cells and from exile the leaders of freedom will emerge. The world should stand
with those oppressed people until the day their freedom finally arrives.
The strategy of repression and diversion will not work anymore. The pressure from the people to change the
society through democracy will never relax. Greater technological connectivity makes the world wider, and the
walls of isolation thinner. I know, God has planted in every heart the desire to live free. Even if that desire is
crushed by tyranny, it rises again. Usually tyrants justify their murders and cruelty as if they serve their great
vision. But they end up distancing from fair and honest people around the world. They claim that free women and
men are weak until the day when these men and women defeat them.
We all understand that democracy is not perfect. It is not the course to utopia. But it is the only way to common success and human dignity. Democracy as a representative form of government will reflect, in any nation,
their cultures and traditions. They will not and should not look the same. But in every decent society there is a
common trend. They limit the power of the state, they tend to be responsive and ruled by the institutions of the
people. They protect the freedom with consistent and impartial rule of law. They support healthy civic institutions, independent media and judiciary. They fight corruption, invest in human capital, and recognize gender
equality. They appeal to the hopes of their own people.
I am confident that if we stand for the hope and freedom of others we will make our own freedom more secure.
To this end, we are committing funds and time to share our experiences and lessons with other countries. To name
but a few cases, with Kyrgyzstan we are sharing our lessons learned in building effective parliamentary democracy and doing legal reform; with Afghanistan, we are conducting training for diplomats and public servants; with
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Myanmar, we are hosting media workers, journalists and civil society members; and with North Korea, we are engaging in economic and security dialogue.
We Mongolians forced to build the biggest and longest wall on the face of earth. But we recently have torn
down the darkest wall that blocked us from the rest of the world. Nowadays we are eager to help to tear down the
remaining walls, barring the way of our freedom-loving sisters and brothers. The size of our population and
economy may be modest. But as the democratic anchor in the east, our experiences shed much greater light to the
world. I sensed this when I was reading my lecture “No Dictatorship Lasts Forever” in a sombre audience at Kim
Il Sung University in Pyongyang.
Why do we, Mongolians, choose democracy? It is because a democracy is based on faith in the dignity and
worth of every single individual as a human being. It is because a democratic society aims at the highest development of every one of its members. It is because everyone is provided with full scope and opportunities for selfdevelopment and self-realization. Everyone is respected in the society without any consideration of his vocation
or calling, and his contribution, however humble, is appreciated. That’s why we chose democracy.
Why do we, Mongolians, love freedom? It is because we earned it in a hard way. It is because we knew that
freedom is our property, our right from the birth. It is because freedom gives the ruling power to the people, and
not to the hands of particular persons or group of persons. People know that the government in a democratic country cannot be the property of any specific man or family.
Democracy is not simply a question of structures, it is a state of mind, it is a state of activity. You cannot be
democratic one day and undemocratic on another. It is a state of mind, it is a way of living, and it is an essence of
action. Never have people been so educated, so independent, so agile, so enthusiastic, and so creative. We need to
tap that. People know that God did not make rich or poor, powerful or weak. He made only female and male. And
he gave them their right as well as their government for their own possession. And because of that, we, the civil
servants, regardless of our positions and duties must serve the interests of all who hired us and pay our salaries.
My Hungarian friends,
We should never take democracy for granted. Democracy can emerge and develop, but it can also decay. We
have to defend democratic principles and manifest our tolerance to the opposition and minorities and respect for
the rule of law. The constitution is a sacred document in a democracy. Any party or leader who holds a temporary
majority should exercise caution about using that majority. If they impose changes singlehandedly in the constitutional rules, that could be perceived as trying to gain partisan advantage.
In Mongolia we made that mistake once some years ago, which has a notorious name, “the worsening change”.
Until today we have been wrestling to reinstate the original principles of our constitution. The lesson is, we all
should commit to a fair, level playing field of democratic competition. All governments must maintain power
through consent, not coercion.
From my quarter-century experience as a fighter for democracy, there is never a final victory for democracy. It
is always a struggle in every generation, and you have to take up the course time and time again. This reminds us
that we must do our homework, carry our burden, and do what we have to do in our time. But look, make no
mistake, we should hold firmly on to our values and not retreat from our common success. We have to keep
moving up, from bad to good, and from good to better. We know every power has its limits, but our legacy should
contribute to the collective good of humanity. We should leave behind us fair laws, strong institutions, good
culture.
Our common experience show us that if any democracy is not carefully legislated to avoid an uneven distribution of political power, through checks and balances, then one of branches of rule could accumulate power,
becoming harmful to democracy itself. To avoid this situation, at the level of state we are trying to introduce effective institutions to constrain the nearly unlimited discretion of rulers. That means we are putting our effort to
build institutions of vertical and horizontal accountability.
Let me cite a few examples.
First, the genuinely democratic election is the premier institution of vertical accountability. We passed the time
when elections in Mongolia were a mine of fraud. There were incidences when not the one who collected votes
but the one who counted them emerged as winner. Computers and machines don’t cheat, but humans do. So we
introduced a biometric registration system and electronic ballot-counting machines, becoming the second country
in our region to do so.
Even in the races with the closest margin, the election victory is now acknowledged by the opponents, without
protests, without panic. In our last three elections we used this system. People now come to the polling stations
with full confidence that their vote will count, their participation will make a difference.
Second, there were times in Mongolia when we had jails, but no citizen halls. In 2009, upon assuming Presidency, I started my first working day by making my office room into a Citizen Hall in our Government House.
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Since then, all administrative units, all cities, towns and settlements have established such chambers. Every draft
decision would be consulted with citizens here. This has become an established tradition in our decision-making
system at all levels.
But we will not stop here.
Even if a citizen is given a right, without fiscal incentives, this right is hollow. Therefore, we established the
Local Development Fund, and based on a certain formula, mainly on the number of population, people receive
funds for their disposal. People discuss their pressing issues according to a rule they collectively adopt, distribute
the funds and place control over its performance. Even the most far-sighted leader cannot fully see the problems
which the community confronts every day; it is the people, as one family, who know their day-to-day challenges
and solutions. This experience of ours is identical to the direct democracy in Switzerland in ideas, substance and
form.
Even here we will not stop. In most democracies, people are sick and tired of the sweet tongue of politicians.
People are not really interested in what politicians talk about, but what they are really interested in is how their
hard-earned tax money is spent. Therefore, we introduced a “glass account system” - the Budget Transparency
Law. We require our public officials to publicize what they spend. By Law, they should update their expenditure
decisions, the amount of money they spend, within 72 hours on the Internet or in paper in public places, no matter
where they work. If they fail to do so, punishment will follow – they will be dismissed from whatever official positions they hold.
It is a great joy to serve your nation with the free consent of fellow citizens. In Mongolia we never hide our
shadow. If there is honest, open, free media, there is no place to hide, there is no place to do dirty things. If you
are honest, you can be honest even in the darkness. Mr. Soros, who stood at the root of this learning institution,
said: ”Once we realize that imperfect understanding is the human condition, there is no shame in being wrong;
only in failing to correct our mistakes”.
I think, the beauty of freedom is that it is a learning process. We can make mistakes, but it will not cost our life
as in dictatorship. In Mongolia we have no censorship at all in any media entities. Our law bans government ownership and any form of government control of any media entity. By the number of public and free media and the
number of social media users per capita Mongolia is among the top countries in the world.
I like criticism, even if it’s unfounded. People have a right for suspicion about the deeds of their representtatives and state officials. In my political life I have always been bombarded by my opponents and free media. But
I have never written a single complaint to the police or courts against their insult, attacks and grievances. I will
keep this principle for the future as well. For we can never intimidate and discourage the people who voice their
words with courage. The essence of freedom rests precisely here - in the freedom of expression of the people. And
we must protect it.
Before heading to Budapest, I put the last touches on drafts of the Law about Public Hearing, Law on Public
Participation, Law on Responsibilities of Elected and Appointed Officials, Law on Procurement and License
Permit, Law on Limiting State Commercial Activities, Criminal Law, Law on Administrative Violations and Law
on Legal Procedures, as well as the National Program Against Corruption. The drafts of all of these laws were
discussed by interested parties, experts and citizens. These are only a small portion of laws which we introduced
to improve the quality of democratic institutions in my country. It will in turn help us to exercise horizontal
accountability between state agencies, branches and officials for their performance. I think, the real test for any
public official is not defined by how politicians deliver their social and economic promises, but by how they fight
the misuse of power.
Friends,
Democracy is a difficult system to maintain. According to a survey conducted by Larry Diamond, a leading
contemporary scholar in the field of democracy studies, “one-third of all democracies in the world have broken
down since 1974, and among the developing countries the figure is closer to 40%”. The study shows that the most
common cause of democratic failure is bad governance. In Mongolia people complain that ‘my country is poor
not because we don’t have money, it is poor, because we don’t have justice’. Every morning when I go to work, I
think about this ordeal.
To fight the misdeeds of public officials, the role of a nation’s leaders is instrumental. Thanks to our national
mobilzation, the corruption perception index of Mongolia by Transparency International decreased by two-digit
numbers in each of the last three years. Corruption is a serious crime, connected with power and wealth. Those
who commit that crime using their power, money and connections, try to create the court of public opinion to escape the court of law.
The challenge of corruption must be addressed. Corruption is a true enemy to development. It devours the
fruits of hard work of people. It destroys the fundamentals of fair, just and secure society. It makes government
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less efficient, less effective and less accessible. Corruption is a brutal force that can destroy institutions, values,
culture, and nations. To exterminate this evil the whole society must fight. At the end of the day, people painfully
pay all the prices of bad governance and corrupted behaviours. The hope is our people, intolerant of corruption
and abuse of power.
I am grateful to my countrymen for tirelessly demanding reforms in the judiciary. Aligned with our society, we
started a comprehensive judicial reform to replace the “Vyshinsky” judiciary system by the people’s judiciary. We
had more than 20 laws to adopt to accomplish this task, half of which we approved and are enforcing. So we are
passing the hardest hurdles on this mission. People’s confidence in a fair court of law is being restored. Decisions
of courts of all instances are now published and updated on the Internet daily. Judges’ salary on average is threefold higher than the average wage in Mongolia. Judges have been separated from administrative burden and now
exclusively engaged in their professional duties. Similar reforms are being conducted in other branches of our
legal system.
We know that a high-quality democracy requires a politically neutral state. Over the past years, one of the hardest challenges we faced was changing the mind-set of the people. It was hard to change the way of thinking than
the system. In our case, our civil service is still called “a state service”. They are highly partisan, rent-seeking,
extremely dependent on election results, and often they work as clients of those in power. The brightest and most
talented are not attracted. As fresh air, a merit-based, ethical and highly professional civil service is needed. For
this to happen, we are working to change the existing bad cultures in relation to state service, political party,
political financing and so on.
In order to sustain a healthy society, we must keep it tidy every day. It is true that power corrupts. The hope at
the polling stations and the actions of the elected representatives, unfortunately, often turn out to be opposite. The
power of the ballot turns into the power of the wallet. Some law-makers become law-breakers. This fact seriously
endangers the genuine trust of the people in democracy. We have to remember our gratefulness to the citizens on
the election night in all our days when we are in office.
In my country, politics itself has become a serious problem. The government is expanding. Look, here I have
two phone sets. This one we used when the mobile phone was first introduced. This one is a typical one we use
today. You see the difference? As functions increase, phones tend to become smaller, smarter and more userfriendly. However, as government functions increase, it becomes bigger, more sluggish and distant.
So, as a strategy to tackle this menace, I put forward a Smart Government initiative. Today we need to use
technological advances in order to meet our people’s needs and serve our society better. We have to design our
public administration smartly, simply and securely, similar to a dashboard and services in an airplane. But in our
reality, our airplane’s dashboard and services are not properly functioning. Imagine you are on-board there.
In this conjunction, we are taking drastic measures. We put a moratorium on establishing new state enterprises
and limiting government’s commercial activities. We are ending government equity shares. Besides, one-third of
our existing permits and licenses have been eliminated, one-third we shifted to private institutions and professsional organizations, and the remaining one-third of essential ones will be offered through the Internet. I also suggested that budget allocations be stopped to unnecessary administrative bureaucracies. What do you think, what
do people want from their governments? Simple. A better life for themselves and for their children. Government
that is fair, just and responsible.
Ladies and gentlemen,
We know that dismantling old oppressive regimes is a great deal faster and easier than building new flourishing democracies. Chinggis Khaan once said: “It was easier to conquer the world on horseback than to dismount
and govern.” What I spoke about today proves the truth of this wisdom. The true validation of democracy lies less
in what we tear down, and more in what we build.
I think it can be done because this generation understands better than any of the previous generations what’s
going on. Real progress comes from the people. In other words, if democracy is to be rebuilt, if it is to become
again vigorous and vibrant, we have to believe in our people, who know their rights, who tame the advances of
technology, better than us, the politicians.
Today people become more connected, so more knowledgeable, they become more organized, so more demanding. Instead of begging people’s trust, we politicians have to learn to trust our public. The first step toward justice begins with the politicians. You have to demand from yourself what you demand from people. It is not a
question of what citizens do; it is a question of what politicians do.
Not only have new technologies emerged, but also a new generation has emerged. A new world has emerged.
Then, the legitimacy of governments will ultimately depend on active and informed citizens. So if governments
don’t work for the people… People, I have a single message for you – organize!
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We cannot rest here. There will be another tide of change, another tide of challenge, from physical disarray to
failed states, from weapons of mass destruction to global warming, from uncertain supply of energy, food, water
to new challenges to freedom and security. We are the first ones in all human history who have the technology and
money to resolve the global problems. Only a fraction of the money and technology we spend on wars could solve
today’s troubling issues.
We Mongolians seek to make our own contribution to solving some of these pressing challenges. In particular,
we actively work to ensure peace and security in North-East Asia. Our nuclear weapon-free-zone status was supported by permanent members of the UN Security Council. My country became one of the 20 largest peacekeeping contributors in the world. Recently Mongolia chaired the world’s most reputable democracy movement –
the Community of Democracies. We established in the Community its Governing Council, Executive Committee
and full-time Secretary General. We commenced the permanent operation of the Community at the UN in New
York and Geneva. By our initiative was launched the new Network of Democratic Leaders, and was adopted the
historic UN resolution on Education for Democracy. Mongolia chairs the Freedom Online Coalition, an intergovernmental coalition for promoting Internet freedom.
In 2016 Mongolia will host the 11th ASEM Summit. The leaders of 53 countries of Asia and Europe will meet
in Mongolia on the 20th historical jubilee of this renowned organization. I thank the ASEM Member States for
supporting Mongolia’s initiative to host ASEM Summit in acknowledgement of the success, achievements and
hard-work of the Mongolian people.
These shared successes give us hope, but they should not give us rest.
Thank you for your attention.
8
I would like to begin with something simple: thank you.
Thank you, Mr. President, for inviting me.
Thank you, Members of the European Parliament, for giving me this opportunity to share my views with you,
the distinguished representatives of 28 sovereign states of this great continent - Europe.
I am the youngest of eight sons. For generations, my family lived as nomadic herdsmen in the western highlands of my country, in the ranges of the Altai Mountains.
My mother and father never dreamt that, one day, their youngest son would speak from this respected podium
to the most caring hearts of democracy: the European Parliament.
But this is not about me. I am here to speak for my people and about my country.
Mr. President, Distinguished Members, I am proud of my motherland, Mongolia. I am proud of our history, our
culture, our traditions, and the natural beauty that surrounds us. But most of all, I am proud of our spirit and our
values.
The brief story of my country’s modern history and our journey to democracy will sound familiar to many of
you. In the early 1920s, Mongolia came under communist rule, which lasted for seven decades.
During the Stalinist purges one out of every six adult men was killed. More than 700 Buddhist temples were
burnt to ash. The foreign and domestic agents of the communist experiment targeted the very spirit of our nation.
But they were not destined to win, not destined to last forever. In the end, our will to live free prevailed.
After many years, our defining moment finally arrived. On the cold morning of December 10th, 1989, we
organized the first unauthorized public street meeting in our capital city Ulaanbaatar.
I was fortunate enough to be chosen by my fellow democracy fighters to moderate that historic event.
“We have remained silent for a long time. This is our time to work. This is the time for reform.” These were my
opening remarks.
That morning, we demanded our rights – of freedom of assembly, of speech, of religion and of freedom of
press. We demanded to create a multiparty system, conduct democratic elections, and begin market reforms. It
was the beginning of my country’s journey to liberty, justice and openness.
That was a tough journey to embark upon.
During that time, our neighbor - the Soviet Union - was intact. Its grip and control was still tight, powerful and
overwhelming.
In our other neighbor’s capital the Tiananmen Square massacre had happened. Its shockwave was still fresh
and influential.
In Mongolia, the old regime was stubborn. The old mindset was strongly resistant to change.
We organized many meetings, demonstrations and hunger strikes. We tried to eliminate every reason for violence. We always called for compromises, for peaceful solutions.
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Indeed, Mongolia’s democratic revolution was totally peaceful.
No single shot was fired.
No single window was shattered.
No single drop of blood was shed.
A month from now, Mongolia will celebrate the 25th anniversary of its first full democratic, multiparty election. Since that historic day on July 29, 1990, we have had full scale democratic elections for parliament seven
times, for President, six.
And since that day a quarter century ago, we have transformed from a dictatorship to a democracy, from being
one of the most isolated, closed communist regimes in the world, to one of the most open.
Today, we have a dynamic market economy, and a vibrant, plural, creative society. Our per capita GDP has increased more than 20-fold. Our private sector is producing now more than 80 percent of our gross domestic product.
Mr. President, Distinguished Members, I want to talk about some of the virtues at the core of our young democracy - virtues we hope to strengthen in the coming years through cooperation with our partners in Europe and
elsewhere.
Individual freedom is the cornerstone of our democracy. Mongolians love freedom because we have earned it
through hard work.
Government in a free country is not the property of any specific group of people. In order to sustain a healthy
society, we must keep nurturing and challenging it every day.
The beauty of freedom is that it is a learning process. It is the healing system of human society.
We can make mistakes. But mistakes will not cost us our lives as in dictatorship. That’s why we love freedom.
Mongolia is among the top countries in the world by the number of media tools used per capita. We only have
three million citizens, but it feels like there are three million journalists too!
This is great – most of the time. People have the right to question authority. Transparency and interaction make
us stronger.
That is why Mongolia is proud to be chairing the Freedom Online Coalition. We will use this opportunity to
promote access to the internet for all. We will support the UN’s effort to create a comprehensive convention on
internet freedom.
As our society becomes more open, we increasingly hear concerned voices for safety. But we should not depart
from universal values in response to today’s security concerns. We see that violent extremism continues to evolve
and threaten. But in contrast, our commitment to freedom, tolerance and peace must stay unbending.
I therefore applaud the European Parliament for its brilliant initiative to adopt a charter of fundamental digital
rights in the 21st century. Let’s continue to work together to advance this great digital revolution.
Elections, government and accountability
New technologies have been vital to the health of our democracy.
In our last three elections we used electronic voting machines and a biometric voter registration system. These
fraud-prevention measures assure voters that their participation will make a difference.
Of course, instilling confidence in government goes beyond elections. Mongolians are deeply interested in how
the government spends their hard-earned tax money. To ensure transparency, we have developed a very effective
monitoring system – the “Glass Account Law” - that mandates online disclosure of public expenditures.
One challenge we face is the growing size of government. In response to new challenges, government
functions tend to increase. It becomes bigger, more bureaucratic, and more distant.
Technology has the opposite tendency: it becomes smaller, more functional, and more user-friendly over time.
To tackle this I put forward a smart government initiative, which incorporates new technologies to allow our
government to constantly adapt to new challenges.
Corruption
Corruption is an infectious disease that grows in darkness. It destroys the fundamentals of a fair, just and secure society. It scares away honest partners and investors. It robs people of opportunity, devours the fruits of their
hard work.
To exterminate this evil, we must shine a light on corruption -- ensuring that it is exposed and those responsible for it do not escape justice.
I am proud to say that in just four years, Mongolia has risen from 120 to 80 in Transparency International’s
corruption index. We still have work to do, but we are making good progress in cleaning up our beloved country.
Capital punishment and human rights
We have also made progress in the sphere of human rights. The foundation of justice is a respect for human
dignity, central to which is the sanctity of human life. Under no circumstances is capital punishment acceptable.
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Before June 18, 2009, Mongolia was regarded by Amnesty International as one of the worst countries in terms
of capital punishment. That was the day I took my oath to become President of Mongolia. That same day I saw on
my desk two draft decrees. I had to make the choice on whether or not to have two men executed.
I chose life. And I kept to my decision. And I began delivering that message to the public and to our decisionmakers. It was not easy to exercise leadership on this issue, but in 2012 my country ratified the UN’s International
Covenant which aims at the abolition of the death penalty.
There have been no executions in Mongolia since June 2009.
Let me be clear - capital punishment is ineffective and barbaric. From this podium I would like to thank the EU
and all our European friends who support and encourage us on this important cause.
Excellencies,
Reform of the judiciary is imperative for us.
Reforming our legislative and judicial frameworks is an important part of the efforts to build a free and fair
society.
It has been one of my priorities, and we have taken great steps to modernize all aspects of the justice system,
from police and prosecutors to courts and judges. People’s confidence in a fair court of law is being restored.
Empowerment of women
A free society must also be an inclusive one. Women are the backbone of the family and the bedrock of a
nation. They bring life into the world. Often, it is they who care for the old, the sick, and those in need.
They are our mothers, our sisters and our daughters. For society to advance, we need more women in public
service at all levels, from local to global. I’m proud to report that in our last election, we tripled the number of
women in our Parliament.
With more women in power, I think we would have more harmony, more engagement, less suffering, and less
conflict.
Education
I would also like to say a word about education. Education is the ground for our future success. I went from a
family of herdsmen to Harvard. I want other young people to have the same opportunity.
We are working hard to build our capacity in schools, universities and other academic institutions. We are
particularly thankful to draw on the expertise of the Council of Europe’s education programs to strengthen our
institutions.
Excellencies,
I understand that all democracies should not look the same. We have to respect differences. Democracy is a
representative form of government. In any nation it should reflect their cultures and traditions. But in every decent
society you will see a common trend:
They limit the power of the state.
They tend to be responsive to their peoples grievances.
They protect human rights, with impartial and consistent rule of law.
They support healthy civic institutions, independent media and judiciary.
They fight corruption, invest in human capital and recognize gender equality.
They allow people to choose their leaders in free and fair elections.
Mr. President, Distinguished Members, these are all issues where Mongolia and Europe share common values
and where we value your cooperation. Mongolia and Europe are old friends, as shown by a letter from the Mongol
Khaan Ulziit to Philippe le Bel, which dates back 710 years.
It says: “How can we consign to oblivion the friendship our forefathers, grandfathers, fathers and brothers so
cherished, who, being far apart yet feeling near, exchanged words of wisdom and gifts of peace?”
It is in this same spirit that I speak today of opening a new chapter in Mongolian -European relations.
With the fall of communism, relations between Mongolia and Europe have again blossomed. Your financial,
technical and humanitarian assistance and cooperation greatly aided our efforts to build a free, democratic society.
And for that, we are grateful.
Excellencies,
In 2014, Mongolia and the EU celebrated the 25th anniversary of our diplomatic relations.
I see the cooperation between the European Parliament and the Mongolian State Great Khural, as being crucial
to the continued strengthening of our partnership.
We have already made great strides together, including the establishment of the Partnership and Cooperation
Agreement between Mongolia and the EU. I would like to thank the Member States that have ratified the Agreement.
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Indeed, there are now more opportunities than ever for European investment. First-rate European companies
are coming to Mongolia to invest, often in partnership with our companies. As the government takes steps to improve the investment climate, such opportunities are rapidly increasing.
We hope many of you will see our country’s beauties and potentials firsthand in 2016 when Mongolia proudly
hosts the 11th Asia-Europe Meeting . I sincerely look forward to welcoming the leaders of the EU and of Member
States to my country and assure you it will be a memorable Summit.
Mr. President, Distinguished Members,
Mongolia’s commitment to international cooperation is strong. We recently launched an initiative called The
Forum of Asia. We hope this will serve as a much-needed mechanism to promote regional integration of all sovereign nations in Asia, promoting equal representation of their diverse interests. My government is now working to
finalize this concept, and is inviting interested parties to contribute ideas that will aid its realization.
Friends,
Mongolia does not have an intention to lecture others about democracy. Yet we do have lessons to share.
With Kyrgyzstan, we are sharing our lessons learned in building effective parliamentary democracy and
enacting legal reforms;
With Afghanistan, we are conducting training for diplomats and public servants;
With Myanmar, we are hosting media workers, journalists and civil society members;
With North Korea, we are engaging in economic and security dialogues.
We strongly believe Mongolia can make a substantial contribution to regional security in North East Asia, and
beyond.
We understand the consequences of the Cold War. Because of our experiences under both communism and
democracy, we are uniquely suited to serve as an honest broker in promoting peace and security in that region.
As part of our efforts to build regional understanding, in 2013 I announced the Ulaanbaatar Dialogue on North
East Asian Security, an initiative similar to the Helsinki dialogue.
We have hosted a number of meetings and conferences on topics beyond security matters, such as energy,
women and nuclear issues.
My country has been pursuing nuclear-weapon-free status for 23 years.
In 2012, the five permanent members of the UN Security Council signed a joint declaration reaffirming our
nuclear-weapon-free status.
While nuclear power may remain a viable energy option for some, any nation seeking to build nuclear power
must not endanger the peace and security of their independent neighbors.
We take seriously our common responsibility to promote peace. Mongolian military proudly wear blue helmets
and serve along with fellow UN peacekeepers to maintain international order and security.
Mongolia has become one of the 20 largest peacekeeping contributors in the world. So far, more than 12,000
Mongolian peacekeepers have served on active duty in hotspots around the world. This is a significant number if
you compare it with the small size of our population.
We Mongols, are proud to serve, proud to contribute.
Mr. President, Distinguished Members, once again, I would like to thank the European Council, European
Union, European Commission, and you - the European Parliament, as well as the nations of Europe, for constantly
supporting my country, Mongolia.
The Mongols say:
“The finest of men is tested in need. The finest of horses is tested in ride.”
You were with us when we needed your support the most. You were with us, when we needed your voice of
encouragement. You are always with Mongolia, complimenting us on our success, and helping in our challenges.
The EU is the world’s premier invention for advancing global prosperity, peace and harmony. Mongolia will be
a strategic anchor for the EU in the East, helping advance our shared values and interests, and for building peace,
democracy and engagement in Asia.
Friends, let us continue working together. Thank you.
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I heartily greet you on this night on the eve of the New Year and wish all the best.
Soon we will bid farewell to 2015 and welcome 2016. The year of 2015 left a clear footprint in the history of
humanity. The outgoing year has been a historic year for the world communities to identify their future goals and
solutions for challenges.
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In 2015, the United Nations member states adopted the Sustainable Development Goals pledging to work
toward from until 2030. At the end of 2015, the UN Climate Change Conference in Paris reached a historic
decision on saving and preserving the world for future generations.
Fruitful dialogues held and concrete steps taken to address numerous issues facing the world. Also, Mongolia
is making its own contribution to address these issues.
In 2015, Mongolia welcomed its 3-millionth citizen and with all our will Mongolians are growing many.
In 2015, Mongolia was elected as member of United Nations Human Rights Council by winning the majority
of the votes.
In 2015, a regular trilateral meeting between the Heads of State of Mongolia, the Russian Federation and the
People’s Republic of China took place and certain agreements were signed.
In 2015, the National Security Council, the President and the Government of Mongolia declared Mongolia in a
state of permanent neutrality. This policy should only be related to the goals respecting the sovereignty and the
development of Mongolia. This should also be consistent with our good-neighborly relations and cooperation. I
have no doubt that our permanent neutrality policy will contribute to the regional security and the mutual
understanding.
*
My fellow citizens,
The year of 2015 was an important year for us to learn from our great history and define our future goals.
In 2015, the birth anniversaries of the Khubilai Khaan, the Undur Gegeen Zanabazar, and other great
dignitaries were commemorated. The 70th anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic War and the Liberation
War was celebrated. Mongolia celebrated the 25th anniversary of the first free, democratic parliamentary election
for the first time. Our prideful history is the power that we will create. In 2015, we learned from our history and
now discussions on further solutions and actions are taking place.
The outgoing year of 2015 gave a great impetus to the development of Mongolia. We, the Mongolians saw an
opportunity to create many things in our country based on our free choice, creativeness, opportunity and recourse.
Foundation has been laid for many factories and creations and some of them have begun to write their history.
Only we should be the initiators and creators for the development of our country. Mongolia is our common
wealth. Our success depends on us. Good works and initiatives receive wide support. It is becoming more difficult
to be arrogant and unaccountable. The public is demanding accountability and new solutions from decision
makers.
*
Fellow citizens,
A new year is coming. Let us strive to reinforce our previous achievements and accomplish far more in next
year. Let us learn from our previous mistakes and move towards future prosperity.
The coming 2016 will be a year of responsible choice. We have to fulfill our important duty by electing
politicians and statesmen who have good ethics, who possess values and who will serve for the common interest
of the people of Mongolia. We have to make choice to strengthen human rights, opportunities and improve state
accountability.
Heads of State or Government of Asian and European countries will be gathered in Ulaanbaatar in the summer
of 2016. Also the 20th Anniversary of the Asia-Europe Meeting will be marked. Leaders of the countries of these
two influential continents are awaiting fruitful dialogue and important results from the Summit.
As a partner of ASEM, Mongolia is striving for the best. Mongolia’s success and reputation concerns every
Mongolian. Works implemented in this direction including infrastructure and other good results will benefit
Mongolia.
The Games of the XXXI Olympiad will be held in Brazil in August 2016. Mongolians showed great success in
sports, culture, mental and creation fields and I hope that we will exceed our previous achievements.
I wish the coming year of 2016 will give a new bright light to everyone’s life. I wish you and your family good
health, happiness and success.
I wish all the best to all partners and friends of Mongolia.
I wish a Happy New Year to every single person on an official service at the moment. I convey all my best
wishes to all Mongolians residing overseas. I appreciate everyone awaiting these greetings, which represent
Mongolia.
I toast this milk for the happiness to all the people and the peace in the world and the peace in my country.
I wish to extend the first, warmest greetings for the New Year.
May my Mongolia dwell eternally.
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The Gateway of Peace to the Summer Palace of Bogd Khaan (1869-1924): his photograph below
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The Erdenet Zuu Buddhist Monastery (1585), built on the introduction of Tibetan Buddhism into
Mongolia.

The Buddha of Erdenet, Orkhon Province, Mongolia. According to the caption, the first name of the man
in the photograph is “Brad”, which is short for Bradley, which is my patrynom. He also appears to be close
to my age, which is 74. All the Bradleys in the world are my adoptees. I am glad he is in this photograph: H
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The Gandanlegchinlen Monastery, Ulaanbaatar, Ulaanbaatar Prvocincial Municipality, Mongolia

A view of the 26 meter high statue of the goddess Janraisig (or Avalokiteshvara) housed inside the large
temple
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The Erdenet Zuu Monastery, Kharkhorin, Övörkhangai Province, Mongolia: views of component temples
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Two views of a temple outside the enclosing walls of the monastery
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The Tuvkhun Monastery, Arkhangai Province, Mongolia: two views
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The Gateway to the Zayain Gegenii Temple Complex, Tsetserleg, Arkhangai Province, Mongolia

The Zayain Gegenii Temple Complex, Tsetserleg, Arkhangai Province, Mongolia: three views
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The central temple of the Amarbayasgalant (“Tranquil Felicity”) Monastery (1727-1736), Iven Gol River
Valley, Selenge Province, Mongolia: two views; below this are three views of the monastic compound itself.
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The guardian Buddhas of the Monastery of Tranquil Felicity (above)
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The Pande Choinkihorlin Monastery, Bayankhongor, Bayankhongor Province, Mongolia

The Kharaginn Monastery, Darkhan, Darkhan-Uul Province, Mongolia
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A temple in Bulgan, Bulgan Province, Mongolia

A temple in the Uvgun Monastery, Bulgan Province, Mongolia
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The Daxie Qiaohao Ho Long Temple, Dashehoinkhorlon Monastery, Bulgan, Bulgan Province, Mongolia

One of the Branch temples of Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-Day Saints, Choibalsan, Dornod
Province, Mongolia
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The gateway to the Hamarin Monastery, nr. Sainshand, Dornogovi Province, Mongolia

The Khamryn Monastery, Sainshand, Dornogovi Province, Mongolia
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Detail of a temple, Altai, Govi-Altai Province, Mongolia

Temples of the Danzadarjaa Monastery, Mörön, Khövsgöl Province, Mongolia
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The Gandan Puntsag Choilon Monastery, Khovd, Khovd Province, Mongolia

The Dechindarjaa Monastery (1990), Uliastai, Zavkhan Province, Mongolia
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The main building of Manjusri Monastery, Zuunmod, Töv Province, Mongolia: below, a small attendant
temple, and a view of the two together within their enclosure—a partial restoration of a much larger temple
complex now in ruins
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The Dalanzadgad Temple, Dalanzadgad, Ömnögovi Province, Mongolia

The central mosque, Ölgii, Bayuan-Ölgii Provnce, Mongolia: two views
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A mosque, Tolbo District, Bayuan-Ölgii Provnce, Mongolia
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The Masjid Shah Cheragh, Sumber, Govisümber Province, Mongolia

Boards used for prayer towards the sacred mountain Otgontenger, from a viewing point nr. Uliasti,
Zavkhan Province, Mongolia
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A Buddhist temple in Ulaangom, Uvs Province, Mongolia

The central temple of the Balden Bereeven Monastery, Ömnödelger District, Khentii Province, Mongolia.
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The Altan Ovoo (Shrine), Dariganga District, Sükhbaatar Province, Mongolia. W says they “are sacred
stone heaps used as altars or shrines in Mongolian folk religious practice … usually made from rocks with
wood … often found at the top of mountaoins and in high places, like mountain passes.”

The Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul, Ulaanbaatar, Ulaanbaatar Provincial Municipality, Mongolia
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A Buddhist temple in Mandalgovi, Dundgovi District, Mongolia

The temple symbol of the dharma wheel and its guardian deer surmounting this temple at Mandalgovi,
Dundgovi District, Mongolia
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A restored temple at the Monastery Bari Lam Khiid, nr. Mandalgovi, Dundgovi District, Mongolia

A restored temple at the Monastery Ongiin Khiid, nr. Mandalgovi, Dundgovi District, Mongolia
▲
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